The University of British Columbia

Spring Congregation for the Conferring of Degrees

Wednesday, May 25, Thursday, May 26
Friday, May 27, Monday, May 30
Tuesday, May 31 and Wednesday, June 1

The Chan Centre for the Performing Arts
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 2011

8:30 AM
ARTS (Anthropology, Computer Science, Family Studies, Interdisciplinary Studies (B.A.'s only), Mathematics, Sociology), GRADUATE STUDIES, SOCIAL WORK Ph.D., M.A., M.S.W., B.A., B.S.W.
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 19

11:00 AM
AUDIOLOGY AND SPEECH SCIENCES, GRADUATE STUDIES (Biochemistry, Genetic Counselling, Health Care and Epidemiology, Medical Genetics, Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Physiology), MEDICINE, POPULATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH Ph.D., M.D./Ph.D., M.H.A., M.H.Sc., M.O.T., M.P.T., M.P.H., M.R.Sc., M.Sc., M.D., B.M.E., B.M. W.
President's Service Award for Excellence Recipient: Patricia Mirwaldt
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 22

1:30 PM
ARTS (Canadian Studies, English, Music, Women's and Gender Studies (B.A.'s only)), GRADUATE STUDIES, MUSIC Ph.D., D.M.A., M.A., M.Mus., B.A., B. Mus.
Diplomas - Collaborative Piano Studies, Music Performance Studies, Voice Honorary Degree Recipient: Diane Mary Loomer, C.M.
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 26

4:00 PM
Diplomas - Applied Creative Non-Fiction, Art History, Film Studies, Linguistics
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 29

THURSDAY, MAY 26, 2011

8:30 AM
Diploma in Education
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 33

11:00 AM
ARTS (International Relations, Political Science, United States Studies), GRADUATE STUDIES, LIBRARY, ARCHIVAL & INFORMATION STUDIES Ph.D., M.A., M.A. (Children's Literature), M.A.S., M.L.I.S., M.A.S./M.L.I.S., B.A.
Honorary Degree Recipient: The Hon. Jack Austin, P.C., Q.C., O.B.C.
President's Service Award for Excellence Recipient: Tangerine Twiss
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 37

1:30 PM
Diploma in Art History
Honorary Degree Recipient: Thomas Wing Fat Fung
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 40

4:00 PM
Honorary Degree Recipient: Kenneth Lyttler
President's Service Award for Excellence Recipient: Carol Mayer
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony Graduating Students 43

All Ceremonies to take place in the Chan Centre for the Performing Arts.

A General Reception will follow each ceremony at the Flag Pole Plaza.
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### Friday, May 27, 2011

**8:30 AM**  
**ARTS (Psychology)**  
Division of students to be determined by the Department of Psychology, Faculty of Arts  
*B.A.*  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students  

**11:00 AM**  
**ARTS (Cognitive Systems, Psychology)**  
(Division of students to be determined by the Department of Psychology, Faculty of Arts)  
**FORESTRY, GRADUATE STUDIES**  
Ph.D., M.A., M.A.Sc. (Forestry), M.Sc., M.P., B.A., B.Sci. (Forest Sciences), B.Sci. (Natural Resources Conservation), B.Sci. (Wood Products Processing), B.S.P.  
Honorary Degree Recipient: Leon Bibb. O.B.C.  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students  

**1:30 PM**  
**ARTS (Economics, Philosophy), GRADUATE STUDIES**  
Ph.D., M.A., B.A.  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students  

**4:00 PM**  
**APPLIED SCIENCE (Chemical and Biological, Integrated, Materials), ARCHITECTURE and LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, COMMUNITY and REGIONAL PLANNING, GRADUATE STUDIES, NURSING**  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students  

### Monday, May 30, 2011

**8:30 AM**  
**GRADUATE STUDIES, SCIENCE [Biology Options (B.Sc.'s only): Cell Biology, Cell Biology and Genetics, Genetics, General Biology, Cognitive Systems, Computer Science]**  
Ph.D., M.Sc., B.C.S., B.Sc.  
Diploma in Computer Science  
President’s Service Award for Excellence Recipient: Michele Ng  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students  

**11:00 AM**  
**SCIENCE [Biology (Options: Animal, Conservation, Ecology, Evolutionary, Marine, Plant), Botany, Zoology; General Science (Life Science or concentrations in any of the above)]**  
**GRADUATE STUDIES**  
Ph.D., M.Sc., B.Sc.  
Honorary Degree Recipient: Nancy Jean Turner, C.M., O.B.C.  
President’s Service Award for Excellence Recipient: Katherine Beaumont  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students  

**1:30 PM**  
**SCIENCE (Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Integrated Sciences, Microbiology & Immunology, Pharmacology (B.Sc. only), Physiology, Psychology), GRADUATE STUDIES (Microbiology & Immunology)**  
Ph.D., M.Sc., B.Sc.  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students  

**4:00 PM**  
**SCIENCE (Astronomy, Atmospheric Science, Biophysics, Chemistry, Climatology, Earth and Ocean Sciences, Environmental Sciences, Geographical Biogeosciences, Geology, Geophysics, Hydrology and Soil, Mathematics, Mathematical Sciences, Oceanography, Physical Geography, Physics, Statistics; General Science with concentrations in any of the above), GRADUATE STUDIES**  
Ph.D., M.Sc., B.Sc.  
Diploma in Meteorology  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students
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**Tuesday, May 31, 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:30 AM    | Dentistry, Graduate Studies, Pharmaceutical Sciences  
Ph. D., Pharm. D., M.Sc., D.M.D., B.D.Sc., B.Sc. (Pharm.)  
Diploma in Periodontics  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students: 70-72 |
| 11:00 AM   | Applied Science (Bio-Medical, Clean Energy, Clinical, Computer, Electrical, Engineering Physics, Geological), Graduate Studies  
Ph. D., M.A.Sc., M.Eng., M.Sc., B.A.Sc.  
Honorary Degree Recipient: James Allen McCaw  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony: 73  
Graduating Students: 74-75 |
| 1:30 PM    | Applied Science (Civil, Environmental, Mechanical, Mechatronics, Mining), Graduate Studies  
Ph. D., M.A.Sc., M.Eng., B.A.Sc.  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students 76 |
| 4:00 PM    | Land and Food Systems, College for Interdisciplinary Studies (Asia Pacific Policy Studies, Bioinformatics, Cell and Developmental Biology, European Studies, Genetics, Interdisciplinary Oncology, Neuroscience, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene, Resources Management and Environmental Studies, Women's and Gender Studies), Graduate Studies (Interdisciplinary Studies), Environmental Health  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students: 77-78 |

**Wednesday, June 1, 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:30 AM    | Commerce & Business Administration, Graduate Studies  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students: 82-84 |
| 11:00 AM   | Commerce and Business Administration (Accounting, Finance)  
B.Com.  
Diploma in Accounting  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students: 85-88 |
| 1:30 PM    | Commerce and Business Administration (Commerce & Economics, General Business Management, Human Resources Management, International Business Management, Management Information Systems, Marketing, Real Estate, Transportation and Logistics)  
B.B.R.E., B.Com.  
Diploma in Urban Land Economics  
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
Graduating Students: 89-91 |
Many congratulations on your achievements! Graduation is a significant milestone in your education, and in achieving this goal, you have demonstrated the commitment, creativity, and talent you will need to succeed in your chosen career. The entire UBC community wishes you the very best on this important occasion.

No matter how many times I attend graduation ceremonies, I find them to be moving and exciting occasions. I am always uplifted by the joy on the faces of our graduates as they come together, proudly wearing their UBC regalia. Graduation provides the University with an opportunity to recognize your achievements publicly and to help you, in turn, acknowledge the support you have received from family, friends, and staff members who have guided you during a challenging and demanding period in your life.

Over the course of your program, you have developed friendships that will last a lifetime. You have also become a valued member of our vibrant UBC community. I invite you to maintain your relationship with the university to which you have already dedicated so much time, hard work and energy. With 260,000 graduates spread over 120 countries, the Alumni Association is an invaluable resource for you as you embark on your career, forging connections around the world and across all disciplines. I urge you to take advantage of and contribute to this extraordinary community of alumni who began their professional lives at UBC.

Graduation day is an opportunity for you to reflect both on the past and on the future. This event may well signal a very significant change of direction in your life. Whatever direction you choose to take, the knowledge and skills that you have developed here will stand you in good stead, not only in your professional life but also as a contributing member of society.

Tuum est.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR — STEPHEN J. TOOPE

Where to from here?

If you know the answer to that question, and the destination is one that excites you — whether it’s the first stage of a promising career, international service, graduate school, or a well-deserved vacation on the beaches of Mexico — you are indeed fortunate that the way forward is clear and unfettered by the travails of student life.

If, on the other hand, you are not yet sure what lies ahead, do not for a moment consider yourself alone or unlucky. Exhausted and concerned perhaps, but never alone and never unlucky.

Irrespective of what faculty or program in which you were enrolled, or what level of degree you have completed, now is the time to pause, take a deep breath of spring air, admire the fruit blossoms that seemed to take forever to unfold this year, and reflect upon how your life is now profoundly different.

You are a graduate of the University of British Columbia.

Practise saying it a few times to your room-mate, your aunt, your little brother, the dog. Make it the final syllables you ever utter to your landlord. And if that isn’t enough to make you feel good about what you have achieved, perhaps a bit more quiet reflection is warranted.

In the meantime, I want to tell you what I think it means to be an alumnus or alumna of one of Canada’s and the world’s finest universities, or more importantly, what it says, in no uncertain terms, about you.

It says: I am intelligent and resourceful. I am disciplined in both short-term and long-term endeavours. I am a capable researcher and an independent thinker. I can be counted upon to deliver results under trying circumstances. I can manage and optimize financial resources. I am a problem solver. I am a “multi-tasker.” I can listen with an open mind to opposing points of view and synthesize an intelligent evidence-backed conclusion. I have an open heart to the richness of diversity. I have acquired deeper understandings about other cultures, about why we are different, and how we are the same. I have experience in interdisciplinary environments. I have stick-to-it-ness and a can-do attitude. I can interact with other people to achieve common objectives. I am a skilled communicator. I can even storm the wall.

Although you may hope to one day have a more definitive descriptor about who and what you are — a teacher, chartered accountant, regional vice-president, UN field worker, astronaut, nurse, business owner, social worker, researcher or Olympic athlete to only skim the surface of possibilities — take pride in this moment and have faith in the future.

All too often as we navigate the uncertain waters of life in the 21st century, we are plagued by an innate need to have immediate answers to all questions, when in reality what we really need is to savour precious given moments and just drift a little further downstream.

And just one more thing. Graduation should never mean goodbye. It’s your university — today and always.

Warmest congratulations!

Stephen Toope
Musqueam Welcome

On behalf of the Musqueam Indian Band, the Musqueam Band Council welcomes the University of British Columbia's new graduates, their families and friends to the 2011 Annual Spring Congregation.

We are pleased to honour the graduates and extend our congratulations to each and every one of you. We are especially pleased to extend our welcome and congratulations to the increasing number of First Nations students who visit the university, and our traditional lands, for their education.

The accomplishments and contributions of each individual student build the foundation for their future as well as the future of the university and the larger community. These individual accomplishments reflect the talent and diversity among you. Today, the feeling of pride and accomplishment to accompany the completion of your course of study will add to each student's confidence in moving on to the next endeavour.

The University of British Columbia is situated within the heart of Musqueam Traditional Territory. These lands have always been a place for learning. In previous centuries, what is now the UBC campus was a centre for learning for Musqueam youth, who were instructed in culture, history, and tradition, and who in turn shared their knowledge with a new generation. Belief, knowledge, ritual, technological practices, were all handed down here from generation to generation – just as they are today to students from diverse communities and backgrounds.

Musqueam thanks the University of British Columbia and President Stephen Toope for continuing to recognize these lands and the tradition of learning associated with them as an integral part of the history and well being of the Musqueam community. We also thank UBC for continuing to seek a partnership with Musqueam as co-host for special initiatives and ceremonies.

We are pleased that our lands continue to be a place for learning and sharing. We are supportive of the university's many programs and initiatives to form partnerships with the Musqueam and other First Nations communities. Education brings us all together, and each of the students convocating today is an inspiration to us all. It is our hope that after graduation you will continue contributing to the university, to our communities, to the well being of society and in doing so you will bring about positive change.

Congratulations to all University of British Columbia 2011 Graduates. We wish you further success for your future.

Description of President's Stole

The Salish people are well known for being beautiful weavers along the west coast. Their weavings were used for clothing, sitting mats, and gifts. It also indicates wealth; the more blankets and gifts you gave away shows everyone your wealth.

I decided to design and weave the stole for the sole purpose in sharing the importance and wealth of the Salish people here at Musqueam. It's now a gift for the President and the students at UBC to share with each other. I hope it also relays the significance of sharing amongst each other.

The white sheep wool shows the weaving techniques still used today and the black material shows the salish form lines.

My name is Chrystal Sparrow and I come from the Musqueam Band. I'm a contemporary salish artist. My art mediums are; wood carvings, prints, jewellery, clothing and weavings.

Presented November 2007
UBC Board of Governors

UBC's 21-member Board of Governors comprises the chancellor, the president, eleven persons appointed by the lieutenant-governor, three faculty members elected by faculty, three full-time students elected by students and two people elected by and from the full-time employees of the university who are not faculty members.

By legislation, the board is responsible for the management, administration and control of the property, revenue, business and affairs of the university including the appointment of senior officials and faculty on the recommendation of the president. The governors represent diverse backgrounds, which provide valuable input during board deliberations.

Ex-Officio
Chancellor Sarah Morgan-Silvester, B.Com. (Br. Col.)
President and Vice Chancellor Stephen J. Toope, A.B., B.C.L./LL.B., Ph.D.

Elected by Faculty
R. Johnston, Ph.D. (Stanford)
H.B. McCullough, B.A. (Hons.), M.T.S., B.Litt., Ph.D.

Appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council
Theresa M. Arsenault, B.A., (Br.Col), LL.B.(Br.Col), Q.C.
Robert Fung, B.A.
Maureen Howe, Ph.D.(Br.Col)
Bill Levine (Chair), B.A.(Br.Col), M.B.A
Alice Laberge, B.Sc., M.B.A. (Br.Col)
Barry Lapointe
Douglas H. Mitchell, LL.B.(Br.Col), Q.C.
Janet Pau, B.A.
Ross S. Smith, F.C.A.
Susan Yurkovitch, B.A.(Br.Col), M.B.A.(Br.Col)

Elected by Students
Sean Heisler
Spencer Robins
Sumedha Sharma

Elected by and from full-time employees of the University who are not members of the Faculty
Anne-Marie Fenger, B.A. (Br. Col.), M.B.A.
Bonnie Bates Gibbs, M.B.A.

Senate - UBC Vancouver

The Chancellor: Sarah Morgan-Silvester, B.Com. (Br. Col.)
The President, Chair: Stephen J. Toope, A.B., B.C.L./LL.B., Ph.D.
Secretary, Associate Vice-President, Enrolment Services & Registrar: James Ridge, M.A. (Man.), M. Public Admin. (Ont.)
Vice President, Academic: David Farrar, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.

The Deans
Dean of Applied Science, T. Aboulnassr, B.Eng., M.Sc., Ph.D
Dean of Arts, G. Averill, B.A., Ph.D. (University of Washington)
Dean of Commerce and Business Administration, D. Muzyka, B.A., M.B.A., D.B.A.
Dean of Dentistry, C. Shuler, B.Sc., D.M.D., Ph.D.
Dean of Forestry, J. Inness, B.A. (Hons), M.A., Ph.D.
Dean of Graduate Studies, S. Porter (Pro tem), B.Sc., Ph.D. (Br. Col)
Dean of Land and Food Systems, M. Isman, B.Sc., M.Sc. (Br.Col), Ph.D. (Calif)
Dean of Law, M. A. Bobinski, B.A., LL.B., B.C.L., L.L.M.

Dean of Medicine, G. C. E. Stuart, M.D.
Dean of Pharmaceutical Sciences, R. D. Sindelar, B.A., M.S., Ph.D.
Dean of Science, S. Peacock, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Principal of Colleges
Principal, College of Interdisciplinary Studies, M. Burgess, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Elected by the Faculties
Applied Science
W. Hall, B.N., M.S.N., Ph.D

Arts
D. Lehman, B.A., Ph.D.
M. Vassey, B.A., D.Phil.
Commerce and Business Administration
J. A. Brander, B.A. (Br. Col.), M.A., Ph.D.
T. Ross, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Dentistry

Education
D. O'Donoghue, Ph.D. (Dublin, Ireland)
N. Perry, B.A., M.A. (S.Fraser), Ph.D. (Mich.)

Forestry
B. Larson, B.A., M.F.S., Ph.D.
P. L. Marshall, B.Sc.F., M.Sc.F., Ph.D., R.P.F.

Graduate Studies
P. Loewen, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.
C. Orvig, B.Sc., Ph.D.

Land & Food Systems
A. Riseman, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.
M. K. Upadhyaya, B.Sc., (AG.), M.Sc., M.A., Ph.D.

Law
B. MacDougall, B.A., LL.B., B.C.L., M.A.
B. Perrin, B.Comm., J.D., LL.M.

Medicine
K. Baik, B.Sc., Ph.D.
P. Leung, B.Sc., M.Sc., PhD, FCAHS (Br.Col.),

Pharmaceutical Sciences
B. Cairns, B.Sc. (Hon), B.Sc. (Pharm), Ph.D.
D. W. Fielding, B.Sc. (Pharm.), M.Sc., Ed.D. (Br. Col.)

Science
S. Singh, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.
Vacancy

Faculty Representatives of the College for Interdisciplinary Studies
G. Oberg, B.Sc., Ph.D.
Vacancy

Elected by a Joint Meeting of the Faculties
R. Anstee, B.Math., Ph.D.
R. Gardiner, B.A., M.F.A.
P. G. Harrison, B.Sc. (Hon.), Ph.D. (Dalhousie)
K. Patterson, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
R. Sparks, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
S. Thorne, R.N., B.S.N., M.S.N., Ph.D.
R. Anstee, B.Math., Ph.D.
R. Gardiner, B.A., M.F.A.
P. G. Harrison, B.Sc. (Hon.), Ph.D. (Dalhousie)

K. Patterson, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
R. Sparks, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
S. Thorne, R.N., B.S.N., M.S.N., Ph.D.
R. Windsor-Liscombe, B.A. (Hons.), Ph.D., F.S.A.
Vacancy

Elected by the Professional Librarians
M. Friesen, B.A., B.L.S., M.L.I.S.

Director of Continuing Education
F. R. Andrew, B.A., M.A., Ph.D (Br.Col.)

Representatives of the Student Body
S. Heisler, Applied Science
C. Changfoot, Arts
K. Amoilejari, College for Interdisciplinary Studies
J. Leung, Commerce & Business Admin. (Sauder School of Business)
C. Colombe, Dentistry
R. Sneath, Education
M. Murray, Forestry
F. Grajales, Graduate Studies
K. Truong, Land & Food Systems
J. Scafe, Law
N. Sejednejad, Medicine
A. Sihota, Pharmaceutical Sciences
S. Marzara, Science

Elected by the Students at-large
R. Bredin, Medicine
T. Brennan, Arts
I. Habib, Arts
S. Rasmussen, Arts
J. Yang, Science

Elected by Convocation
G. L. Dew, B.A.
C. L. Gorman, Dipl.T. (Hons.), B.A., M.B.A. (Br. Col)
S. Haffey, B.A., M.A., M.B.A.
S. B. Knight, B.Ed., M.Ed., Ph.D.
B. S. Lalli, B.A. (Hons.), M.A., Ph.D.
W. B. McNulty, B.P.E., M.P.E., M.A.
C. F. Meyers, B.Com.
B. Segal, B.Sc., LLB
D. Verma, B.Sc. (Hons), M.Sc., M.Ed.
Vacancy

Representatives of Affiliated Colleges
S. Farris, B.A., Th.M., D.Min., Ph.D., Vancouver School of Theology
J. Stapleton, Ph.D., KSG, St. Mark's College
B. Stelck, B.Ed., M.Ed., M.Div., Ph.D., Carey Theological College
R. Wilson, B.Sc., M.A., Ph.D., M.T.S., Regent College

Librarian
I. Parent, University Librarian
UBC Traditions

Academic Regalia

The wearing of academic costume is a tradition that has persisted from the Middle Ages, when the first Universities were founded. The regalia vary slightly from one University to another, and within a University, according to the status of the wearer.

The colours for the degrees are as follows:

Ph.D.  The regalia of the Ph.D. consists of a maroon gown front panel & sleeves of university blue with gold piping; a hood of blue silk outside with gold lining; a hat, decanal bonnet of maroon silk with gold cord and tassel.

Ed.D.  The Ed.D. regalia consists of a black gown with front panel and sleeves of university blue with gold piping; a hood of light blue with chevron of university blue, white and gold; a hat, decanal bonnet of black with gold cord and tassel.

Pharm D.  Pharm D. regalia consists of a black gown with front panel and sleeves of olive green with gold piping; a hood of university blue with chevron of university blue and gold; a hat, decanal bonnet of black with gold cord and tassel.

D.M.A  The D.M.A. regalia consists of a black gown front panel and sleeves of university blue with gold piping; a hood of pink with chevron of university blue and gold; a hat, decanal bonnet of black with gold cord and tassel.

At the University of British Columbia, the undergraduate’s and Master’s gown are black. The Bachelor’s hood is edged with the distinctive colour. The Master’s hood is the same as the Bachelor’s, except that it is lined with the distinctive colour.

Graduate Degrees
E.M.B.A.  Fully lined grey with black and grey cord
I.M.B.A.  Fully lined grey with black and grey cord
M.A.S.A.  Fully lined scarlet with white and grey cord
M.A.S.L.A.  Fully lined maize with scarlet cord
M.A.Sc.  Fully lined scarlet
M.Arch.  Fully lined scarlet with white cord
M.A.S.  Fully lined university blue with silver and yellow cord
M.A.S./M.L.I.S  Fully lined yellow with blue and silver cord
M.A.  Fully lined university blue
M.A.(APPS)  Fully lined university blue
M.A.(Child.)  Fully lined university blue with yellow cord
M.A.(Plan.)  Fully lined university blue with green and grey cord
M.B.A.  Fully lined grey with black and grey cord
M.Ed.  Fully lined white with university blue cord
M.E.T.  Fully lined white with university blue cord
M.Eng.  Fully lined scarlet with dark blue cord
M.F.A.  Fully lined university blue with magenta cord
M.F.S.  Fully lined maize with gold and red cord
M.F.  Fully lined brown with green cord
M.H.A.  Fully lined scarlet with blue cord
M.H.Sc.  Fully lined scarlet with grey cord
M.H.K.  Fully lined malachite green
M.J.  Fully lined university blue
M.L.A.  Fully lined maize with scarlet cord
L.L.M.  Fully lined amethyst violet
L.L.M.(Com.)  Fully lined amethyst violet
M.L.I.S.  Fully lined cadmium yellow
M.M.  Fully lined grey with black and grey cord
M.Mus.  Fully lined university blue with light pink cord
M.N.  Fully lined scarlet with blue and white cord
M.O.T.  Fully lined royal blue with scarlet and white cord
M.P.T.  Fully lined royal blue with scarlet and white cord
M.P.H.  Fully lined scarlet with blue cord
M.R.Sc.  Fully lined royal blue with scarlet and white cord
M.Sc.  Fully lined light blue
M.Sc.(Bus.)  Fully lined grey with black and grey cord on light blue
M.S.N.  Fully lined scarlet with blue and white cord
M.Sc.(Plan.)  Fully lined university blue with dark green and white cord
M.S.W.  Fully lined magenta
M.S.S.  Fully lined light blue

Undergraduate Degrees
B.A.Sc.  Scarlet
B.A.  University blue
B.B.R.E.  Light grey with black and red cord
B.Com.  Light grey with black and grey cord
B.C.S.  Light blue
B.D.Sc.  White with lilac and red cord
B.Ed.  White with university blue cord
B.En.D.  Old Gold
B.F.A.  University blue with magenta cord
B.H.E.  Turquoise
B.H.K.  Malachite green
L.L.B.  Amethyst violet
B.M.L.Sc.  White with scarlet and blue cord
B.M.W.  Maroon with emerald green cord
B.Mus.  University blue with light pink cord
B.Sc.  Light blue
B.Sc.(Agri.)  Maize
B.Sc.(Agro.)  Maize with gold and green cord
B.Sc.(F.N.H.)  Maize with gold and white cord
B.Sc.(For.)  Brown with light blue cord
B.S.F.  Brown with green cord
B.Sc.(G.R.S.)  Maize with gold and blue cord
B.Sc.(N.R.C.)  Brown with red cord
B.S.N.  Scarlet with blue and white cord
B.Sc.(Pharm.)  Dark green with scarlet cord
B.Sc.(W.P.P.)  Brown with red cord
B.S.W.  Magenta
D.M.D.  Lilac and red
M.D.  Scarlet and royal blue
J.D.  Amethyst violet

The hood for the honorary degree Doctor of Laws (LL.D.) is of scarlet broadcloth lined in dark blue velvet; for the Doctor of Science (D.Sc.) it is lined in dark purple and for the Doctor of Letters (D.Litt) it is lined in cream.
Congregation or Convocation?

People often ask why UBC calls its graduation ceremonies “Congregation.” There are no records to say why this term was originally adopted but it has been used by UBC since its first graduation ceremonies in 1916 and is believed to originate from its use in English institutions such as Oxford and Cambridge. According to Wikipedia, “a congregation is an assembly of people for a given purpose; with respect to a university, it is a formal meeting of senior members of the University. Examples include the Regent House in the University of Cambridge and the House of Congregation and the Ancient House of Congregation in the University of Oxford. Stemming from this tradition, in some universities a graduation ceremony is known as a congregation, even if the ceremony is not a meeting of the university’s governing body in the traditional sense.”

For whatever reason, UBC adopted this term for its graduation ceremonies in 1916 and has used it ever since when inviting faculty, students and guests to the Convocation. UBC is unique amongst Canadian institutions in that it appears to be the only institution that still uses this term.

The term ‘Convocation’ at UBC is more often used to describe a group of people – defined by the University Act – including the Chancellor, President, members of the Senate, all faculty members and all graduates of the University. The Convocation, through the Chancellor who serves as its chair, confers degrees, including honorary degrees, and awards diplomas and certificates of proficiency.

In Fall 2007, UBC Vancouver Senate reconfirmed its preference to maintain the tradition of using the term ‘Congregation’ for its graduation ceremonies. In Spring 2008, the UBC Okanagan Senate passed a motion that “Convocation be adopted as the name for meetings of the UBC convocation held at UBC Okanagan for the purposes of conferring degrees, effective June 2008.”

Did you know....
- UBC’s first Congregation ceremony took place on May 4, 1916 in the Hotel Vancouver ballroom. There were 41 graduates.
- UBC’s first graduate degrees were conferred in 1919. The first degrees in Agriculture were conferred in 1921 and the first Bachelor of Applied Science in Nursing and Forestry degrees were awarded at the eighth Congregation in 1923.
- Every year since 1979, the graduating class has planted a tree on campus.
- The first Congregation ceremony on the present day campus was held in 1927.

The University Mace

The University Mace is a symbol of the authority of the Chancellor. It is displayed on ceremonial occasions, most notably during the congregation ceremonies but also during the installation of a President or Chancellor.

In the fall of 1957, the University commissioned Haida carver Bill Reid to undertake the project. Owing to Reid’s heavy workload, he suggested that George Norris be asked to help design and carve the Mace. The planning of the Mace took some time and a final design was not approved until 1959.

Norris carved the Mace from a block of yew and it included a stylized thunderbird on the thick upper portion. The Mace also featured the use of copper that was prominent in Northwest Coast native art. This copper trimming was designed and prepared by Bill Reid. Norris completed the Mace in 1959 and it was first used at the Fall Congregation where the Director of Ceremonies, Malcolm McGregor, carried it for the first time.

Today the Mace is carried by the ‘Macebearer’ who leads the Platform Party, which includes the Chancellor, the President, and other dignitaries, onto the stage for the Congregation ceremonies.

O Canada

Our home and native land!
True patriot love in all thy sons command.

With glowing hearts we see thee rise,
The True North strong and free

From far and wide,
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.

God keep our land glorious and free
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.

O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.

Terre de nos aieux,
Ton front est ceint de fleurons glorieux!
Car ton bras sait porter l’épée,
Il sait porter la croix!

Ton histoire est une épopée
Des plus brillants exploits.

Et ta valeur, de foi trempée,
Protégera nos foyers et nos droits.

Protégera nos foyers et nos droits.
UBC's Important Historical Moments

The following list reflects 23 important historical moments in UBC's history:

1908
- Provincial legislature passes a new "University Act" establishing The University of British Columbia. It provides for a Chancellor, a Convocation, a President, and a Board of Governors to manage the university's administration, property and business affairs, and a Senate to administer academic matters.

1910
- After a province-wide survey, Point Grey is selected as the site of UBC's new campus.

1913
- Dr. Frank Fairchild Westbrook appointed first President of UBC.

1915
- The University of British Columbia opens in temporary headquarters at the former MUCBC facilities (nicknamed the "Fairview Shacks" after the surrounding neighbourhood) adjacent to Vancouver General Hospital. There are three faculties: Arts and Science, Applied Science and Agriculture. Student enrolment in September is 379 and total number of full- and part-time faculty is 34.

1922
- Tired of over-crowded conditions and inadequate facilities, UBC students launch a campaign known as "Build the University" to resume construction at the Point Grey campus. With 56,000 names on a petition for the government, 1,200 students with floats, bands and banners march through the streets of downtown Vancouver to the Point Grey campus. This pilgrimage became known as the "Great Trek," as it successfully convinced the Government of BC to resume work on the Point Grey site. The "Great Trek" represents one of the greatest efforts of an undergraduate student body in support of its university and still reflects the spirit and pride of UBC students.

UBC students march through the streets of Vancouver in the "Great Trek" of 1922.
1925
- UBC moves to Point Grey campus.

1940
- Students contribute to the construction of Brock Hall, the university's first student union building.

1951
- Student initiative leads to construction of War Memorial Gymnasium, as a memorial to the British Columbians who died serving their country.

1979
- UBC awards its 100,000th degree.

1989
- UBC launches the “World of Opportunity” fundraising campaign. By the time it ends in 1993, this overwhelmingly successful campaign raises a total of $262 million.

1993
- U.S. President Bill Clinton and Russian President Boris Yeltsin meet at UBC during the “Vancouver Summit.”

1997
- Dr. Martha C. Piper becomes UBC’s new President.
- The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Leaders’ Meeting brings the heads of the 18 leading economies around the Pacific Rim to Vancouver.

2000
- UBC celebrates 75 years at the Point Grey campus—which has changed considerably over the years—as it confers close to 6,000 degrees to graduating UBC students.

2001
- UBC opens its new downtown campus, UBC at Robson Square.

2004
- 3 Nobel Peace Prize Laureates, His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Archbishop Desmond Tutu and Dr. Shirin Ebadi, are given honorary degrees at a special ceremony.

2005
- UBC opens UBC Okanagan campus in Kelowna.

2006
- Professor Stephen J. Toope becomes UBC’s 12th President and Vice-Chancellor.

2007
- UBC awards its 200,000th degree.

2008
- UBC celebrates the Centenary of the Signing of the University Act.
- Sarah Morgan-Silvester is elected as the 17th Chancellor of UBC, only the second woman in the history of the University to hold this position.

2010
- UBC is a venue for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Games

2011
- Dr. Amartya Sen Nobel Prize Laureate receives an honorary degree at a special ceremony.
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Grad Class 2011 Gift

The Graduation Class of 2011 have decided to contribute the following gifts to the university.

- Science Undergraduate Society will receive $5,000 for the Abdul Ladha Science Centre Building Improvement Project
- AMS Tutoring will receive $5,000 for the Redevelopment of the AMS Tutoring Website
- AMS will receive $1500 for the FoodBank for Nonperishable food items
- AMS Safewalk will receive $5,000 for Jackets for the walkers
- AMS Bike Kitchen will receive $6,000 for a Bike Sculpture
- AMS Volunteer Connect will receive $1800 for Volunteer Management Software

“STEPS” FORWARD supports young adults with intellectual disabilities in auditing courses and participating in campus activities at colleges and universities in British Columbia. Over a 4-5 year period these young adults are supported in the educational, athletic, social and other life-defining challenges of student life in the same post-secondary environment as their non-disabled peers. (see www.STEPS-Forward.org)"
**Goodbye Students. Hello Alumni!**

Graduation doesn't mean you have to say goodbye. As you cross the stage and receive your degree, you're following in the footsteps of more than 250,000 UBC students before you. With upwards of 55 alumni networks worldwide, UBC grads can make the most of their connections and enjoy the benefits of membership in the alumni community.

- *Trek Magazine* three times a year and the monthly *Grad Gazette* e-newsletter will keep you up to date with campus news and research.

- Year-round *Young Alumni Events* will help you network, pick up practical advice, re-engage with great UBC traditions, or keep your grey matter in trim.

- Network and stay in touch with UBC and the alumni community by liking our Facebook page (facebook.com/ubcalumni), following us on Twitter (twitter.com/ubcalumni) and joining our group on LinkedIn.

- The Alumni ACARD gives you access to UBC's library, as well as many discounted services. The Alumni ACARD gives you access to UBC's library, as well as many discounted services.

Our website, www.alumni.ubc.ca, is a practical link to events, lectures, seminars and all things UBC. You can also update your contact information, and sign up for E-mail forwarding.

We hope your UBC degree will serve you well, no matter where in the world your adventures take you. Congratulations on a remarkable achievement and don't forget to stay in touch.

For more information, contact Darran Fernandez, BA, Alumni Relations Officer, Students and Young Alumni (604) 827-3293, darran.fernandez@ubc.ca.

Or call 604-822-3313 (toll free: 800-883-3088)

---

**A sincere “thank you” to grads**

UBC strives to give students access to the best faculty, dynamic and topical programs of study, the latest resources and technology, and top-notch services and assistance.

Many of these items are made available through the generosity of alumni and friends of the university. While basic support for university operations comes from tuition fees and the government, donors are key partners in helping UBC explore and provide new opportunities for students.

We are proud to have our alumni's strong support. This tradition of alumni support begins with our graduating students. UBC's Class Act initiative helps students to work together to fundraise for a special parting gift from their graduating class to their Faculty or School. In past years, these gifts have included computer equipment, furniture for student social spaces, speaker endowments and scholarships.

The university wishes to express its appreciation to this year's Class Act participants, and to others who have demonstrated their commitment to the ideals of the university. Your generosity contributes immeasurably to the vitality and strength of UBC.

For further information about gifts to UBC, please contact the Development Office at 604-822-8900, or visit our website www.supporting.ubc.ca.
Significant Accomplishments & Contributions

Honorary Degree Recipients

Prominent in the professions and the community, honorary degree recipients are recognized for their distinguished achievements in their respective endeavours and for the contributions their accomplishments make to the life of the university and the betterment of society. These degrees will be awarded during Spring Congregation.

The Honorable Jack Austin, O.B.C., P.C., Q.C.
Thomas Wing Fat Fung
Kenneth Lyotier
Nancy J. Turner, C.M., O.B.C.
Diane Loomer, C.M.
James A. McEwen
Leob Bibb, O.B.C.

President's Service Award for Excellence Recipients

The President's Service Award for Excellence is one of the highest honours a UBC staff or faculty member can receive. This award recognizes those individuals who go above and beyond the call duty—whose efforts make a difference to both the university and campus life. Recipients of this prestigious award receive a gold medal and $5,000. These awards will be presented during Spring Congregation.

Katherine Beaumont
Director
Go Global

Carol E. Mayer
Curator
Museum of Anthropology

Patricia Mirwaldt
Director
Student Health Services

Tangerine Twiss
Executive Assistant
International Office

Michele Ng
Project Coordinator
Computer Science

Killam Teaching Prize

This award is made from a generous endowment provided by Dorothy and Izaak Walton Killam; recipients of the award are chosen from faculty who have been nominated by their colleagues, students and alumni in recognition of excellent teaching.

Faculty of Applied Science
Yusuf Attintas
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Greg Johnson
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture, and Department of Civil Engineering

Ronald Kellett
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

Faculty of Arts
Manuela Costantino
Coordinated Arts Program

Matthew Evenden
Department of Geography

Laura Janara
Department of Political Science

Siobhán McElduff
Department of Classical, Near Eastern & Religious Studies

Vin Nardizzi
Department of English

Ralph Sarkokak
Department of French, Hispanic & Italian Studies

Faculty of Dentistry
Ell Whitney

Faculty of Education
Maria Buchanan
Department of Educational and Counseling Psychology, and Special Education

André Mazawi
Department of Educational Studies

Faculty of Forestry
Valerie LeMay
Department of Forest Resources Management

Faculty of Medicine
Kenneth G. Baimbridge
Department of Cellular & Physiological Sciences

Paula Gordon
Department of Radiology

Faculty of Pharmacy
Catherine Pang
Department of Anesthesiology, Pharmacology & Therapeutics

Guirdeep Parhar
Department of Family Practice

Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Patricia Gerber

Faculty of Science
Sunita Chowrira
Department of Microbiology and Immunology

Robert Hancock
Department of Microbiology and Immunology

Sara Harris
Department of Earth & Ocean Sciences

George Haughn
Department of Botany

Malabika Pramanik
Department of mathematics

Santokh Singh
Department of Botany

Sauder School of Business
JoAndrea Hoegg
Marketing Division
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Scholarships, Medals and Prizes

Recipients of medals are notified in writing by the Student Financial Assistance and Awards office concerning procedures for receipt of medals.

Heads of Graduating Classes

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S Gold Medal (head of the graduating class in the Faculty of Graduate Studies, Doctoral Programs): Rowan Barrett

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S Gold Medal (head of the graduating class in the Faculty of Graduate Studies, Master's Programs): Arpita Sharma

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S Silver Medal in Arts (head of the graduating class in the Faculty of Arts, B.A. degree): Wesley Sze

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S Silver Medal in Science (head of the graduating class in the Faculty of Science, B.Sc. Degree): Cedric Lin

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S Silver Medal (head of the graduating class in the Faculty of Applied Science, B.A.Sc. Degree): Dennis Huang

Government General's Silver Medal (head of the graduating class in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences): Charles Au

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists Gold Medal in Engineering (most outstanding record in the graduating class of Applied Science, B.A.Sc. degree): Taylor Hicklin Hetherington

COLLEGE of Dental Hygienists of B.C. Gold Medal (highest academic standing in B.D.Sc. Program): Danae Parr

COLLEGE of Dental Surgeons of B.C. Gold Medal (head of the graduating class in Dentistry, D.M.D. degree): Oxana Korj

Dr. John Wesley NEILL Prize (head of the graduating class in Landscape Architecture): Sarah Primeau

Dr. Maxwell A. CAMERON Memorial Award (head of the graduating class in Education, 2-year Elementary School Teaching, B.Ed. degree): John Hall

George KENNEDY Medal in Global Resource Systems (head of the graduating class in Global Resource Systems, B.Sc. degree): Anil Jasswal

George KENNEDY Medal in Global Resource Systems (head of the graduating class in Global Resource Systems, B.Sc. degree): Anelyse Weiler

H. Peter OBERLANDER Medal and Prize (head of the graduating class in the School of Community and Regional Planning): Sarah Gillett

H. R. MACMILLAN Prize in Forestry (head of the graduating class in Forestry, B.S.F. or B.Sc. Forestry degree): Robyn Hooper

H. R. MACMILLAN Prize in Forestry (head of the graduating class in Forestry, B.S.F. or B.Sc. Forestry degree): Robyn Hooper

Hal STRAIGHT Gold Medal and Prize in Journalism (most outstanding graduate student in Journalism, M.J. program): Lois Kelly

HAMBER Medal (head of the graduating class in Medicine, M.D. degree, best cumulative record in all years of course): Meghan MacDonald

Helen L. BALFOUR Prize (head of the graduating class in Nursing, B.S.N. degree): Rachel Victor

KIWANIS Club of Vancouver Gold Medal (head of the graduating class in Commerce and Business Administration, B.Com. degree): Rysha Camillo Yang

LAW Society Gold Medal and Prize (head of the graduating class in Law, J.D. degree): Katharine Bond

M. B. A. Graduation Prize (top graduating student in the part-time M.B.A. Program): Graham Duck

M. B. A. Graduation Prize (top graduating student in the full-time M.B.A. Program): Jorge Alejandro Tena Rodriguez

M. B. A. Graduation Prize (top graduating student in the International M.B.A. Program): Jian Zhang

Marjorie Ellis TOPPING Memorial Medal (head of the graduating class in Social Work, B.S.W. degree): Yousa Syeda

Professor C. F. A. CULLING Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science Prize (greatest overall academic excellence in the graduating class of the B.M.L.Sc. Degree): Victor Liu

Robert W. SCHUTZ Faculty Prize in Human Kinetics (head of the graduating class in Human Kinetics, B.H.K. degree): Philip Motyka

Roy STOKES Medal in Archival Studies (most outstanding graduating student in M.A.S. program): Cynthia McLellan

ROYAL Architectural Institute of Canada Medal (graduating student with the highest standing in the School of Architecture, M.Arch. Degree): Matthew Beall)

Ruth CAMERON Medal for Librarianship (student whose record in the course for the degree of M.L.I.S. is most outstanding): Cynthia McLellan

UNIVERSITY of B.C. Medal (in Fine Arts) (head of the graduating class in Fine Arts, B.F.A. degree): Brendan Albano

UNIVERSITY of B.C. Medal in Applied Biology (head of the graduating class in Applied Biology): Brittany Shuster

Wilfrid SADLER Memorial Gold Medal (head of the graduating class in Agroecology, B.Sc.Ag. Degree): Christopher Thoreau
ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Civil Engineering): Harsharan Gill

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Mechanical Engineering): Alix Jiwa

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Integrated Engineering): Hillary Kernahan

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Mining Engineering): Peter Klaponski

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Geological Engineering): Erika Lewynsky

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Chemical Engineering): Pongsatorn Pitayachabriyakul

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Electrical Engineering): Michelle Siu

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Computer Engineering): Levi Stoddard

ASSOCIATION of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Achievement Award in Engineering (promise in Materials Engineering): Zizheng Zhou

Christopher E. WEBB Prize (engineering student demonstrating excellence in the study of the water resources of British Columbia): Robert Rutherford

ELDRIDGE Memorial Prize (graduating student with the highest standing in Mining and Mineral Process Engineering): Glenn Finlay

Ernest PETERS Prize (graduating student in Metals and Materials Engineering): Zizheng Zhou

Faculty of APPLIED Science Prize for Academic Excellence (academic excellence in the Faculty of Applied Science): Indiresh Singh

George E. LOVESETH Award in Geological Sciences (graduating student in Geological Engineering): Jonathan Chow

George E. LOVESETH Award in Geological Sciences (graduating student in Geological Engineering): Meredith Kealty

George E. LOVESETH Award in Geological Sciences (graduating student in Geological Engineering): Erika Lewynsky

Jake TURNBULL Memorial Prize (best graduating thesis/report for MMPE 493): Kyle Foster

K. B. MATHUR Prize (best oral presentation in undergraduate thesis, CHML 492): Alan Fung

LEFEVRE Medal and Prize in Chemical Engineering (highest standing in general proficiency and research ability in Chemical Engineering): Alan Fung

LETSON Prize (head of the class in Mechanical Engineering): Russell Jones

LETSON Prize (head of the class in Mechanical Engineering (Biomedical Engineering Option)): Adriel Lam

LETSON Prize (head of the class in Mechanical Engineering (Mechatronics Option)): Andrew Nobles

LETSON Prize (head of the class in Mechanical Engineering (Thermofluids Option)): Kent Tang

Merrill PRINDLE Book Prize in Engineering (academic standing and contribution to Engineering Undergraduate Society): Caleb Scott

N M Skalbaniya Ltd Prize in Civil Engineering (head of the graduating class in Civil Engineering, B.A.Sc. Degree): Harsharan Gill

SOCIETY of Chemical Industry Merit Prize (highest standing in the field of Chemical Engineering): Kenneth McIvor

ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Abraham ROGATNICK Book Prize (creative and poetic talent in design): Daniel Irvine

Alpha Rho Chi Medal (graduating student in Architecture who has shown leadership and promise of professional merit): Annie Boivin

American Institute of Architects Henry Adams Medal and Certificates (outstanding graduating student in Architecture): Ariel Mieling

ARCHITECTURAL Institute of British Columbia Medal (outstanding student who holds the promise of making a contribution to the profession of architecture): Joe Lee

Canadian Society of Landscape Architects Award of Merit (innovation in developing the field of Landscape Architecture): Rebecca Colter

MERRICK Architecture Graduating Prize (student in Master of Architecture Program or Master of Advanced Studies in Architecture, based on achievements in architectural studies): Matthew Beall

Vaughn BERG Memorial Prize in Architecture (thesis project expands beyond the realm of the discipline of architecture and embraces allied disciplines and related practices in arts in a forward-looking, innovative, and constructive manner): Michael Lis

ARTS

BRITISH Columbia Psychological Association Graduate Medal in Psychology (outstanding achievement of a Master's or Doctoral student in the study of Psychology): Kirsten Dalrymple

CANADIAN Association of Geographers' Undergraduate Prize (greatest proficiency in Geography): David Reid

David E. HIGNHAM Memorial Prize (highest overall standing in third and fourth year courses in French, Literature option): Alina Kwan
ENGLISH Honours Medal (outstanding graduate in English Honours): Vladimir Cristescu

ENGLISH Honours Prize (outstanding graduate in English Honours): Vladimir Cristescu

Freda SPRINGATE Graduating Prize for Excellence in Film (outstanding graduating student in the Film Production Program): Woogie Joa

Gerald N Savory Prize in International Relations (outstanding graduating major in the International Relations program): Anna Chen

GOEL Prize in Political Science (outstanding student in Political Science): Justin Shoemaker

J. H. Stewart REID Medal and Prize in Honours History (outstanding graduating student in Honours History): Julian Weideman

Janet NAROD Memorial Scholarship (outstanding graduating student in English Honours, who intends to continue study at the graduate level at this university): Raquel Baldwinston

Jared STANLEY Memorial Prize (demonstrated excellence in the final year of study, Master of Science in Geography): Xanthe Walker

Joan LIVESEY Prize in French-Canadian Literature (outstanding work in French-Canadian Literature): Audrey Thibierge

Joseph A. CRUMB Prize (best graduating essay in Honours Economics): Wesley Sze

Katherine and Hugh KEENLEYSEIDE Prize in History (outstanding graduating student in Canadian History): Ta-Wei Lin

Mahatma GANDHI Peace Prize (outstanding graduating student majoring in Philosophy): Pamela Robinson

POLITICAL Science Gold Medal (most outstanding graduating student in the Political Sciences B.A. program): Aylon Cohen

Special University of British Columbia Award – Tees Award (top graduating student in Psychology): Christopher Gladstone

Stanley COREN Prize in Psychology (outstanding Master’s thesis in psychology): Daniel Randles

DENTISTRY

ACADEMY of General Dentistry British Columbia Chapter Prize (improvement in Clinical Dentistry): Tammy Chu

ACADEMY of Operative Dentistry Prize (outstanding achievement in Operative Dentistry): Alex Chen

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Prize (greatest ability in Oral Pathology): Yen-Chen Kevin Ko

American Academy of Oral Medicine Annual Prize (outstanding ability in the field of Oral Medicine): Betty Pan

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Predoctoral Student Award Certificate (most outstanding student in the field of dentistry for children): Jana Lamb

AMERICAN Academy of Periodontology Prize (excellence in the field of Periodontics): Christopher Shon

American Association of Endodontists’ Prize (demonstrating exceptional ability in the area of endodontics): Hanah Tsao

American Association of Orthodontists’ Prize (exceptional interest in Orthodontics): Katrina Saina

BEAVERS Dental Bill Scott Prize (highest standing in operative dentistry & embodies attributes of professionalism): Betty Pan

BRITISH Columbia Dental Association Award (outstanding record in Dentistry Program): Oxana Korj

BRITISH Columbia Society of Pediatric Dentists Prize (excellence in Paediatric Dentistry): Jana Lamb

BRITISH Columbia Society of Prosthodontists Prize (outstanding proficiency in Prosthodontics): Jana Lamb

CANADIAN Academy of Periodontology Book Prize (highest standing in Periodontology): Allison Skrenes

Darlene J. THOMAS Memorial Award in Dental Hygiene (highest scholastic achievement & commitment, vision, leadership & professionalism in B.D.Sc.): Eugene Chien

MADAISKY & Company Business Lawyers Dentistry Award (measurable contributions to D.M.D. students, non-dentistry related volunteering, intramural sports & organized dentistry): Earl Park

Marilyn Dionne TEED Memorial Award (outstanding qualities in integrity, dedication, loyalty and perseverance): Madeleine de Castro

Max NACHT Memorial Prize in Dentistry (excellence and promise in paediatric dentistry): Faranak Zaeimdar

Nick COSMAN Award in Dentistry (undergraduate students in their final year of study in the D.M.D. Program who have shown exemplary patient care skills): Caroline Cannon

Pfizer Canada Leadership Award in Dentistry (graduating student showing academic merit, leadership skills, involvement in student affairs and/or commitment to community service): Katrina Saina

Ram Swarup GOEL Memorial Prize in Dentistry (general excellence in Dentistry): Allison Skrenes

Roy SOFIELD Memorial Prize in Dentistry (proficiency in Preventative Dentistry): Allison Skrenes

SCOTIABANK Award in Dentistry (well-developed sense of managing a small clinical practice in an educational context and interacted well with patients): Jana Lamb

UNIVERSITY of B.C. Dental Alumni Association Award (outstanding contribution to the dental student body): Derek Declus

W. Jo GARDNER Memorial Award in Dental Hygiene (top graduating dental hygiene degree student in the Dental Hygiene Entry-to-Practice option who exemplifies outstanding leadership, character, and concern for fellow students and clients): Eugene Chien
EDUCATION
Alice V. BORDEN Memorial Prize (chief interest in early childhood education and excellence in teaching practice): Judith Meakes

Bert MCKAY Memorial Award (graduating NITEP student who has shown commitment to the growth of First Nations education and has combined good academic standing with participation in university and community activities): Rupert Richardson

Bryan R. CLARKE Prize (best academic record working with deaf and hard of hearing children): Tina Solem

Joan Ryan Award (a graduating NITEP student with good academic standing who has exemplified volunteerism, persistence and perseverance in completing the Bachelor of Education degree, while demonstrating commitment to the growth of First Nations education and participating): Natasha Seymour

Robert W. STERLING Memorial NITEP Award (graduating student who has made the greatest contribution to NITEP throughout their years in the program and has shown leadership): Fiona LaPorte

FORESTRY
CANADIAN Institute of Forestry Medal and Prize (best all-round record in professional Forestry): Brian Scott

H. R. MACMILLAN Prize in Forest Harvesting (highest standing in the Forest Operations option): Brent Matthies

JOURNALISM
Rafe MAIR Prize in Journalism (best published work of public service journalism during the degree program): Robyn Smith

Stephen J.A. WARD Prize in Journalism Ethics (best final essay in the Journalism Ethics course): Elba Carletti

LAND AND FOOD SYSTEMS
A. F. BARSS Prize in Horticulture (highest standing in Horticulture): Analyse Weiler

BRITISH Columbia Food Technologists Prize (high level of academic achievement, leadership ability and commitment to the ideals of the food sciences profession): Angela Dueck

D. G. LAIRD Prize in Soil Science (highest standing in Soil Science): Calvin Kemm

Dean Bylthe EAGLES Medal (good academic standing and outstanding contribution to student or community affairs): Aneel Jaswal

F. E. BUCK Prize in Ornamental Horticulture (highest standing in Ornamental Horticulture): Analyse Weiler

F. M. CLEMENT Prize in Agricultural Economics (highest standing in Agricultural Economics): Daniel Babiak

G. G. MOE Prize in Agronomy (highest standing in Plant/Soil Science with special interests in field of Agronomy): Christopher Thoreau

H. M. KING Prize in Animal Science (highest aggregate standing in 3rd and 4th year Animal Science): Brittany Shuster

Jacob BIELY and Blythe A. Eagles Prize in Nutrition (demonstrates interest and ability in nutrition through graduating essay/thesis): Ringa Kurniaawan

Leonard S. KLINCK Prize in Agriculture (graduating student in a faculty other than Agri. Sc. with an aggregate standing of 75% and has achieved highest standing in 6-12 credits of Agri. Sc.): Diana Pietroianu

Mary MACAREE Prize in Agricultural Sciences (best undergraduate essay/thesis demonstrating excellence in writing, bibliographic research, and mastery in subject): Jessica Rebecca Taves

P. A. BOVING Prize in Agriculture (highest aggregate standing with special interest in Sustainable Agriculture): Jessica Rebecca Taves

Wilfrid SADLER Prize in Dalrying (outstanding student in Food Science): Jonathan Martiniuk

LIBRARY, ARCHIVAL AND INFORMATIONAL STUDIES
ARCHIVES Association of British Columbia Mary Ann Pylypchuk Memorial Prize (outstanding graduating student in Archival Studies): Jennifer Zerke

C. K. MORISON Memorial Prize (specialization in some aspect of public library work): Emma Wendel

MEDICINE
AMERICAN College of Prosthodontists Undergraduate Achievement Prize (graduating student who has shown high academic standing and clinical proficiency in prosthodontics): Faranak Zaeimdar

B. J. TWAITES Prize (highest standing PATH 408, Laboratory Administration): Judy Chiu

B.C. Association of Laboratory Physicians Prize in Pathology (demonstrated proficiency and continuing interest in the study of Pathology): Shivangi Gambhir

Dean M. M. WEAVER Medal and Prize (outstanding record through the four years of Medicine): Karen Howarth

Donald M. MCLEAN Prize in Medical Microbiology (graduating student with highest standing in Medical Microbiology course): Victor Liu

Dr. A. M. AGNEW Memorial Prize (most proficient in Obstetrics and Gynaecology): Chelsea Elwood

Dr. H. A. HENDERSON Memorial Medal (proficiency and promise in Obstetrics and Gynaecology): Christine Sutton

Dr. Jay C. CHENG Memorial Prize in Psychiatry (academic excellence in Psychiatry): Sheena Manning

Dr. Peter H. SPOHN Memorial Prize (outstanding graduating student in paediatrics): Jovan Vukic

Edgar C. BLACK Memorial Prize in Honours Physiology (most outstanding student in Honours Physiology): Yue Kay Kali Kwong
Eugenie Phyllis and Phillip Edward REID Memorial Prize in Morphological Sciences (highest overall academic standing in Morphological Sciences courses (in BMLSc program)): Ryan Bredin

F. P. PATTERSON Orthopaedic Prize (meritorious performance in the Department of Orthopaedics): Chelsea Elwood

Hamish Henry MCINTOSH Memorial Prize (graduating student highly qualified in every aspect of Medicine): Meghan MacDonald

Jack FOUKS Memorial Prize (most outstanding record in cardiology): Scott Else

Kurt HENZE Memorial Prize (outstanding work in Honours Physiology laboratory courses): Yue Kay Kali Kwong

Max and Susie DODEK Medical Prize (outstanding student in graduating class): Jessica Maciejko

PHYSIOLOGY Prize (best oral and written presentation of the graduating essay in Physiology): Suna Jung

Rakesh GOEL Prize in Medicine (overall excellence in the Clinical disciplines): Tara Cesford

Susan Matties NADEL Memorial Prize (graduating medical student who has shown the greatest interest and excellence in hematological neoplasia): Hayley Merksley

Victor GOMEL Award in Obstetrics and Gynaecology (high academic standing and aptitude in Obstetrics and Gynaecology): Michael Suen

William J. GODOLPHIN Prize (graduating student in the BMLSc program who has demonstrated excellence in critical thinking): Adrian Fung

Y. S. HSIEH Prize (highest standing in Obstetrics & Gynecology): Jovan Vukic

NURSING

Meg HICKLING Prize in Sexual Health Education and Development (high standing in at least three courses in community health and education): Claire Pitcher

NURSING Undergraduate Society Leadership Award (dedicated to nursing profession & strived to improve social environment of nursing students through volunteer activities): Yenlinh Chung

NURSING Undergraduate Society Leadership Award (dedicated to nursing profession & strived to improve social environment of nursing students through volunteer activities): Nicole Fortier

SAUDER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

AMERICAN Institute of Certified Planners Prize (outstanding student in Community and Regional Planning): Julien Landry

Colin C. GOURLAY Medal and Prize (second in the graduating class, B. Com. Degree): Nicholas Braybrookes

Dorothy Anne DILWORTH Memorial Prize (most outstanding female student in the graduating class, Faculty of Commerce): Laura Silvester

SAURINCE

Association of Professional Engineers & Geoscientists Achievement Award in Geoscience (promise in Geophysics): Jennifer Fohring

Association of Professional Engineers & Geoscientists Achievement Award in Geoscience (promise in Geology): Alison Jolley

Association of Professional Engineers & Geoscientists Achievement Award in Geoscience (promise in Geochemistry): Halley Keevil

Captain Thomas S Byrne Prize (oustanding doctoral thesis in oceanography): Matthias Fischer

Chang and Peggy GUNN Prize (top student in fourth year Honours Neurophysiology): Tomoko Nakajima
DOLMAN Prize in Microbiology and Immunology
(highest standing in Majors or Honours Microbiology):
Jean Oosthuizen

Dr. R. D. JAMES Medal in Mathematics
(most outstanding record in Mathematics):
Mohammad Bavarian

Esther R. ANDERSON Memorial Prize
(outstanding graduating student in Honours Pharmacology):
Amanzoe Ho

Faculty of SCIENCE Graduate Prize (top student in the graduating class for a Doctoral degree):
Rowan Barrett

Faculty of SCIENCE Graduate Prize (top student in the graduating class for a Master's degree with thesis):
Ryan Crim

LEFEVRE Medal and Prize in Honours Chemistry
(student standing highest in general proficiency and research ability):
Si Rim Kim

Markus MEISTER Memorial Prize in Computer Science
(highest standing in final year of B.Sc., Computer Science):
Yiu Lun Chu

Martin FRAUENDORF Memorial Prize in Computer Science (leadership and contributions to student activities in Computer Sciences):
Andrea Sarena

Rudi HAERING Medal in Physics (most outstanding student in Physics):
Dennis Huang

SOCIETY of Chemical Industry Merit Prize (highest standing in the field of Biochemistry):
Shu Chen Li

SOCIETY of Chemical Industry
Merit Prize (highest standing in the field of Chemistry):
Jackie Luk

Violet and Blythe EAGLES Undergraduate Prize in Biochemistry (best graduating essay in Biochemistry):
Pat-Chung Chan

Violet and Blythe EAGLES Undergraduate Prize in Biochemistry (best graduating essay in Biochemistry):
Ursula Neumann

SOCIAL WORK

B.C. Association of Social Workers Membership Award
(outstanding student in Social Work):
Jamila Kamrudin
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The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Senior Marshal
IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor
Emeritus of Botany

Marshal, Enrolment Services
LEANNE KEARNS
Arts Academic Advising Services

GINETTE VALLEE
B.A., Senate & Curriculum Services

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
HUGH DAVIES
M.Sc., Ph.D., Associate Professor
School of Environmental Health

The Programme

O Canada
Conferring of Degrees in Course

Moment of Reflection
THE CHANCELLOR

Welcome
Closing Remarks
MUSQUEAM INDIAN BAND
THE PRESIDENT

Address
Reception Following the Ceremony
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

MEGHAN MAGEE
Member, Graduating Class

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF
DOCTOR OF
PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Rhodri
Windsor-Lescombe
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Reader: Associate Dean Philip Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Donkerloo, Rachel, B.A., M.A., Naknek, United States, Anthropology
Supernant, Klane, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, BC, Metis, Anthropology

THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts
Reader: Associate Dean Allen Sene, Faculty of Arts
HONOURS ANTHROPOLOGY
Westlake, Spencer, Delta, BC
HONOURS ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
SCIENCE STUDIES
Lee, Denise, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Ansari, Najah
Baird, Joanna
Boudreau, Leah
Carver, Natalie, Arlington, Virginia
Daniel, Benjamin, White Rock, BC
Dunnett, Jaclyn, Burnaby, BC
Fellows, Olivia, Brasilia, DF, Brazil
Foster, Emily, Peget, Bermuda
Gill, Rachel, Zugspitze, United States
Griffin, Jessica, Roseville, United States
Hamer, Alyssa, North Vancouver, BC
Kahn, Ove, Duluth, Minnesota, United States
Kiesman, Jenna, Coquitlam, BC
Koch, Monika, Deerfield, United States
Lau, Brenda, Richmond, BC
Lennam, Natasha Leigh, Victoria, BC
Lison, Sarah, Newton, United States
Macdonald, Sarah, Vancouver, BC
Nogueira, Marina, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Orlovska, Anna, Vancouver, BC
Peterson, Kimberley, Edmonton, AB
Pintak, Annya
Rucker, Anna
Salimian, Mandana, North Vancouver, BC
Sass, Jessica
Seliers, Jessica, Fleetwood, United States
Senn, Ton, Castlegar, BC
Street, Shannon, Rosedale, BC
Taul, Brian, Vancouver, BC
Webster, Scott, Coquitlam, BC
Withers, Jeremy, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MAJOR
FRENCH
Power, Katherine Ruth Drury, Calgary, AB
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MAJOR
HISTORY
Heryet, Nicole, Delta, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MAJOR
LATIN-AMERICAN STUDIES
Pourcelot, Jean-Sebastien, Panama
Panama
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Dziubenko, Larissa Anne
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
BIOLOGY
Vemula, Julia, Toronto, ON
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
ECONOMICS
Kocsis, Sebastian
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
McDonald, Hayley, Cloverdale, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
FINE ARTS (ART HISTORY)
Gauthier, Kelly
Tar Laak, Lars, Surrey, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
HEALTH & SOCIETY
Corbet, Alexandra, Calgary, AB
O'Donnell, Emily, Calgary, AB
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
HISTORY
Ded, David, Vancouver, BC
McDougall, Julie, Richmond, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Meng, Jieun, Beijing, China
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
MEDIEVAL STUDIES
North, Kari, Richmond, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
MUSIC
Reizka, Stephanie, Calgary, AB
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
SOCIOLGY
LeVallee, Taylor, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
SPANISH
Flather, Corinna, Ft. Collins, United States
Pomeroy, Adelle, Portland, United States
MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY / MINOR
VISUAL ARTS
Tian, Yu, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR COMPUTER SCIENCE
Grieve, David, Zug, Switzerland
Kenyon, Michael, Winnipeg, MB
Kong, Jacky, Vancouver, BC
Ming, Aaron, Vancouver, BC
Ng, Hen Kee Palance, Vancouver, BC
Sow, Craig, Port Hardy, BC
Tai, Chia-Ying, Vancouver, BC
Warner, Tiana, Abbotsford, BC
Young, Evan, North Vancouver, BC
MAJOR COMPUTER SCIENCE / MAJOR
ECONOMICS
Zhou, Haoyu, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Bosio, Marcel, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Lauzon, Catherine, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Xueming, Chongqing, China
MAJOR COMPUTER SCIENCE / MAJOR
VISUAL ARTS
Ho, Crystal, Richmond, BC
MAJOR COMPUTER SCIENCE / MAJOR
VISUAL ARTS
Dawson, Jessica Quinn, Edmonton, AB
MAJOR ECONOMICS
Jung, Mingyu
MAJOR FAMILY STUDIES / MAJOR
PSYCHOLOGY
Taylor, Christina, Saintfield, United Kingdom
MAJOR FAMILY STUDIES / MINOR
HEALTH & SOCIETY
Chou, Jiou, Richmond, BC
MAJOR HISTORY
Neman, Camille, Vancouver, BC
Abghineholu, Rozita, Tehran, Iran
Amir, Mia Susan
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Baker, Shahla, North Vancouver, BC
Boulton, Geoffrey, White Rock, BC
Brownlow, Lisa, Victoria, BC
Brownstein, Evi, Cedar, BC
Cassie, Emily Sarah, Coquitlam, BC
Chanway, Sarah, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Ann, Burnaby, BC
Chung, Young He, Vancouver, BC
Cohen, Rebecca Elaine, Mary, Vancouver, BC
Courage, Laura, Toronto, ON
Dikeakos, Demetra Alexandra, Vancouver, BC
Dylan, James, Vancouver, BC
Eadie, Andrea, Rhea, Vancouver, BC
Hitz, Emily, Pacifica, United States
Katz, Reel Lisan, Vancouver, BC
Kopperson, Caitlin, Victoria, BC
Kwan, Denise, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Angel
Li, Yun, Richmond, BC
Liu, Ian, Vancouver, BC
Li, Yang, Vancouver, BC
Luke, Kiah Clementine
Ma, Xinglei, Jinan, China
Mahomed, Ali, Karachi, Pakistan
Mannoo, Nenadak, Miles, Lindsay, Richmond, BC
Mun, Kyungmin, Vancouver, BC
Pizarro, Bryan, Vancouver, BC
Purewal, Amranpreet, Burnaby, BC
Sidhu, Pardeep, Vancouver, BC
Straker, Robert, Vancouver, BC
Tofil, Joseph, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Zhi Wei, Peter, Vancouver, BC
Wasilewski, Konrad, Richmond, BC
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES / MINOR
ECONOMICS
Hussain, Ali
MAJOR MATHEMATICS
Hoang, Thu
Lee, Yu-Ti, Burnaby, BC
Li, Shanshan
Ma, Xingpeng, Jinan, China
Suh, Suk Ho, Vancouver, BC
Wu, Wenglan, Jinan, China
MAJOR MATHEMATICS / MINOR
ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Lee, Geeyoun, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR MATHEMATICS / MINOR
ECONOMICS
Chan, Kwok Ho David, Richmond, BC
Chen, Yu, Vancouver, BC
Hou, Ching-Jung, Coquitlam, BC
Tang, Matthew, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Laurence, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR MATHMATICS / MINOR THEATRE
Atfeh, Sochand, Glisch, Germany

HONOURS SOCIOLOGY
Hamilton, Savannah, Vancouver, BC
Hazelwood, Nicole, Vancouver, BC
Nguyen, Christina, Burnaby, BC
Plasetski, Tara

HONOURS SOCIOLOGY / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Luk, Chih-Hsing, Coquitlam, BC

HONOURS SOCIOLOGY / MINOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Mao, Ying-Tung, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY
Anderson-Bollenbender, Olen, Seattle, United States
Au-Young, Jeffrey, Vancouver, BC
Buchanan, Fiona, Richmond, BC
Cheng, Shannon, Richmond, BC
Chuang, Brian, Vancouver, BC
Dixit, Kruti, Edmonton, AB
Doig, Lara, Oakville, ON
Doucette-Pillies, Dia, Echo Lake, ON
Engelhardt, Richard, Keephills, AB
Feraro, Christopher, Langley, BC
Gejdos, Ashley, Lethbridge, AB
Gill, Sukhwindar, Surrey, BC
Grewal, Armandeep
Gruber, Clay, Joliet Montana, United States
Hong, Eun Hae, Vancouver, BC
Ishida, Sarah, Vancouver, BC
Jesper, Joel, Vancouver, BC
Kim, Seung-Hwa, Seoul, Korea, South
Kim, So Lim
Lafort, Chantalle, Chatham, ON
Lee, Jerica Wai-Tung, Richmond, BC
Lee, Su Hyun, Garibaldi Highlands, BC
Lerner, Avi, Vancouver, BC
Madeira, Kagan, Oliver, BC
Martin, Rechal, Pitt Meadows, BC
Miller, Angelo Kathleen, Langley, BC
Olotresimo, Monica, Vancouver, BC
Pariselli, Matthew, Toronto, ON
Petrie, Kristin, Maple Ridge, BC
Rinkin, Kirsten, Federal Way, United States
Sandhu, Ashley, Vancouver, BC
Schaggen, Maxine, West Vancouver, BC
Schramm, Michelle, Vancouver, BC
Shariff, Iman
Scoura, Brandon, North Vancouver, BC
Sto, Tomas, Nicola, Vancouver, BC
Telib, Ashra, Burnaby, BC
Wang, Ling-Jie, Burnaby, BC
Webster, Leah, Richmond, BC
Webster, Robert, Seattle, United States
Wickramasinghe, Seinitha, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Wong, Shella, Richmond, BC
Yavari, Rana, North Vancouver, BC
Yen-Chiu, Daniel, Vancouver, BC
Yu, Gigi, Richmond, BC
Zhou, Xin, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Chow, Brenda, Hong Kong
Diep, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Zhao, Fei, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Park, Sun Mi, Kanji, Japan
Zhen, Qi, Dalian, China

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR COMMERCE
Chew, Carolyn, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY
Klassen, Gillian, Calgary, AB

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR ECONOMICS
Khan, Nazhan, Shatin, Hong Kong
Kwong, Loreta, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Ke, Surrey, BC
Satho, Ieace, Bangkok, Thailand

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Magee, Meghan, West Vancouver, BC
Wong, Elaine, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR FAMILY STUDIES
Cervantes, Catherine, Richmond, BC
Lindsay, Kathleen, Vancouver, BC
Marchant, Claire, Vancouver, BC
Peng, Mandy

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Pette, Cory, Ft. Worth, United States

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Angel-Mire, Jorge, New Westminster, BC
Constantino, Isabel
Iwas, Eji, Penticton, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR ITALIAN
Fogale, Paolo, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR LAW AND SOCIETY
Enrico, Leslie, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Brown, Carte, Toronto, ON
Sandhu, Jaskiran, Surrey, BC
Scansen, Kirstin, Lac Le Ronde Indian Band

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Esten, Rebecca, Surrey, BC
Henry, Ashley, Maple Ridge, BC
Luk, Emily Alexandra, Vancouver, BC
MacPherson, Calet, Edmonton, AB
Pipe, Aliya, Richmond, BC
Sidhu, Kiranjit, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Jacqueline, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SOCIOLOGY / MINOR SPANISH
Beroun, Janelle, Larkspur, United States

Kamrudin, Jamila, Vancouver, BC
Klassen, Victoria, Vancouver, BC
Kuyk, Kristen, Coquitlam, BC
Kushfile, Braeny, NS
Maiz, Dylan, Vancouver, BC
Miao, Lin, Burnaby, BC
Okusu, Mika, Burnaby, BC
Peterson, Aja, Bradendale, BC
Pierre, Gertrude Amy
Simerson, Katalin, B.A., Wasaga Beach, ON
Stewart, Jennifer, Victoria, BC
Sutherland, Nicole, Vancouver, BC
Syeda, Younas, White Rock, BC
Trommel, Kristina, Surrey, BC
Tsai, Wei-Chun, B.Sc., Richmond, BC
Verzillo, Ekaterina, Vancouver, BC
Walker, Lindsa
Watts, Jeffrey, Vancouver, BC
Yoshioka, Melissa, Burnaby, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Dean Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Associate Dean Sen, Faculty of Arts
Ackerman, Lisa, B.A. Psychology, Vancouver, BC
Bagioli, Laura, Pender Island, BC
Carr, Towah, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Fehr, Alexandra, B.A., Richmond, BC
Friedman, Patricia, Vancouver, BC
Goerzen, Jessica Katalyn
Hope, Jessica, B.A., New Westminster, BC
Jacobs, Monica Gay
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Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science
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Marshal
CHARLES SLONECKER
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JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
ANDREW SEAL
M.B., M.S., Associate Professor of Surgery

Alumni Representatives
JANE BUXTON
M.H.Sc.

GODWIN ENI
Ph.D.

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON
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O Canada
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SARAH MORGAN-SILESTEIN
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

CATHARINE BIGGS
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

ANNA KINDLER
Vice-Dean of Law and Associate Dean of Graduate Studies

Presentation of the President’s Service Award for Excellence to
P云TACIA MIRWALDT
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Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely complete; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Associate Dean Rhodri Windsor-Liscembe
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Reader: Associate Dean Phillip Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Abdel Rahiem, Ahmad Mousa, Health Care and Epidemiology
Alessandro, Emyll, B.Sc, Seattle, United States, Physiology
Bergstrom, Kirk, B.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Experimental Medicine
Bessette, Darrel Christopher, B.Sc.Hons., White Rock, BC, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
Chen, Junling, B.Med., M.Sc., Shanghai, China, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Crome, Sarah, B.Sc., Oshawa, ON, Experimental Medicine
Deering, Kathleen, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Health Care and Epidemiology
Diering, Graham, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Dionne, Francois, M.Sc. (Bus Admin.), Vancouver, BC, Health Care and Epidemiology
Gao, Guang, M.Sc., Richmond, BC, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
Ghaifari, Abdi, B.Sc., North Vancouver, BC, Experimental Medicine
Harris, Margaret, B.Sc., M.Sc., Midland, ON, Health Care and Epidemiology
Jensen, Victor, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Medical Genetics
Kulic, Iva, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Experimental Medicine
Li, Jun, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Experimental Medicine
Marshall, Brendan, B.Sc., M.Sc., Kelowna, BC, Health Care and Epidemiology
Moisey, Anca, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Medical Genetics
Mousaavi, Maryam, B.Sc., M.Sc., West Vancouver, BC, Experimental Medicine
Poon, Song Ling, B.Sc., Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Raadschelders, Koen, B.Sc., Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Rahmani Neishaboor, Elham, Pharm.D., Vancouver, BC, Experimental Medicine
Randhawa, Bubblepreet, B.P.T., M.P.T., Amritsar, India, Rehabilitation Sciences
Riffat, Jenna, B.Sc.H., Vancouver, BC, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Rogers, Lindsay, B.Sc., Invermere, BC, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Rushon, Paula, B.Sc., M.C. Sc., Oxford, NS, Rehabilitation Sciences
Schutz, Peter, B.A.Hons., M.Phil., M.D., Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
Shadgar, Babak, M.D., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Experimental Medicine
Stark, Amanda Elizabeth, B.Sc., M.Sc., Alton, ON, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Wen, Jiadl, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Winters, Maghan, B.Sc.Hons., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Health Care and Epidemiology
Xie, Fang, B.Med., Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Zou, Junxuan, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences

ANDERSON, Kelly, Genetic Counselling
Bartels, Kriszt, B.Sc., Coquitlam, BC, Genetic Counselling
Chan, Wony, Edgard, B.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Dupuis, Karine, B.A.Hons., Audiology and Speech Sciences
Feibhen, Angela, B.A., Audiology and Speech Sciences
Grover, Renuka, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Health Care and Epidemiology
Haber, Rebecca Dawn, B.Sc., Toronto, ON, Health Care and Epidemiology
Higgins, Lauren, B.Sc., M.Sc., Toronto, ON, Genetic Counselling
Jadali-Cramer, Candice, B.Sc., Phil.D., Saskatoon, SK, Genetic Counselling
Khosrow-Khavar, Farzin, B.Sc., Victoria, BC, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Knight, Rodney, B.A., Hinton, AB, Health Care and Epidemiology
Kruglyak, Nataliya, B.Sc., Toronto, ON, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Lavalle, Vincent Paul, B.Sc., Beaconsfield, QC, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Lindal, Meghan, B.Sc., Sharon, ON, Rehabilitation Sciences
McBride, Rachel, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Genetic Counselling
Monfared, Naima Moradi, B.Sc., Genetic Counselling
Roots, Robin Katharine, B.A., B.H.Sc., Sooke, BC, Rehabilitation Sciences
Sakim, Sina, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Sauve, Karas, B.P.T., Vancouver, BC, Rehabilitation Sciences
Segeritz, Charis-Patricia, B.Sc., Lungenburg, Germany, Experimental Medicine
Simms, Alanna, B.Sc.(PT), Vernon, BC, Rehabilitation Sciences
Tse, Joyce, B.Sc., Richmond, BC, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Tse, Lucinda, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Yang, Susan Ker Tong, B.A., Audiology and Speech Sciences
Yu, Ya-Wen, B.Sc., Health Care and Epidemiology

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Associate Dean Windsor-Liscembe
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Reader: Dr. Kanjanjali, Professor, School of Population and Public Health
Imam, Ahmad Abdullah, M.B.B.S., Makkah, Saudi Arabia
Morishita, Kimberly, B.Sc., M.D., Vancouver, BC
Sanchez Medina, Marcella, Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Associate Dean Windsor-Liscembe
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Dean Stuart
Faculty of Medicine
Reader: Dr. Kanjanjali, Professor, School of Population and Public Health
Amin, Addit, Calgary, AB
Bluett, Catlin, B.A.
Bridgland, Janice, B.Sc., Delta, BC
Brown, Lauren, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Campbell, Jennifer, B.Sc.Hons., Toronto, ON
Cragg, Jacquelyn, B.Sc., West Vancouver, BC
Dyck, Carmen, B.A., B.C.S., M.C., Vancouver, BC
Summerland, BC
Hamadani, Lader Ghassemi, B.A., B.Sc.
James, Kendra, B.Sc., Kelowna, ON
Kelly, Miranda Diane, B.Sc., Chilliwack, BC
Soowahie First Nation
Laffamme, Emily Marie, Calgary, AB
Meier, Daniela, B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC
Ng, Brian, B.Sc., M.D., Vancouver, BC
O'Hara, Lyndsay, B.Sc., Burlington, ON
Pai, Jayaram, B.Sc., Victoria, BC
Papadopoulos, Georgios, B.A.
Rezae Rahmati, Neda, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Reid, Michelle, B.A.Hons., Victoria, BC
Mustek Late Cree Nation
Shukla, Neetu, B.Sc., Ottawa, ON
Taylor, John, B.Sc., B.A., Calgary, AB
Tozer, Kira, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Tramis, Despina, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Wilson, Andrea, B.Sc.
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

Dean Stuart
Faculty of Medicine

Reader: Co-Interim Executive Associate Dean
Dean Rungra, Faculty of Medicine

Reader: Co-Interim Executive Associate Dean
Dean Rungra, Faculty of Medicine

Bredin, Ryan, Breton, AB
Chiu, Judy, Burnaby, BC
De Silva, Dana Andre, Vancouver, BC
Feng, Michael, Surrey, BC
Fung, Adrien, North Vancouver, BC
He, Daniel, Vancouver, BC
Huang, Steven, Vancouver, BC
Kim, Jenny, Vancouver, BC
Kovalik, Vladislav, Coquitlam, BC
Leung, Vincent, Coquitlam, BC
Liu, Renzuo, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Victor, Vancouver, BC
Sasan, Bitramajit, Richmond, BC
Shei, Asma, Vancouver, BC
Song, Minz, Vancouver, BC
Takhar, Sabrina, Richmond, BC
Tam, Sally, Vancouver, BC
Xu, Fang Ling, Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MIDWIFERY

Dean Stuart
Faculty of Medicine

Reader: Co-Interim Executive Associate Dean
Dean Rungra, Faculty of Medicine

Braunstein, Amy Elizabeth, B.A.&Sc., Vancouver, BC
Cowan, Tamara, B.Sc., Gabriola, BC
Fox, Yarrow, B.A., Qualicum Beach, BC
Freed, Jasmine, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Freeman, Jennifer, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Henderson, Dawn, B.S.N., Gold River, BC
Kemp, Tracy, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Kuze, Ashley, B.A., Vancouver, BC
MacHattie, Lauren, Carp, ON
McKenzie, Talie, Ladysmith, BC
Rees, Rachel, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Stephens-Anderson, Rhonda, Courtenay, BC
Tian, Laurel, Surrey, BC
Weisinger, Sandra, B.Sc., Ph.D, Vancouver, BC
THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY
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THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshals, Enrolment Services
JULIA CHOI
Undergraduate Admissions

SHEILA WILLIAMSON
B.A., Exams Coordinator

Chief Usher
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DANIEL LOOMER
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B.Com.
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STEPHEN J. TOOPE
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THE DEGREE
OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Associate Dean Rhodri Windsor-Liscombe
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Philip Lowenwein, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Attas, Robin, B.Mus., M.A., Pinawa, MB, Music, Emphasis Theory
Ferreira, Laila Mary, Vancouver, BC, English
Luger, Mborahley Adriane Segal, B.A.Hon., M.A., English
MacLean, Alyssa, B.A.Hons., B.A., Toronto, ON, English
Phillips, Noelle, B.A., White Rock, BC, English
Simpson-Little, Rebecca, B.Mus., M.A., Manchester, MB, Music, Emphasis Theory
Tastein, Emil, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, BC, English
Winf soit, Monina, B.A., M.A., Dawson City, YT, English

THE DEGREE
OF MASTER OF MUSIC
Associate Dean Windsor-Liscombe
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dean Gavo Averill, Faculty of Arts
Alessi, Patricia, B.Mus., Revere, MA, United States, Opera
Beggan, Charissa, B.Mus., Edmonton, AB, Choral Conducting
Cai, Junjun, Beijing, China, Opera
Chan-Kent, Shannon Marie, B.Mus., Vancouver, BC, Opera
Chang, Ariana, B.Mus, Vancouver, BC, Instrumental Music
Clark, Christopher John, B.Mus.Hons., B.Mus., Wellington, New Zealand, Instrumental Music
Dike, Charlotte B.A., B.Mus., Seattle, United States, Piano
Forman, Daniel Macklin, B.Mus., Poultebo, United States, Orchestral Instrument
Griffin, Jeremy Allen, B.Mus., Fort Collins, United States, Orches tral Instrument
Jang, Yoonkyoung, B.Mus., Vancouver, BC, Opera
Kear, Michael, B.Mus., Vancouver, BC, Instrumental Music
Kwok, Sarah, B.Mus., Delta, BC, Orchestral Instrument
Logie, Eileen Victoria, B.Mus., Lindsay, ON, Composition
Westerman, Bronnan, B.M., Highland, United States, Orchestral Instrument
Wright, Shawn Gordon, B.Mus., Parksville, BC, Orchestral Instrument

THE DEGREE
OF DOCTOR OF ARTS
Associate Dean Windsor-Liscombe
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Lowenwein, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Abbing, Erik, Orchestral Instrument
Snibak, Suzanne, B.M., M.M., Orchestral Instrument

THE DEGREE
OF MASTER OF ARTS
Associate Dean Windsor-Liscombe
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Lowenwein, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Barberae, Mandy, B.A., Vancouver, BC, English
Bartholden, Neale, B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC, English
Barta, Damon, B.A., English
Chelada, David, B.A., Surrey, BC, English
Cochrane, Sarah S., B.A., Vancouver, BC, English
Jalali Mozloomian, Shahla, Vancouver, BC, English
Leong, Hayman, B.A.Hons., B.Ed., Coquitlam, BC, English
Livagart, Janice, B.A.Hons., Edmonton, AB, English
Morrison, Heather, B.A., Lethbridge, AB, English
Penhale, Christine, B.A.Hons., English
Savage, Emer, B.A., Dublin, Ireland, Republic of Eire, English
Smith, J. B.Sc.N, B.A., Vancouver, BC, English

Wadeall, David, B.A., Vancouver, BC, English
Khoo, Cynthia, Vancouver, BC
Lakhani, Alyxea, Karachi, Pakistan
Larder, Rebecca
MacRae, John
Mashkoor, Raina
Phillips, Robin Cathryn
Ross, Kathleen, Vancouver, BC
Sieben, Alois, Ladner, BC
Vermeulen, Lindsay, Vancouver, BC
Watson, Patrick, Calgary, AB
Weatherdon, Lauren, Vancouver, BC
Woo, Amanda, B.Sc., Richmond, BC
Honours English / Major Myth / Literature, Greece, Rome & Near East
Yu, Elaine
Honours English / Major Asian Language and Culture
Li, Jessica, Vancouver, BC
Honours English / Major Computer Science
Brennan, John
Honours English / Major French
Lawson, Alexandra, Santa Cruz, United States
Honours English / Major Latin
O'Connor, Kelsae, Maple Ridge, BC
Honours English / Major Political Science
Cormley, Kate, Coquitlam, BC
Major English, Emphasis Language
Barker, Christine, Vancouver, BC
Barwin, Veronique, West Vancouver, BC
Bill, Simone, Surrey, BC
Hadfield, Rachel, Burnaby, BC
Isaiah, Tso-En Jessica, Richmond, BC
Kong, Benard, Burnaby, BC
Kuan, Jenny, Richmond, BC
Kusba, Sandra, North Vancouver, BC
Ng, Sin Kai, Hong Kong
Park, Shin-Ae, Vancouver, BC
Plant, Matthew, Toronto, ON
Royo, Jin Sun, Vancouver, BC
Sang, Chelsea, Vancouver, BC
Shadbakht, Pauline, Port Coquitlam, BC
Tan, Deanna, Vancouver, BC
Wilson, Timothy, Port Coquitlam, BC
Wright, Isi-Isabella, West Vancouver, BC
Major English, Emphasis Language
Hermione, Andrea
Tam, Betty, Vancouver, BC
Major English, Emphasis Language
Wagena, Karina, Vancouver, BC
Major English, Emphasis Language
Chang Liu, Karen
Lee, Ol-Yin, Burnaby, BC
Major English, Emphasis Language
Feltin, Evelyn
Major English, Emphasis Language
Liu, Yun Hao, Richmond, BC
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Turkey, Brit, Vancouver, BC
Vareeth, Stephanie, Vancouver, BC
Wechter, Heidi, Richmond, BC
Weir, Anna, Vancouver, BC
Wilson, Scott, West Kelowna, BC
Woodham, Marisa, West Vancouver, BC
Wyatt, Paisley Kathryn, Parksville, BC
Yakshiro, Michele, Abbotsford, BC
Yan, Shuk, Vancouver, BC
Yuen, Carl, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR ECONOMICS

Insley, Nicholas, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR FILM STUDIES
Brooks, Andrea, South Surrey, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR FINE ARTS (ART HISTORY)

Bernhoelter, Sigrid

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR FRENCH
Tsai, Stephanie, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR HISTORY
Howse, Carly, Delta, BC
McHugh, Allison
Ozbay, Yasamin, Ankara, Turkey

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR LATIN-AMERICAN STUDIES

Rice, Alex, Boulder, United States

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR PHILOSOPHY
Chandler, Dylan, Comox, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Chaudhry, Zeba, Richmond, BC
Len, Grace, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Fisher, Gavin, Surrey, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR SOCIOLOGY
Ha, Hee Soo, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Tre, David, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Athim, Eun Kyo, Maple Ridge, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR BIOLOGY
Tien, Vy, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR COMMERCE
Cheong, Anita, Richmond, BC
Halfnight, Mark, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR ECONOMICS
Wong, Gloria, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR FILM STUDIES
Song, Dahee, Edmonton, AB

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR FINE ARTS (ART HISTORY)
Galperin, Mira, Vancouver, BC
Tuttlewski, Vivienne, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR FRENCH
Hohkold, Manika Clara, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR GERMAN

Penner, Annika

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR HISTORY
Brekel, Kathryn, North Vancouver, BC
Constand, Milena, New Westminster, BC
Downes, Ian, North Vancouver, BC
Oh, Yi Jung, Coquitlam, BC
Robinson, Nadine, Revelstoke, BC
Starch, Jennifer, Delta, BC
Tjie, Hung Te Kevin, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Bassemar, Malia, Calgary, AB
Pacheco, Paloma, Vancouver, BC
Sham, Winnie, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR ITALIAN
Young, Angelina, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR LATIN
MacLeod, Margaret, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR LINGUISTICS
Davis, Caitlin, Tsawwassen, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR PHILOSOPHY
Cameron, Jeff, Delta, BC
Kim, Andrew, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Miller, Miranda, Abbotsford, BC
Wong, Ellen, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Li, Jennifer, Richmond, BC
McAlpin, Kristen, Surrey, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR SCIENCE STUDIES
Swift, Jessemyn, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR SOCIOLOGY
Jung, Angeles, Vancouver, BC
Li, Helena Hiu Nam, Hong Kong

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR SPANISH
Lee, David, Surrey, BC
Linka, Brittany, Edmonton, AB

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR THEATRE
Meyrin, Chantal, Tsawwassen, BC
Weibert De Puisseau, Fansina, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE / MINOR VISUAL ARTS
Blackford, Megan, Richmond, BC

MAJOR MUSIC
Farrelly, Clayton John, Burnaby, BC
Herrwymen, Michelle
Lee, Jonathan
Reselein, Gorooth, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR MUSIC / MAJOR MATHEMATICS
Thrasher, Brendan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR MUSIC / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Pea, Kamila, Richmond, BC

MAJOR MUSIC / MINOR GERMAN
Tsangarasilis, Alexia Katerina, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Fallow, Amanda, Vancouver, BC
Fox, Emma, New Westminster, BC

MAJOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES / HONOURS HISTORY
Maeha, Laura, Armstrong, BC

MAJOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Binte Jamil, Nur Syahidah, Singapore

MAJOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Nyamekye, Regina, Tama, Ghana

MAJOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Wurie, Fatu, Freetown, Sierra Leone

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSC

Dean Averill

Faculty of Arts

Reader: Dr. Richard Kurth, Director, School of Music
Andreychik, Andrey, Mission, BC
Barrage, Charlotte, Woodstock, ON
Szadovszky, Sylvia Leslie, M.Mus., Calgary, AB

THE DIPLOMA IN MUSIC PERFORMANCE STUDIES

Dean Averill

Faculty of Arts

Reader: Dr. Richard Kurth, Director, School of Music
Allen, Kathleen, St. John's, NL
Anderson, Erica, Davis, United States
Atherton, Mark, Stockport, United Kingdom
Ball, Lowyn, Vancouver, BC
Beaudoin, Jayden, Surrey, BC
Belding, Tyler, Vancouver, BC
Bevis, Christopher, Coquitlam, BC
Bozhinov, Konstantin, New Westminster, BC
Budd, Theo, Kamloops, BC
Bunton, David, North Vancouver, BC
Butcher, Emily, Maple Ridge, BC
Chen, Alvin, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Sandy, Taipei, Taiwan
Christensen, Sierra, Ottawa, ON
Chu, Linda, Burnaby, BC
De Gaul, Marc, Langley, BC
Deo, Candice, Surrey, BC
Dickey, Michaela Jo Petterson, 100 Mile House, BC
Fong, Candace, Vancouver, BC
Gho, Livia, Singapore, Singapore
Gonzalez Aguinez, Hector, Burnaby, BC
Greenwood, Anne, Terrace, BC
Gronfjeldt, Kristen, Coquitlam, BC
Heaven, Marissa, North Vancouver, BC
Hickey, Kathleen, Toronto, ON
Ho, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Hurd, Ainialie
Jacob, Robyn, West Vancouver, BC
Janawati, Heny, Bali, Indonesia
Jensen, Lisa, Vancouver, BC
Kant, Christina, Vancouver, BC
Kim, Wook Young, Vancouver, BC
Kot, Julia, Calgary, AB
Lee, Eun Byul
Lin, Christine, Surrey, BC
Markos, Caroline, Vancouver, BC
Pan, Wei Ting, Vancouver, BC
Paulding, Rebecca Joy, Chilliwack, BC
Pepe, Mark, Burnaby, BC
Quiggi, David, Vancouver, BC
Richards, Aly, Oakville, ON
Seremi Meleyeri, Setaweh, North Vancouver, BC
Semyonova, Kate, Port Coquitlam, BC
Shill, Anna, Victoria, BC
Thorn, Elisa Loran, Chicago, United States
To, Carrie, Hong Kong, China
Tse, Joanna, Richmond, BC
Walker, Alexandra, Toronto, ON
Wong, Winnie, Richmond, BC
Wrixon, Scott, Vancouver, BC,
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Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshals, Enrolment Services
MIKE MCGHEE
Student Financial Assistance and Awards

CINDY YAP
B.A.
Enrolment Services

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
DIETMAR NEUFELD
B.A. (Br. Col.), M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classical, Near Eastern and Religious Studies

Alumni Representatives
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTRE
Chancellor

ANDREW COHEN
Member, Graduating Class
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O Canada
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SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTRE
Chancellor

Remarks

STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

ANDREW COHEN
Member, Graduating Class

Conferring of Degrees in Course
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Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Associate Dean Rhodri Windsor-Lindsay
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Philip Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Armoskate, Solvenga, M.A., Linguistics
Barker, Jesse, M.A., Vancouver, BC, Hispanic Studies
Benaiche, Oleg, B.A., M.A., Fairbanks, United States, Asian Studies
Budiman, Manneke, S.S., M.A., Jakarta, Indonesia, Asian Studies
Jacobs, Peter, B.Th., M.A., North Vancouver, BC, Squamish-Kwagual, Linguistics
Karaman Chapareno, Julio, Hispanic Studies
Liu, Yang, M.A., Changchun, China, Asian Studies
Lushchko, Marina, French
Ngai, May-Ying, Hong Kong, China, Asian Studies
Tanaka, Motoko, B.A., M.A., Asian Studies
Zur, Dafna, M.A., Asian Studies

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Associate Dean Windsor-Lindsay
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Afzalab, Segun, B.Sc., Econ(Hons.), Vancouver, BC, Creative Writing
Anderson, Shellie, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Creative Writing
Carter, Brooke, B.F.A., Maple Ridge, BC, Creative Writing
Coccia, Paul, B.A., Hons., Toronto, ON, Creative Writing
Collis, Rhonda, B.A., Hons., Cobble Hill, BC, Creative Writing
Darch, Kristen, B.F.A., Creative Writing
Das, Indrapramit, B.A., Kolkata, India, Creative Writing
Davis, Heather Jacqueline, B.Ed., Sherbrooke, QC, Creative Writing
Dorothy, Meghan, B.H.Sc., Calgary, AB, Creative Writing
Dorn, Brenda, B.A., Creative Writing
Fortuna, Kaitlin, B.F.A., Fernie, BC, Creative Writing
Foes, Krista, B.A., Hamilton, ON, Creative Writing
Garfield, Robert, B.F.A., Cobble Hill, BC, Theatre
Griffith, Daniel, Victoria, BC, Creative Writing
Hambrock, Meredith, Toronto, ON, Creative Writing
Handman, Lauren, B.F.A., Vancouver, BC, Creative Writing and Theatre
Hernand, Sydney, Vancouver, BC, Fine Arts (Studio Art)
Humphries, Nicholas, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Film Production
Katz, Elan, B.A., English, Edmonton, AB, Creative Writing
Muller, Brian, B.A., B.J., Regina, SK, Creative Writing
Parfitt, Anne Marie, B.F.A., Vancouver, BC, Theatre
Pinna, Carmen Aurora, B.A., Creative Writing
Pond, Judith Anne, M.A., Calgary, AB, Creative Writing
Powell Mendenhall, Marie, B.F.A., B.J.A.C., M.A., Regina, SK, Creative Writing
Power, Kerri Leigh, B.A., Hons., M.A., Ottawa, ON, Creative Writing
Randall, Jesselyn, Calgary, AB, Creative Writing
Schreyer, Karim, B.A., M.A., Hong Kong, China, Creative Writing
Shigematsu, Tetsuo, B.F.A., Vancouver, BC, Creative Writing
Sikeman, Zoe, B.A., B.Ed., Edmonton, AB, Creative Writing
Tisandier, Zoe, B.A., Hons., Devon, United Kingdom, Fine Arts (Studio Art)
Tomence, Jason, B.A., Millersburg, Ohio, Creative Writing
Telang, Sarah, B.A., Kingston, ON, Creative Writing
Unna, Emily, B.A., St. Paul, United States, Creative Writing
Wood Barrett, Rebecca, B.A.P.A., Whistler, BC, Creative Writing

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF JOURNALISM
Associate Dean Windsor-Lindsay
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Dr. Mary Lynn Young, Director, School of Journalism
Atkinson, Hilary Rose, B.A., Barrie, ON
Carletti, Elisa, B.A., Toronto, ON
Duggen, Evan, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Elas, Ryan, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Fleet, Darren, B.A., Aldergrove, BC
Fletcher, Ryan Patrick Addison, B.A.
Green, Michael, H.B.A., Vancouver, BC
Green, Cecilia Rosemary Florence, B.B.S., Vancouver, BC
Hosseini, Lara, B.A., Saskatoon, SK
Jackson, Emily, B.Comm., Calgary, AB
Keevi, Fairburn, Rosemary, B.A., B.J., West Vancouver, BC
Kelly, Lewis, B.A., Edmonton, AB
Luk, Vivian, B.A., Vancouver, BC
MacNeill, Rodney Mark, B.Ed., Surrey, BC
Roberts, Yvonne, B.A., Hons., Oakville, ON
Sauve, Kevin Douglas, B.Sc., New Dundee, ON
Scallan, Niemr, B.A.H., Dunnville, ON
Smith, Robyn, B.A., Hons., Toronto, ON

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Assistant Dean Geraldina Pratt, Faculty of Arts
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
Alvero, Raisa
Demji, Ziaim, Calgary, AB
Diaconu, George, Burnaby, BC
Emanuelle, Samantha, North Vancouver, BC
Fu, Mengji, Burnaby, BC
Galpern, Brit
Giffen, Jane, White Rock, BC
Godsmundson, Leah, Saskatoon, SK
Johnston, Stephanie Joan, West Vancouver, BC
Leng, David, Singapore, Singapore
Li, Jessica, B.A., Thornhill, ON
Mak, Jeffrey, Burnaby, BC
McDonald, Joanne, Vancouver, BC
McLean, Erica, West Vancouver, BC
Naraghi, Raian, Vancouver, BC
Radu, Ioana, Richmond, BC
Robertson, Alexander, Richmond, BC
Rodriguez, Miret, Atizapan De Zaragoza, Mexico
Sull, Jasmine, North Vancouver, BC
Walker, Christine, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Rigo, Alcic, Richmond, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MAJOR IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Pedreiro, Ana Claudia, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MAJOR MEDIEVAL STUDIES
Zemanova, Kristyna, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Chang, Ya Han
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR BIOLOGY
Thomas, Kimberly, Belmont, United States
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR COMMERCE
Kingsf, Britanny, Whistler, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR ECONOMICS
Xia, Angelina SiS
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Beuschko, Kyle, Port Moody, BC
Kay, Barbara Margaret, Langley, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR FIRST NATIONS STUDIES
Florentin, Lea Toulouse, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR FRENCH
Law, Rafael, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR HISTORY
Santos, Sara, Vancouver, BC
Viarke, Carli, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR ITALIAN
Fraser, Dorothy, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR MEDIEVAL STUDIES
Barbaria, Kaelyn, Davis, United States
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR PHILOSOPHY
Alexandra, Gipa
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR SOCIOLOGY
McParland, Malaia
MAJOR ARTS (ART HISTORY)
/ MINOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Nurning-Por, Yasmin, Toronto, ON
H BONFIS ASIAN AREA STUDIES / MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Kim, Jay Jee Woong, Richmond, BC
H BONFIS ASIAN AREA STUDIES / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Cowan, Micki Lee, Ann Arbor, MI
MAJOR ASIAN AREA STUDIES
Chung, Betty Hsin Bei
Deng, Xinyao
Green, Kathleen, Portland, United States
Hsia, Wai-Tai, Vancouver, BC
Hu, Tina, Richmond, BC
Im, Peter, Vancouver, BC
Pao, Sylvia, Vancouver, BC
Sreelatha, Rohit, Vancouver, BC
Ward, Bradley, Concord, United States
Wong, Suzanne, Vancouver, BC
Yang, Mia, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ASIAN AREAS STUDIES / MINOR ANTHROPOLOGY
McKenna, Caitlin Demaris

MAJOR ASIAN AREAS STUDIES / MAJOR HISTORY
Kwan, Man Lun, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ASIAN AREAS STUDIES / MINOR COMMERCE
Lee, Kyubak, Seoul, Korea, South
Wong, Anita, Vancouver, BC
Young, Melody, Calgary, AB

MAJOR ASIAN AREAS STUDIES / MINOR ECONOMICS
Cheng, Ryan, Vancouver, BC
Heine, Christopher, Pemberton, BC
Zhao, Bin, Beijing, China

MAJOR ASIAN AREAS STUDIES / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Livingston, Andrew, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ASIAN AREAS STUDIES / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Wong, Belinda, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ASIAN AREAS STUDIES / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Moss, Alexander Dobson, Brentwood Bay, BC

HONOURS ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Dudley, Ciaran, North Vancouver, BC
Ta, Michelle, Vancouver, BC
Wallin, Drew, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MAJOR HISTORY
Barnes, Christine, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MINOR HISTORY
Gruber, Max, Arlington, United States

HONOURS ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Aikoff, Nicholas, McMinnville, United States

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
An, Yingzhi, B.Law., Vancouver, BC
Beatty, Michael, Boiswain Island, BC
Brown, Kevin, Richmond Hill, ON
Chan, Chung Leung (Bobby), Coquitlam, BC
Chang, Tina, Burnaby, BC
Chen, Selina, Vancouver, BC
Darlington, William, Verdons, France
Deng, Yu Xin, Vancouver, BC
Depman, Charles, Northfield, United States
Hsi, Chins, Vancouver, BC
Kurek, Adele, Vancouver, BC
Lai, Amy Sukwun, Vancouver, BC
Li, Xiaojing, China
Luk, Viana Ka Wing, Vancouver, BC
Malik, Siat, Beijing, China
Soelaili, Sharna, Jakarta, Indonesia
Wang, Xin, Harbin, China
Yan, Feier
Zeller, Andrew

Zheng, Nannan
MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Li, Peter, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MAJOR PHILOSOPHY
Chan, Veronica Sau In

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MAJOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Cao, Tien Ping

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MINOR ECONOMICS
Cheng, Belinda, Vancouver, BC
Ohmachi, Rafael, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Su, Zheq, Vancouver, BC
Xie, Emily, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Cheng, Wendy, Calgary, AB
Ho, Meng-Chiao, Surrey, BC

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Ferguson, Scott, Atlanta, United States
Sakai, Muyuru, Tokyo, Japan

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MINOR PHILOSOPHY
Chiu, Hei-Yuan, Surrey, BC

MAJOR DRAMA
Ross, Alec, Powell River, BC

MAJOR DRAMA / MAJOR HISTORY
Vedan, Sarah, Anishnabe/Cree/Secwepemc

MAJOR FILM STUDIES
Chiaihemn, Mimi, Johannesburg, South Africa
Chung, Jinwhan, Calgary, AB
Hiilliam, Myow, New Westminster, BC
MacLachlan, Katherine, Calgary, AB
Pope, Daniel, Vancouver, BC
Simpson, Andrew, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Smalley, Matthew, Toronto, ON

MAJOR FILM STUDIES / MINOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Sheppard, Ross, West Vancouver, BC

MAJOR FIRST NATIONS LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
Morstall, Kendall, West Simsbury, United States

MAJOR FIRST STUDIES STUDIES
Dobrovolski, Ellen, Dawson Creek, BC, Metis
Lindsay, Spencer
Point, Terence, Vancouver, BC, Musqueam
Salomons, Tanis, East Vancouver, BC
Wilson, Jordan, Musqueam

MAJOR FIRST STUDIES STUDIES / MAJOR FRENCH
Gibbons, Eric, Toronto, ON

MAJOR FIRST STUDIES STUDIES / MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Butson, Hannah, Calgary, AB

MAJOR FIRST STUDIES STUDIES / MINOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Taitlathers, Elle-Maija, Karibin, AB, Blood Tribe, Canada

MAJOR FRENCH
Duong, Julia, Vancouver, BC
Julasdae, Yes, Vancouver, BC
Peng, Chenxi, Vancouver, BC
Pollard Hyde, Madeleine, Vancouver, BC
Quiring, Rebecca, Squamish, BC
Thomson, Helen, Richmond, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MAJOR BIOLOGY
Marin, Olivia, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Thivierge, Audrey, Saint-Agapit, QC

MAJOR FRENCH / MAJOR SPANISH
Comi, Alice, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MINOR AFRICAN STUDIES
Bolognaro, Kaitlyn, Italy

MAJOR FRENCH / MINOR ENGLISH
Davies, Alexandra, Surrey, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Driedger, Christine, Surrey, BC
Nickel, Bethany, Richmond, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Hewitt, Rachel, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MINOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Loade, Jenny

MAJOR FRENCH / MINOR HISTORY
Fenton, Adrianna Margaret, White Rock, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MAJOR ITALIAN
Di Parno, Nicholas, West Vancouver, BC

MAJOR FRENCH / MINOR LINGUISTICS
Cardell, Lisa, Maple Ridge, BC

MAJOR LATINO-AMERICAN STUDIES / MAJOR SPANISH
Lobsenz, Emily, Seattle, United States

MAJOR LATINO-AMERICAN STUDIES / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Cundiff, Victoria, Kansas City, United States

HONOURS LINGUISTICS
Delaney, Meaghan

MAJOR LINGUISTICS
Edmonds, Chantelle, North Vancouver, BC
Lai, Jacky, Vancouver, BC
Lam, Louise, Coquitlam, BC
Lum, Zi-Ant, Toronto, ON
Ma, Karen, Vancouver, BC
Petersen, Todd, Vancouver, BC
Stewart, Catherine, Vancouver, BC
Zhang, Yimin, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR LINGUISTICS / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
MacCallum, Sarah, Richmond, BC

MAJOR LINGUISTICS / MAJOR SPANISH
Sattarwhite, Alyssa, Portland, United States

MAJOR LINGUISTICS / MINOR ECONOMICS
Ng, Yuk Ching, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR LINGUISTICS / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Tao, Bonnie, Richmond, BC

MAJOR LINGUISTICS / MINOR LATIN
Weissendorf, Peter, Saint Paul, United States

MAJOR LINGUISTICS / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Harty, Matthew, Vancouver, BC
Tom, Denise, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR LINGUISTICS / MINOR SPANISH
Whitlam, Katie, Chilliwack, BC

MAJOR MODERN EUROPEAN STUDIES / MINOR BIOLOGY
de Montigny, Robert

MAJOR MODERN EUROPEAN STUDIES / MINOR SPANISH
Young, Ian, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR MODERN EUROPEAN STUDIES / MINOR HISTORY
Golubov, Aleksandra, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS ROMANCE STUDIES
Pus, Heather Josephine, Tseawwassen, BC

MAJOR SPANISH
Brull, Ariel, Santa Fe, United States
Edgerton, Megan, Minneapolis, United States
Guest, Erin, Almonte, ON
Hamblin, Catherine, East nausea, United States
Hudson, Jordi, Barcelona, Catalunya, Spain
Nielsen, Laura, Duncan, BC
Roberts, Kimberly, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SPANISH / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Cheng, Michelle, Surrey, BC

MAJOR SPANISH / MINOR FRENCH
Fukui, Tai, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SPANISH / MINOR HISTORY
Osorio, Ferney, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SPANISH / MINOR ITALIAN
Niamath, Tristan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SPANISH / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Yalkin, Kaan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SPANISH / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Carey, Eben, Chico, United States

MAJOR SPEECH SCIENCES
Chan, Jacqueline, Richmond, BC
Chen, Meng-Ling, Coquitlam, BC
Conroy, Lisa, Vancouver, BC
Hung, Huels-El, Taipai City, Taiwan
Jones, Kari, Vancouver, BC
Mellon, Kathleen, Coquitlam, BC
So, Lillian, B.A., Burnaby, BC
Ullstrom, Sarah, Kaochalung, Taiwan
Yu, Joanne, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SPEECH SCIENCES / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Van Der Zwan, Same, Ledner, BC

MAJOR SPEECH SCIENCES / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Lee, Bernto, Coquitlam, BC
Leung, Collene, Burnaby, BC
Savji, Sonali, Nairobi, Kenya
Yeung, Andrea, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR SPEECH SCIENCES / MINOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Huen, Jessica, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS THEATRE
Griffiths, Emily, Vancouver, BC
Minson, Kate, Santiago de Chile, Chile

MAJOR THEATRE
Buehrman, Diane, Sidney, BC
Hall, Sarah, Kingston, ON
Ishi, Haruki-Nina Tino, B.H.K., Port Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR THEATRE / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Magahay, Brian, Beaconfield, QC

MAJOR THEATRE / MAJOR FINE ARTS ART HISTORY
Ormer, Jason, Bow Island, BC

MAJOR THEATRE / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Cromwell, Diene, Nanelmo, BC

MAJOR THEATRE / MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Liu, Qiao An

MAJOR THEATRE / MINOR FILM STUDIES
Kennedy, Megan, Newmarket, ON
The Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dean Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Assistant Dean Pratt, Faculty of Arts

Honours Creative Writing
Johnson, Lucas, Vancouver, BC
St. Louis, Adrian Lawrence Robert, Vancouver, BC
Wootton, Shauna, Delta, BC

Honours Creative Writing / Major English, Emphasis Literature
Chou, Stephanie, Vancouver, BC

Honours Visual Arts / Minor Art History
Parmley, Holly, Vancouver, BC

Major Creative Writing
Basso, Taylor, Surrey, BC
Bennett, Gillian
Booth, Miranda, Yellowknife, NT
Brook, Adrienne, Toronto, ON
Donnelly, Pearce, New Westminster, BC
Douba, Adam, Vancouver, BC
Marmorek, Simon Brunswick, Christmas Island
Phiniziotis, Carol, Vancouver, BC
Rince, Celestian, Vancouver, BC
Scott, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Woo, Elaine, North Vancouver, BC

Major Creative Writing / Major English, Emphasis Literature
Haxby, Kathryn, Bowen Island, BC

Major Creative Writing / Major French
Than, Daniella, Vancouver, BC

Major Creative Writing / Major Psychology
Zitny, Ariel, Orange, United States

Major Creative Writing / Minor English, Emphasis Literature
Schindel, Alton, Coquitlam, BC

Major Creative Writing / Minor Spanish
Mitchell, Josephine, San Diego, United States

Major Creative Writing / Minor Visual Arts
Pelton, Alisha, San Diego, United States

Major Film Production
Caracas, Patrick, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Chong, Jacqueline, Burnaby, BC
Coe, Rachel
Hame-Brown, Meredith, Qualicum Beach, BC
Jayne, Kathleen, Vancouver, BC
Jean, Woojo, Seoul, Korea, South
MacDonald, Anna, Orinda, United States
McNeil, Jacob, Amherst, NS
Wass, Rebecca, Vancouver, BC

Major Film Production / Major Political Science
Martinez, Camila, Vancouver, BC

Major Theatre (Acting)
Cohen, Andrew, Richmond, BC
Cutler, Michelle, Vancouver, BC
Goodwill, Sarah, Vancouver, BC
Kaye, David, Vancouver, BC
Quintana, Christine, Vancouver, BC
Warden, Ryan, Hong Kong
Whipple, Ben, Portland Meine, United States
Wilson, Sarah, Lantzville, BC

Major Theatre (Design/Technical)
Buck, Jaclyn, Beth, United States
Cantoral, Claudia, Richmond, BC
Istrate, Mihaela
Kang, Ju I, Vancouver, BC
Waterhouse, Jennifer Margaret, Vancouver, BC

Major Theatre (Design/Technical) / Major English, Emphasis Literature
Copp, Madeleine, Toronto, ON

Major Visual Arts
Chan, Leonardo, Richmond, BC
Cheng, Nicholas, Vancouver, BC
Finch, Katherine, Chilliwack, BC
Gemma, Maria Pia, B.A., Vancouver, BC
La, Karen, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Jonathan, Burnaby, BC
Lin, Linda, Coquitlam, BC
Lu, Yang, Vancouver, BC
Pang, Jessica, Richmond, BC
Papadopoulos, Athena
Wu, Han-Man, Kelowna, BC

Major Visual Arts / Major Art History
Catherall, Erin, Erington, BC

Major Visual Arts / Minor Art History
McKinnon, Erin, Toronto, ON

Major Visual Arts / Minor Asian Language and Culture
Lau, Allison, Richmond, BC

Major Visual Arts / Minor Theatre
Albano, Brandon, Eugene, United States
### The Processions

**Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)**
- **Senior Marshal**
  - IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
  - B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

**Marshal, Enrolment Services**
- SHEILA WILLIAMSON
  - B.A., Exams Coordinator

**Chief Usher**
- DONNA SHULTZ
  - B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

**Procession of Faculty**
- **Marshals**
  - THELMA COOK
  - B.Ed., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emerita of Educational Studies

- GARY RUPERT
  - B.A. (Br. Col.), M.Ed., BEd Program Coordinator

### The Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Coordinator/Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of Reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>STEPHEN J. TOOPE President and Vice-Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception Following the Ceremony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes**
- DAVID FARRAR Provost and Vice-President, Academic

**Conferring of Degrees in Course**
- THE CHANCELLOR

**Closing Remarks**
- THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHAIRMAN

**Ceremonies and Events**
- **Director of Ceremonies**
  - EILIS COURTNEY

- **University Marshal**
  - NANCY HERMISTON

- **Events Coordinator**
  - CAROLYN MCLEAN

- **Graduation Assistant**
  - LIAN TRAN

- **Enrolment Services**
  - **Graduation Coordinator**
    - BRENDA ROOKE

  - **Graduation Assistant**
    - TANIA MORRISON

*Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.*
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Tony Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Rhodi Windsor-Lescobe, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Bargere, Trudy, M.Sc., Barrie, ON, Curriculum Studies
Catherine, Nicole Lorna Anne, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Human Development, Learning and Culture
Clasen, Leanna Mary, B.A.Hons., M.A., Swift Current, SK, Human Development, Learning and Culture In Human Learning, Development and Instruction
Esekh, Samuel Kwaku Smith, B.A., M.A., M.Pub., Language and Literacy Education
Gerhard, Gillian, B.E.Sc., M.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Curriculum Studies
Jahng, Namsook, Vancouver, BC, Curriculum Studies
Jordan, Sherwyn, B.A.Hon., B.Ed., M.A., St Catharines, ON, Counselling Psychology
Klassen, Derrick, B.A., M.A., Abbotsford, BC, Counselling Psychology
LaMonde, Anne-Marie Rosamonde, M.A., Marseille, France, Curriculum Studies
Phlipot, Donald, B.A., B.Ed., M.A. Winnipeg, MB, Language and Literacy Education
Ton, Yven Sze Michelle, B.Sc.Hons., Singapore, Curriculum Studies
Thasberger, Carolyn G., M.Ed., Regina, SK, Language Education
Tupper, Kenneth, B.A., M.A., Victoria, BC, Educational Studies
Walker, Judith, B.A., M.A., Educational Studies

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Windsor-Lescobe, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Baker, Kimberly, Delta, BC, Art Education
Benson, Nicole, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Modern Languages Education
Chiu, Devin, B.Sc., Lower Sackville, NS, Counselling Psychology
Costrut, Ileana, B.A., New Westminster, BC, Curriculum Studies
Dutt, Indira, B.Sc., B.Ed., Cross-Faculty Inquiry in Education
Farzaneh, Babak, B.A., Delta, BC, Counselling Psychology
Giralt, Julia, B.A., Nelson, BC, Counselling Psychology
Kennedy, Jennifer, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Curriculum Studies
Lek, Sebari, B.B.A., B.Ed., Modern Languages Education
Lester, Pamela, B.A., Westbank, BC, Modern Languages Education
Lutz, Kevin Tyler, B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC, Counselling Psychology
Matsumoto, Kazue, B.A., Osaka, Japan, Society, Culture and Politics in Education
Ohashi, Jennifer, B.Sc., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Poirier, Natalie, B.Ed., Grand Falls, Windsor, NL, Mathematics Education
Sellick, Angelika, B.Ed., Teaching English as a Second Language
Silver, Adrienne, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Literacy Education
Snell, Ian, B.A., B.Com., West Vancouver, BC, Higher Education
Timms, Maria, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Counselling Psychology
Venwood, Roselyn, B.Ed., Victoria, BC, Society, Culture and Politics in Education
Wissman, Katherine, B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC, Human Development, Learning and Culture
Wolinsky, Elaina, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Human Development, Learning and Culture
Zitterman, Eva, Vancouver, BC, Modern Languages Education
Zylka, Rebecca, B.A., Special Education

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Windsor-Lescobe, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Cohen, William, B.A., B.Sc., M.Ed., Castvet, BC, Okanagan Educational Leadership & Policy
MacLeod, Kathryn Dawn, B.A., M.B.A., Karmoors, BC, Educational Leadership & Policy
Omar, Abdullaiah, M.Sc., Edmonton, AB, Educational Leadership & Policy

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Senior Associate Dean Jon Shapiro
FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Reader: Associate Dean Windsor-Lescobe, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Adji-Achampong, Emmanuel, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Educational Administration
Adno, Tracy B.Com., B.Ed., Special Education
Alrashed, Balsam, B.A., Early Childhood Education
An, Paul, B.Ed., B.A., Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Anelet, Jennifer Anne, B.A., Brentwood Bay, BC
Ashtor, Laila, M.B.S.S., M.D., Vancouver, BC, Adult Education
Akins, Amber, B.A., Human Development, Learning and Culture
Banerjee, Parmita, B.A., B.Sc.N., Counselling Psychology
Billingstedt, Jody, North Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Brome, Kim Leslie, B.Sc., B.A., Vancouver, BC, Counselling Psychology
Burdal, Jozef, B.A., B.Ed., Coquitlam, BC, Educational Administration
Burma, Amber, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Campbell, Kathleen Dawn, B.Sc., North Vancouver, BC, Counselling Psychology
Cerdan, Eric, B.Sc., Coquitlam, BC, Adult Learning and Global Change
Chapman, Anita, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Adult Learning and Global Change
Chen, Xuefen, B.Sc., Zhijiang, China, Measurement, Evaluation & Research Methodology
Chiao, Judy, B.A., B.Ed., Burnaby, BC, Special Education
Chiu, Noreen, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Chiu, Odelia, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Chong, Joyce, B.A., B.Ed., Delta, BC, Educational Administration
Chow, Stella, B.A., B.Ed., Courtenay, BC, Educational Administration
Chu, Lai-Wei, B.Ed., B.F.A, Art Education
Clark, Heidi, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Cross-Faculty Inquiry in Education
Clearkson, Lindsay, B.K.H., B.Ed., West Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Con, Ryan, B.Sc., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Educational Administration
Cozene, Megan, B.A., B.Ed., Burnaby, BC, Literacy Education
Crowther, Tristen, B.K.H., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Dame, Linda Mae, Cross-Faculty Inquiry in Education
Dergin, Genevieve Anik, Educational Administration
Diasiva, Andria, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Counselling Psychology
Devis, Aaron, B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Curriculum Studies
DeLancey, Christina, B.A., B.Ed., Special Education
Dempsey, Cameron, B.H.K., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Educational Administration
Dennis, Esther, B.Ed., Ladner, BC, Literacy Education
Dettling, Heather, B.Sc.Agr., B.Ed., Delta, BC, Literacy Education
Dhuvad, Sharantee, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Educational Administration
Donahue, Allston Mary Elizabeth, B.A., Adult Learning and Global Change
Doan, Manoj, Delta, BC, Educational Administration
Doudoff, Jamie Lee, B.K.H., Grand Forks, BC, Counselling Psychology
Edger, Christopher, B.A., B.Ed., North Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Edger-Fetling, Cheryl, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Finnigan, Anne, Toronto, ON, Counselling Psychology
FULLA, Gina, Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Gallagher, Samantha, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Counselling Psychology
Gamble, Tari, White Rock, BC, Counselling Psychology
Giacomini, Jessica Ann, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Society, Culture and Politics In Education
Gibbens, Leslie, B.A., B.Ed., North Vancouver, BC, Early Childhood Education
Gordon, Kimberly, B.A., B.Ed., Surrey, BC, Literacy Education
Graves, Diane, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Literacy Education
Grigoradis, Constantina, Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Gyenes, Judit, B.Ed., MA, Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Gyatson, Alice, Vancouver, BC, Curriculum Studies & Edu Admin & Leadership
Harley, Sharon Winifred, B.Ed., Delta, BC, Literacy Education
Harris, Richard, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Hartley, Lorraine, B.A., B.Ed., North Vancouver, BC, Literacy Education
Hawbott, Kelly, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Educational Administration
Hayes-Brown, Elizabeth, Vancouver, BC, Art Education
Heiwelt, Juanita, B.A., Surrey, BC, Literacy Education
Hires, Ashley, B.Ed., Delta, BC, Literacy Education
Johnston, Mark, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Higher Education
Jonat, Kimberly, B.Sc., B.Ed., North Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Jordan, Jessica, Uxbridge, ON, Cross-Faculty Inquiry in Education
Joshi, Anurica, B.A.Hons., M.A.Psych, Surrey, BC, Counselling Psychology
Kim, Edward, Burnaby, BC, Educational Administration
Kippin, James, Educational Administration
Kline, Erin, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Curriculum Studies
Kung, Emily, B.Com., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Modern Languages Education
Kuzmiiski, Sheila, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Cross-Faculty Inquiry in Education
Lawson, Kristy, Literacy Education
Latham, Nicole, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Adult Education
Lee, Ginny, Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
Lee, Marine, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Educational Administration
Leung, Lester, B.Sc., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Educational Administration
THE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION

Associate Dean Shapero
Faculty of Education

Reader: Mr. Yamamoto, Program Coordinator, Faculty of Education
Allan, Lisa, Kelowna, BC Guidance Studies
Anderson, Brenda Margaret, B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Athwal, Sriml, B.Sc., B.Ed., North Delta, BC, English as a Second Language
Beine, Mandip, B.A., B.Ed., Library Education
Benes, Nicole Michelle, B.A.Sc., Library Education
Best, Paul T., B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC
Boden, Allene, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Bruce, Scott, Garden Bay, BC, Guidance Studies
Chat, Jennifer, Pt. Coquitlam, BC, Library Education
Colangelo, Fernando, B.A., Kelowna, BC, Library Education
Colangelo, Gianna, B.A., Kelowna, BC, Library Education
Cole, Chantal, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Corbo, Irene, Gibsons, BC, Library Education
Coutts, Monika, B.Sc., Coquitlam, BC, Library Education
Di Biese, Antonette, B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Ferguson, Heidi, B.A., B.Ed., Library Education
Gorjanc, Joanne, B.A., B.Ed., Kelowna, BC, Library Education
Hein, Carmen, B.A., Prince Rupert, BC, Infant Development/Supported Child Care
Henry, Lesli, B.A.Hons., B.Ed., Library Education
Holland, Laura, Surrey, BC Special Education
Jack, Heather, B.Sc., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Early Years Education
Jackson, Ianne, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Kelly, Gena Janet, B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Library Education
Khan, Stephanie Shamadeen, B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed., Library Education
Lakeman, Frederick, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Leuzon, Shauna Marie, B.Ed., Early Years Education
Leboe, Maureen Frances, B.Ed.
Lee, Megan, B.A., North Vancouver, BC, Infant Development/Supported Child Care
Lemmon, Stephanie Michelle, B.Sc., Library Education
Lienard-Bolajoli, Byron, B.Mus., B.Ed., Victoria, BC, Home Economics Education
McCullough, Doreen, Victoria, BC, Early Years Education
McEwen, Andrea Lynn, Language and Literacy Education
Matson, Amberly, B.A., B.Ed., Surrey, BC, Library Education
Mui, Maureen, B.Sc., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Library Education
Naples, Katrina, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Art Education
Nazzarbadi Ghaucheni, Neda, B.Ed., B.F.A.
Nixon, Paul, B.Ed., Nanaimo, BC, Library Education
Peng, Yvonne, B.A., B.Ed., Language and Literacy Education
Petanoula, Brigitte, B.A., M.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Guidance Studies
Polukoshko, Joanne, B.A., B.Ed., Chilliwack, BC, Guidance Studies
Prince, Lindsey, B.A., Langley, BC, Library Education
Rankin, Regan, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Ridington, Juniper Sterewan, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Roseau, John, B.Ed., Nanaimo, BC, Library Education
Roy, Bambi, Guidance Studies
Sarrasin, Rebecca, B.Ed., Early Years Education
Schmidt, Megan, B.A., B.Ed.
Schultz, Sharoe, P.R.E., North Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Silva, Nalini, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC
Skipper, Lucy, B.Ed., B.A., Vancouver, BC, Library Education
Slopaull, Kamill, B.A., P.D.P., Library Education
Spencer-Benn, Valerie, B.Ed., Mount Pearl, NL, Library Education
Stark, Cynthia, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Steinberg, Colleen, B.Ed., Burnaby, BC, Language and Literacy Education
Sterling, Penny, Quesnel, BC Infant Development/Supported Child Care
Stewart, Reeha, B.A., B.Ed., White Rock, BC, Early Years Education
Tan, Yung Chen, B.A., Delta, BC, English as a Second Language
Thio, Shannon, B.A., B.Ed., Cranbrook, BC, Metis, Home Economics Education
Thompson, Noreen, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond, BC, Special Education
Trieu, Tu Loan, B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Library Education

Umeri, Samia, Kelowna, BC, Library Education
Van Aalst, Audrey, Prince George, BC, Home Economics Education
Vanagmond, Evelyn, B.A., Abbotsford, BC, Library Education
Vanjorek, Martina, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Special Education
Weathermon, Erin, B.A., B.H.K., Kamloops, BC, Guidance Studies
Weyman, Marjorie, B.H.E., West Vancouver, BC, Guidance Studies
Whitehead, Leah, B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, English as a Second Language
Wong, Rosanna, B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Language and Literacy Education
Zerinos, Claudine, Early Years Education
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Thursday, May 26th
11:00 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
GERALD BAIER
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Professor, Political Science

Alumni Representatives
TAMMIE MARK
B.Com.

DOUGLAS RAE
B.A.

HELEN DEERING
B.H.E.

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Laws

THE HON. JACK AUSTIN
Remarks

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

ELYSA HOGG
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

DAVID FARRAR
Provost and Vice-President, Academic

Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to

TANGERINE TWISS

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Associate Dean Tony Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Phillip Lowenwein, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Gillies, James, B.A.Hons., M.A., Victoria, BC, Political Science
Perminter, Sarah, B.A., M.A., London, United Kingdom, Political Science
Seekings, David, B.A., Halifax, NS, Political Science
Tan, Clare, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, BC, Political Science
Zhang, Lei, B.A., M.A., Library, Archival and Information Studies

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Lowenwein, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Amigo, Jorge, B.A., Maxico City, Mexico, Political Science
Bidone, Joshua, B.A., London, United Kingdom, Political Science
Bordewich, Matthew, B.A., Political Science
Griffith, Daniel, B.A., Eugene, United States, Political Science
Tassopoulos, Vasiliu, B.A., Toronto, ON, Children's Literature

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARCHIVAL STUDIES
Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Dr. Haythornthwaite, Director, School of Library, Archival and Information Studies
Acton, Curtis Mathew, B.A.Hons.
Ashmore, Amy, B.A.
Brown, Cerys, B.Sc., North Vancouver, BC
Chan, Michelle, B.A., Toronto, ON
Dias, Bailey, B.A., Sheboygan, United States
Doyle, Anna, B.A., Missoula, United States
Eisenstat, Neomi, B.A., Richmond, BC
Fisherty, Reagan, B.A., M.A., Integrated Studies, Burnaby, BC
Floodeen, Kyrist, Seattle, United States
Garden, Jocelyne, B.A.
Garnett, Alexander, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Green, Alyssa, B.A., Burnaby, BC
Hallman, Jocelyn, B.A., M.A., Burnaby, BC
Harkness, Jennifer, United States
Hathaway, Sara, B.A., Fostoria, United States
Hodgson, Arlo, B.A., Athabasca, AB
Hollingsworth, Erin, B.A., Montana, United States
Jaiswal, Erika, B.A., Annapolis, United States
Janssen, Ann, B.A.
Jones, Allison, B.A.Hons., Coquitlam, BC
John, Hye-Jin, B.A., M.A., Seattt, United States
Lobow, Marhia, B.A., Portland, United States
Manhse, Sumarjit, B.Sc., Nanaimo, BC
Martens, Rebecca, B.A., Victoria, BC
McGee, Charlene, B.Sc., B.A., Riverview, NB
McPhee, Christine, B.Sc., B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC
Mckay, Nathan, B.A., Nanaimo, BC
Murphy, Sara, B.A., M.A., Eureka Springs, United States
Pansula, Carly, B.A., Seattle, United States
Pierce, Susan
Pineley, Helen, LL.B., Vancouver, BC
Post, Bradley, B.A., Kalamazoo, United States
Redmore, Meghan, B.A., North Vancouver, BC
Schiller, Heidi, Seattle, United States
Scott, Patricia, B.Sc., Victoria, BC
Stevens, Rebecca, B.A.
Stessor, Daniel, Toronto, ON
Spika, Vera Marie, B.A., M.S.W.
Strang, Jonathan
Tebeira, Cristina, B.FA.

Taikes, George, B.A., LL.B., L.L.M., Vancouver, BC
Veeram, Jeffrey John, M.Ed.
Willeon, Lindsay, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Winkel, Lisa, North Vancouver, BC
Yee, Shiko, Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARCHIVAL STUDIES & LIBRARY INFO STUDIES
Dean Averill
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dr. Haythornthwaite, Director, School of Library, Archival and Information Studies
Hollin, Angela, B.Sc.
Jules, Isley, B.A., Massachusetts, United States
Malms, Sharrin, B.Mus., Vancouver, BC
McCallan, Cynthia, Vancouver, BC
van Dijk, Anna, B.A., Abbotsford, BC
Wendel, Emma, B.A., Oakland, United States

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Associate Dean Kathryn Harrison, Faculty of Arts

MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE / MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Nakata, Masato, Vancouver, BC
Birgins, Alexander, Toronto, ON
Burday, Anna Marie
Cron, Tara, North Vancouver, BC
Durrani, Caroline, Toronto, ON
Farer, Martina
Forelle, Laura, Vancouver, BC
Goh, Mei Ting, Malasia, Singapore
Grewal, Gurveen, Richmond, BC
Gregoire-Zawilski, Myriam, Laval, QC
Halum, Nadia, Jinchotega, Nicaragua
Ikikawa, Aki, Tottori, Japan
Jardine, Jeffrey, Vancouver, BC
Jaye, shopping, Vancouver, BC
Kim, Myeongkyung, Seoul, Korea
Kleinschmidt, Cory, Mattawa, United States
Knight, Scarlett
Ko, Sara, Surrey, BC
Lau, Douglas, Burnaby, BC
Lee, Kyungmin, Vancouver, BC
Leje, Andrea, Vancouver, BC

Liu, Zi Long, Vancouver, BC
Mackay-Temmy, Tamara
Mador, Lena, Vancouver, BC
Mirza, Marcin, Coquitlam, BC
Monro, Christann
Nitta, Mayeko, Osaka, Japan
Norris, Hilary, Vancouver, BC
Okae, Stephanie, Richmond, BC
Obermaier, Katharina, Peiting, Germany
Ohama-Durcos, Michiko, Vancouver, BC
Perez de Tagle, Michal Rafaela, Quezon City, Philippines
Rencental, Sarin
Sardarizadeh, David Gregory, Baltimore, United States
Suter, Melanie, B.Sc., Aarau, Switzerland
Takahi, Ryoko, Tokyo, Japan
Wong, Gillian, Uisie, Netherlands
Yu, Jocelyn, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Parker, Christine, Richmond, BC
MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MAJOR ECONOMICS
Kupyte, Ieva, Vilnius, Lithuania
Markvitch, Iana, Vancouver, BC
Papadopolos, Angel, Atizapan De Zaragoza, Mexico
Strue, Andreas, Helsinki, Finland
Trotter, Elisabeth, Calgary, AB

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMBASSY LITERATURE
Chatser, Sarah, North Vancouver, BC
Yang, Linda, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MAJOR FRENCH
Huang, Jana, Vancouver, BC
Kwan, Alina, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MAJOR HISTORY
Shoker, Simviv, Surrey, BC
Teo, Wei, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MAJOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Chen, Anna, Vancouver, BC
Dhillon, Nimit, Vancouver, BC
Palamano, Julie, Vancouver, BC
Shaw, Courtnay, Vancouver, BC
Yam, Tat Keung, Richmond, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MINOR AFRICAN STUDIES
Eclotor, Daniel, Delta, BC
Temple, Georgia, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MINOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Kay, Amanda, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MINOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Bars, Edward, Oakville, ON
Le, Gee Hyun, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MINOR COMMERCE
Chen, Sheng-Min, Vancouver, BC
Kang, Malinda
Ting, Joseph
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Thursday, May 26th
1:30 pm

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
IAN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshals, Enrolment Services
SANDRA VAN ARK
Program Assistant, Non-Degree Studies

SHEILA WILLIAMSON
B.A., Exams Coordinator

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
ROBIN ELLIOT
B.Sc., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Law

Chancellor’s Procession and Chancellor’s Party

Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
LIZ EDINGER
B.A. (Br. Col.), LL.B. (Br. Col.), Associate Professor of Law

Alumni Representatives
ROD URQUHART
B.Ed., LL.B.

DON CUNNINGS
B.P.E.

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Moment of Reflection

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Address

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Laws

THOMAS WING FAT FUNG
Remarks

Shirley Smiley
Member, Graduating Class

Remarks

Closing Remarks
STEPSHAN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

Shirley Smiley
Member, Graduating Class

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Tony Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Philip Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Cameron, Brendan, B.A., M.Sc., Nanaimo, BC, Human Kinetics
Davis, Justin, B.Sc., M.Sc., Eden Mills, ON, Human Kinetics
Maclver, Dana, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Human Kinetics
Yang, Xingjuan, B.Econ., M.Ec., M.A., Vancouver, BC, Human Kinetics

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
van Luijk, Nicoliem, B.Ph.Ed., Christchurch, New Zealand, Human Kinetics

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF HUMAN KINETICS

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Senior Associate Dean Jon Shapiro
Faculty of Education

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Chiang, Byron, B.H.K., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC
Harmay, Stephanie, Richmond, BC
Lightfoot, Jody, B.Ed., Saguaro, AB
Wendland, James, B.H.K.
Whitehead, Timothy, B.H.K., White Rock, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF HUMAN KINETICS

Senior Associate Dean Jon Shapiro
Faculty of Education

Reader: Dr. Robert Sparks, Director, School of Human Kinetics
Alexander, Jacqueline, Calgary, AB
Allard, Matthew, Vancouver, BC
Arnold, Jeremiah, Toronto, ON
Bains, Jasmeet, Vancouver, BC
Baker, Lisa, Vancouver, BC
Bann, Blair, Edmonton, AB
Barazzouli, Dana, Burnaby, BC
Basi, Jeevan
Beauregard, Jeffrey Philip, Ottawa, ON
Beerman, Alanna, Nanaimo, BC
Beeston, Allison, Coquitlam, BC
Bergetrom, Carl, North Vancouver, BC
Berson, Ayle, Vancouver, BC
Bird, Dylan, Delta, BC
Blank, Jayne, Langley, BC
Bonang, Lisa, Kamloops, BC
Burkholder, Andrew, Burnaby, BC
Carbol, Rina, Vancouver, BC
Chapman, Brandi-Lyn, London, ON
Charra, Brendan
Cheema, Mark Randesep Singh, Delta, BC
Chen, Jessica, Vancouver, BC
Cheung, Jonathan, Vancouver, BC
Cheung, Stephanie, Vancouver, BC
Cole, Meisha, Kanata, ON
Corbett, Alayson, North Vancouver, BC
Culley, Thea Bryn, Rossland, BC
de Jong Westman, Elizabeth, Vancouver, BC, Métis
Derbitzky, Andrew, Richmond, BC
Deutsch, Jari, Golden, BC
Devlin, Erin, Aurora, ON
Diehl, Amy, Vancouver, BC
Elisha, Maha, Richmond, BC
Fee, Vanessa, Vancouver, BC
Finlayson, Ian, Surrey, BC
Forsgaard, Christopher, Blaine, United States
Fung, Eric, Richmond, BC
Geler, Kari, Coquitlam, Vancouver, BC
Gill, Babita, Vancouver, BC
Gill, Kirin, Surrey, BC
Glushe, Michael, North Vancouver, BC
Gleson, Janine, Surrey, BC
Goosen, Hannah, Ladner, BC
Goosen, Tabitha, Delta, BC
Gordon, Carle, White Rock, BC
Graham, Kathy, North Vancouver, BC
Greenwood, Paul, West Vancouver, BC
Grierson, Kevin, Vancouver, BC
Haley, Emma, Nelson, BC
Hall, Amanda, Langley, BC
Hannila, Brooke, New Westminster, BC
Harding, Bailey, Guelph, ON
Hartwell, Jamie, Vancouver, BC
Hernder, Lauren, Delta, BC
Hetherington, Shawn, Tsawwassen, BC
Hilliard, Kelsey, North Vancouver, BC
Huculak, Hayley, Richmond, BC
Huddleston, Marc Christopher, Vancouver, BC
Irish, Shawn, Calgary, AB
Isclo, Davor, Vancouver, BC
Jacova, Patrizio, Vancouver, BC
Joso, Neisha, Surrey, BC
Jung, Jeremy, Richmond, BC
Juren, Monica, B.Sc., Ladner, BC
Kavangh, Devin, Brossard, QC
Kim, Ellen, Vancouver, BC
Kim, Keahui, Vancouver, BC
Kindler, Antoni, Vancouver, BC
King, Catherine, North Vancouver, BC
Klassen, Steven, Vancouver, BC
Koe, Aron, Toronto, ON
Lam, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Lam, Marco, Burnaby, BC
Lam, Michelle, Surrey, BC
Larson, Kirstin, Calgary, AB
Larsson, Beverly, Surrey, BC
Lee, Gary, Vancouver, BC
Letham, Candace, Burnaby, BC
Lewis, Jill, Kamloops, BC
Liu, Alice, Bangkok, Thailand
Lindsay, Carmen, Kelowna, BC
Linaker, Craig, Calgary, AB
Lisaks, Devon, Fredericton, NB
Loreth, Joel, Victoria, BC
Low, Alex, North Vancouver, BC
Lui, Michael, Burnaby, BC
Luk, Andrea, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Ma, Fabien, Vancouver, BC
Mak, Audrey, Vancouver, BC
Man, Eric, Richmond, BC
Manlou, Lindsay, Surrey, BC
March, Kimberley, North Vancouver, BC
Marsen, William Kenneth
Martinka, Michal, Vancouver, BC
McLellon, Patrick, St Catharines, ON
McLean, Tanya, Delta, BC
Miller, Brianne, Surrey, BC
Monkman, Derek, Chilliwack, BC
Moon, Brittany, Delta, BC
Motyka, Philipp, Vancouver, BC
Murphy, Alex, Richmond, BC
Murphy, Sheena, Toronto, ON
Narod, Jordan, Vancouver, BC
Nayebzadeh, Dan Houtan
Ng, Pak Lun, Richmond, BC
Nielsen, Lynsey, North Delta, BC
Nitkiman, Michael, Richmond, BC
Olynyk, Jennifer, South Slocan, BC
Overin, Sean, Surrey, BC
Painter, Shannon, Richmond, BC
Petitucci, Brittany, North Vancouver, BC
Pavone, Maria, Vancouver, BC
Pearson, Victoria, Tsawwassen, BC
Pollock, Gemma, West Vancouver, BC
Pun, Daisy, Vancouver, BC
Rankine, Laura, Kaslo, ON
Reper, Bradley, Hong Kong, China
Reed, William, Kandern, Germany
Regenerat-Harma, Ahlen, Seattle, United States
Robertson, Erin Christline, North Vancouver, BC
Robinson, Aron, Cranbrook, BC
Schuurman, Nicole, Surrey, BC
Shaman, David, Newmarket, ON
Shyong, Jin Yenn
Soares, Maggie, Burnaby, BC
Soo, Vianna, Vancouver, BC
Stefanoff, Claudia, Vancouver, BC
Sutherland, Lauren, Victoria, BC
Szalay, Marine, Oliver, BC
Tahe, Mohammad, Vancouver, BC
Taub, Alexandra, Vancouver, BC
Thomason, Kelby, Victoria, BC
Tonelli, Mark, Burnaby, BC
Tsang, Antony, Vancouver, BC
Tudvrrets, Nicole, Burnaby, BC
Van, James, Vancouver, BC
Vukovic, Ranko, Vancouver, BC
Alesolo, Vanessa
Alexis, Michael, Guelph, ON
Allan, Sarah, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Anderhill, Kristina, Port Moody, BC
Anton, Robert, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Arabaki-Vahdat, Farzad, West Vancouver, BC
Avis, Jonathan, B.A., Nanaimo Bay, BC
Ayling, Nicholas, Vancouver, BC
Badica, Cristina, Vancouver, BC
Balter, Kathryn, B.A.Hns., Toronto, ON
Banks, Jordan, B.A., Maple Ridge, BC
Barbaskas, Patricia, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, BC
Barta, Simon, Langot, ON
Barta, Simon, H.B.Com., M.B.A., Vancouver, BC
Bau, Lawrence, B.A.Hns., Vancouver, BC
Beaudy, Melanie, Winnipeg, MB
Benenato, Christopher, B.A.Sc., Bowmanville, ON
Bian, Ning, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Biddlecombe, Eric, B.A.Sc., Coquitlam, BC
Bolton, Joyce, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Bond, Katharine, B.A.Hns., Vancouver, BC
Bozek, Ashley
Brown, Alison Frances, Trail, BC
Bryant, Danielle, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Burgoa, Andrew, B.Com.
Campbell, James, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Carlson, Mikea, B.A., Surrey, BC
Carta, Christopher, B.A.
Carter, Bryan, B.Sc., Edmonton, AB
Chen, Emily, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Charlton, Graeme, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Cheng, Ming, Surrey, BC
Chesnais, Patrick, B.Sc., Ottawa, ON
Chisholm, Catrina, Vancouver, BC
Chow, Yew, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Claridge, Nicholas, B.A.
Clark, Lindsay, B.Com., Surrey, BC
Cochrane, Krista, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Coomber, Brian, B.A., Craven/Oldway
Coleman, Brett, B.A., Lethbridge, AB
Conlin, Jonathan, B.A., Richmond, BC
Cooper, Blakes, West Vancouver, BC
Crisp, Mark, B.A., Comox, BC
Dawson, Joanna, Richmond, BC
Dedora, Joshua, Consort, AB
Derickson, Christopher, Westbank, BC, Westbank First Nation
Devi, Aneez, B.A.B., Coquitlam, BC
Dhan, Kanchan, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Dickson, Emma, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Duedman, Ryan, B.Sc., London, ON
Dunn, Jill, B.A., Sturgeon County, AB
Endacott, Sarah, B.A., Surrey, BC
England, Amy Leigh, B.A., Revelstoke, BC
Ferrazani, Seyed, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Ferwicz, Kimberley, B.A., Whistler, BC
Flanders, Adam, B.Com., Edmonton, AB
Forayth, Jordan, B.A., Langley, BC
Frederic, Emmanuelle, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Gerard, Danielle, Vancouver, BC
Godfrey, Robert, B.Sc., Saskatoon, SK
Hamer, Mary Allison, B.A.Hns., Toronto, ON
Hannay, David, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hawkshaw, Robert, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hendriks, Christopher, B.A.Hns., Richmond, BC
Henkelman, Isabel, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hewison, Ryan, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hubbard, Alicia, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hutchinson, Anne, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Immaga, Claire, B.A.Hns., Vancouver, BC
Irving, Emma, B.A., Naramata, BC
Jiang, David, B.Com., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC
Kang, Wei, Vancouver, BC
Kennedy, Heather, B.A.Hns., Vancouver, BC
Kheraj, Stefani, Burnaby, BC
Knap, Ian, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Krzyzowska, Alija, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Lee, Kyla, B.A., Saanich, BC, MAtis
Leong, Alison, B.A., Toronto, ON
Li, Yu, B.A.Hns., Vancouver, BC
Liang, Yu, L.L.B., L.L.M., Vancouver, BC
Lindsay, Andrea, B.A.Hns., Lindsay, ON
Luk, Timothy, B.A.
Lunday, Vanessa, B.A., New Westminster, BC
Ma, Joanne, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Mackenzie, Dana-Lynn, B.A., Delta, BC, Hwitsumin First Nation
Malcolm, Bree, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Malik, Sara, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Mann, Gagan, B.A., Richmond, BC
Marach, Alexis, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Marescaux, Scott, B.A., Calgary, AB
Massiah, Sheena, B.Com., Toronto, ON
McGrath, Katherine, B.A.Hns., Toronto, ON
McKeehan, Laura, B.Mus., M.Mus., Vancouver, BC
Meitik-Kahs, Jessie, B.A., M.A.
Milne, Thomas, B.A.Hns., Little Current, ON, Anishnaabe
Mooijenborg, Jeffrey A., B.A., Burlington, ON
Ness, Christopher, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Nevens, Lisa, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Nhan, Diane, B.A., Red Deer, AB
Palmer, Daniel, B.Math., Kanata, ON
Park, Kyung Hwa, LL.B., LL.M., Seoul, Korea, South
Pellerin, Jessica, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Peltier, David, B.A.Hns., Terrace, BC, Metis Nation British Columbia
Philips, Kathryn, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Pinsent, Robert, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Pitzman, Marsh, Hazelton, BC
Pollock, Kelly, Vancouver, BC
Poon, Claudia, B.Sc., Richmond, BC
Rainbird, Jeremiah, B.A.
Ren, Jing, B.Sc.
Reeveley, Jayne, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Rogers, Samuel Burns
Roy, Andrew, B.A., Richmond, BC
Rutkawa, Stephen, B.A.Hns., Vancouver, BC
Rusen, Jenya, B.A.
Ryer, Andrea, B.A., M.A.
Sabzvari, Aminolghod, B.Sc.Hns., North Vancouver, BC
Saraizin, Virginia, B.A., Pikwékewanigan, ON, Algonquin
Savige, Bailey, B.A., Langley, BC
Shahsahni, Alexander Kyprian Vasilevich, B.A.Hns., Saskatoon, SK
Shatiryn, Vladimir, Toronto, ON
Shragge, Jeremy, B.Sc., M.Sc., Toronto, ON
Silverbay, Marilisa, B.F.A., Richmond, BC
Sinclair, Matthew, B.A., Winnipeg, MB, Manitoba Métis Federation
Smiley, Shirley, B.Sc.Env., M.A., Brantford, ON
Sokolova, Maria, Burnaby, BC
Somji, Alia, B.Com., Burnaby, BC
Stano, Maya, B.A.Sc.
Steiner, Jessica, B.Sc., Burnaby, BC
Stepnay, Samantha, B.A., Burnaby, BC
Sun, Ting
Tay, Rebecca, B.A.Hns., Calgary, AB
Thomas, David, B.A., West Vancouver, BC
Thornton, Peter, Rosedale, BC
Tieleh, Simone Michelle, B.A.
Truman, Richard, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Tryczynski, Julian, B.A., Winshaster, United States
Vir, Jagmeet, B.E., Surrey, BC
Wark, Ryan William, Vancouver, BC
Wiesie, Edward, B.A.
Wilke, Mark, B.Sc., Ph.D.
Wong, Falco, Vancouver, BC
Woodhouse, Andrew, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Wright, Jennifer, B.Sc., Cencun, Mexico
Zhang, Annia, Vancouver, BC
Zheng, Ginji, B.A., Toronto, ON
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Thursday, May 26th
4:00 pm

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
MAGGIE HARTLEY
Director & Associate Registrar
Enrolment Services

Macebearer and Marshal
ROGER WILSON
M.A., D.Phil.
Professor of Archaeology

Alumni Representatives
JOHN MCCARTER
B.A.

DEBORAH MILLS
B.Sc.

BILL WAN
B.Com.

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Laws
KENNETH LYOTIER
Remarks

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

REBECCA CHASTER
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

ANNA KINDLER
Vice-Provost and Associate Vice-President, Academic Affairs and Resources

Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to

CAROL MAYER

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT
AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Tony Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Philip Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Frost, Heather, B.A.Hons., M.A., Vancouver, BC, Geography
McClary, Richard James, Geography
Reid, Joanne, B.E.S., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Geography
Seid, Timothy, B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC, History

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Cirulis, Arinn, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Classical Archaeology
Hill, Stuart, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Classical Archaeology
Kobal, Mehrnaz, B.A., Burnaby, BC, Classical Archaeology
Locicaro, Mark, B.A.H., Woodbridge, ON, Classical Archaeology
Reynoso, Adriana, B.A., Pleasanton, California, United States, History
Sturndale, Robin, B.A., B.Sc.Hons., Toronto, ON, History
Thomas, Thomas, B.A., Surrey, BC, Geography
Thorpe, Benjamin James, Geography
Werner, Mark, B.A., Carcoca, United States, History

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Associate Dean Geraldine Pratt, Faculty of Arts

MAJOR ARCHAEOLOGY & HISTORY OF GREECE, ROME & NEAR EAST
Coppen, Chloe, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ARCHAEOLOGY & HISTORY OF GREECE, ROME & NEAR EAST
Coxey, Jesse, Sooke, BC

MAJOR CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLGY AND ANCIENT HISTORY
Edwards, Robert, Vancouver, BC
Stewart, Morgan, West Vancouver, BC
Wright, Shannon, Victoria, BC

MAJOR CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLGY AND ANCIENT HISTORY / MINOR FINE ARTS (ART HISTORY)
Kennedy, Gah
Pechac, Erin, California, United States

HONOURS CLASSICAL STUDIES
Helling, Benjamin
Macleod, Duncan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR CLASSICAL STUDIES
Cadieux-Rey, Odessa, White Rock, BC
Chen, Helen, Richmond, BC
Horton, Samantha, Rapid City, United States
Kan, Vanessa, Vancouver, BC
McCurley, Georgia, Regina, SK
Thrasher, Rebecca, Nanaimo, BC
Vetter, Peter, Richmond, BC
Zorawski, Monica, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR CLASSICAL STUDIES / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Krupkin, Anastasia, New Westminster, BC

MAJOR CLASSICS
Feliusko, Brian, Richmond, BC
Munro, Keith, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR CLASSICS / MINOR NEAR EASTERN STUDIES
Krasus, Nicholas

HONOURS GEOGRAPHY
Chaster, Rebecca, North Vancouver, BC
Rahi, George

HONOURS GEOGRAPHY / MINOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Liang, Kelly, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY
Anderson, Graham, Vancouver, BC
Anevich, Martin
Baker, Matthew Oliver
Beaton, Rebecca, Vancouver, BC
Bergamorto, Sabrina
Cameron, Glen, Richmond, BC
Chambers, Kelvin, Vancouver, BC
Cheverdes, Raphael, Vancouver, BC
Cheng, Sandy
Cohn, Jacob, Telluride, United States
Grewal, Benpree, Surrey, BC
Hagen, Fraser, Abbottsford, BC
Hurley, Matthew Gladwin, Vancouver, BC
Hutchison, Eil Baird
Jensen, Kristopher, Vancouver, BC
Khuu, Anita, Vancouver, BC
Kraft, Kevin, Kelowna, BC
Kweli, Pamela, Vancouver, BC
Lent, Joe, Edmonton, AB
Liedo, Ryan, Vancouver, BC
Loescher, Tristan, Smiths, Bermuda
Martin, Tyler, St. Paul, Minnesota, United States
Montecillo, Ramona, Maple Ridge, BC
Norman, Coral, Port Moody, BC
Peng, Jenny Chih Hean, Vancouver, BC
Quartermaine-Bragg, Anna, Eugene, United States
Sayson, Renze, Vancouver, BC
Taylor, Robert, Vancouver, BC
Underhill, Adam, Vancouver, BC
Waford, Emily, Vancouver, BC
Wallace, Samuel, Vancouver, BC
Watson, Jesse, Vancouver, BC
Wu, Austin, Surrey, BC
Yeasting, Nicole, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
See, Marilyn, Richmond, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Martykiew, Adrian, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Poon, Amelia, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR BIOLOGY
Rankine, Stephanie, Keewatin, ON
Wong, Jason, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR COMMERCIAL
Tan, Chery Cheuk Yan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR CRITICAL STUDIES IN SEXUALITY
Hein, Emily Lorraine

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR ECONOMICS
Chan, Davenport, Vancouver, BC
Fung, Justin, Richmond, BC
Lee, Richard, White Rock, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
See, Carolyn, Richmond, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Jeffer, Elizabeth, Delta, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR HISTORY
Kokol, Alexandra, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Lyall, Alvin Suryawijaya, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Maine, Nicole, Delta, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Hirji, Shaha, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY / MINOR SPANISH
Cottari, David, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Campbell, Corey

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Chau, Adela, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Fontaine, Eric, Surrey, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Ho, Wen-Ling, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Hunter-James, Clayton, Bowen Island, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Pither, Colin Anthony, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Rae, Yoonne

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Reid, David, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY)
Rampel, Samantha, Clinton, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY) / MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Lous, Dustin, Pentiction, BC, Lower Similkameen Indian Band

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY) / MAJOR GERMAN
Waldstein, Margaret, Port Hardy, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY) / MAJOR HISTORY
Wilson, N. Oliver, Errington, BC, Mid-Island Metis Nation

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Cromer, Darleen, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Fong, Jeffrey, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Gabriel, Julieah, Roberts Creek, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Hanna, Jason, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
HOWELL, Jordan, Richmond, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Jones, Dylan, New Westminster, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Kump, Rita, Exeter, ON

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Kwan, Amanda, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Kwang, Michelle, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Landaeta, Javier, Caracas, Venezuela

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Lackie, Alexander, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Luk, Kelvin, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
MacKenzie, Ryan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Mills, Christian, Savannakhet, United Kingdom

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Moore, Jennifer H.E.P., Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Nooril, Danny, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Puateri, Megan, Maple Ridge, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Rahbar, Arvyn, West Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Tarnow, Shana, Delta, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)
Timmins, Kaya, Victoria, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Lai, Kwan Shun, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR ECONOMICS
Chan, Mike, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Van Santen, Samuel, Windlesham, United Kingdom

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Biruli, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Munro, Alexander, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR FINE ARTS (ART HISTORY)
Smith, Rachel, Calgary, AB

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Margarettof, Maximilian, Hamburg, Germany

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR MIGRATION AND GLOBALIZATION STUDIES
Segal, Zoe, Berkeley, United States

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Gorke, Yuri, Sudan

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Tan, Jessica, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY) / MINOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Gibson, Jennifer, Edmonton, AB
MAJOR GERMAN
Ivashchenko, Dmitri, Richmond, BC

MAJOR GERMAN / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Pashan, Sara, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR GERMAN / MINOR CANADIAN STUDIES
Hoffman, Kaitlin, Kelowna, BC

MAJOR GERMAN / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Dimonova, Gordana, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR GERMAN / MINOR RUSSIAN LANGUAGE
Adalabeyve, Fatima, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS HISTORY
Abraham, Alireza, West Vancouver, BC
Penney, James, Delta, BC
Powell, Kathryn, White Rock, BC

HONOURS HISTORY / MINOR AFRICAN STUDIES
Donnelly, Elisabeth, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS HISTORY WITH INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Weideman, Julian, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS HISTORY WITH INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / MINOR ASIAN AREA STUDIES
McCartney, Alexandra, Toronto, ON

MAJOR HISTORY
Abou-Amera, Janet, Vancouver, BC
Beckersmith, Maya, Vancouver, BC
Benaim, Shasta Mary, Vancouver, BC
Braetic, Steven, Vancouver, BC
Brown, Sarah, Delta, BC
Browne, Jamie, Toronto, ON
Chapman, Samuel
Choo, Vincent, Vancouver, BC
Chow, Diane, Vancouver, BC
Chun, Hea-jae, North Vancouver, BC
Clark, Jenna, Vancouver, BC
Cooke, David, Vancouver, BC
Cunningham, Caitlin, Salt Spring Island, BC
Cusack, Alexander Jack
Elliott, Gillian, Bellevue, United States
Fehr, Tyler, Summerland, BC
Fetherstonhaugh, Olivia Luzia, Vancouver, BC
Fine, Adam, Vancouver, BC
Foerster, Robert, Aldergrove, BC
Fricot, Dominique, Salmon Arm, BC
Harris, Caroline, Nanaimo, BC
Harrison, Alan, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Ho, Yiely-Yig-Hong, Vancouver, BC
Hof, Corinne, Langley, BC
Hughes, Jacqueline
Kannemeyer, Cassidy, Vancouver, BC
Karim, Salim, Burnaby, BC
Krug, William, Calgary, AB
L'Ecyer, Andre, New Westminster, BC
Lauang, Cassandra, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Nicholas, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Nicole, Vancouver, BC
Leith, Brenton
Li, Yang, Vancouver, BC
Malah, Brant, Langley, BC
Matkin, Leila, North Vancouver, BC
Matheson, Lesley, Langley, BC
McGualhae, Cory, Abbotsford, BC
Meadows, Amanda, Ottawa, ON
Mitchell, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Morrison, Courtney, North Vancouver, BC
Mullard, Zoe, Vancouver, BC
Nascimento, Chantalle, North Vancouver, BC
Neufeld, Jonathan Cornelius
Norris-Jones, Christopher, North Vancouver, BC
Park, Brian, Oliver, BC
Perry, Brendan, Coquitlam, BC
Perry, John, North Vancouver, BC
Poore, Jagvinder, Vancouver, BC
Potts, Barry, Burnaby, BC
Proko, Kennedy, Vancouver, BC
Raworth, Andrew
Ross, Malcolm, Vancouver, BC
Sack, Carl, Vancouver, BC
Salimi, Ali, Coquitlam, BC
Scheinman, Eli, Kingston, ON
Schoon, Sabrina, Richmond, BC
Sethi, Davinder, Vancouver, BC
Shaw, Jarrod, B.A., Surrey, BC
Shum, Laura, Vancouver, BC
Sorola, Jesse, Richmond, BC
Stewart, John, West Vancouver, BC
Torrisi, Benjamin, Mission, United States
Trembley, Luc, Montrose, BC
Tufaro, Michael, Vancouver, BC
Turner, Ian, Ottawa, ON
Zimmer, Samuel, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MAJOR CLASSICAL STUDIES
Drexler, Jeremy, Montreal, QC
Janzen, Darrel, Abbotsford, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Sugiyama, Mikiko, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Russell, Kaitlin, Richmond, BC
Shaw, Jimmy, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MAJOR GEOGRAPHY
Boyden, Brendan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Yeung, Gaby, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MAJOR MODERN EUROPEAN STUDIES
Beattie, Aja, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MAJOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Aizawa, Dan
Bennett, Kevin, Richmond, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Leggett, David, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR ECONOMICS
Robertson, Kaylee, Surrey, BC
Roestandy, Nathaniel
Ross, Gabriel, Vancouver, BC
Von Niessen, Justine, Invermere, BC
Weston, Andrew, White Rock, BC
Williams, Corey, Cultus Lake, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Wang, Selene, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Campbell, Scott, Vancouver, BC
Ferguson, Rebecca, Vancouver, BC
Maxwell, Carmel, North Vancouver, BC
Miller, Karen, University Place, United States
O'Connor, Courtney, South Surrey, BC
Tse, Kee Kwan, Langley, BC

Turland, Benjamin, Salmon Arm, BC
Van Drunen, Alexander, Mitchell, ON
Yeung, Wing

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR FINE ARTS (ART HISTORY)
Mathews, Emily, West Vancouver, BC
McBride, Amber

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR GEOGRAPHY
Maharaj, Reginald Sundar, Richmond, BC
Wight, Sarah, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
Paulin, Geoffrey, Surrey, BC
Wong, Johnson Tin Yau

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR GERMAN
Provanzano, David, West Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Longley, Hereward, Toronto, ON
Swiderski, Milkha, Vancouver, BC
Tostes Valcicque, Marina, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR MIGRATION AND GLOBALIZATION STUDIES
Omi, Emiile, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR PHILOSOPHY
Bhate, Ungad, Vancouver, BC
Lin, Ta-Wei, Vancouver, BC
Plett, Brian, Neepawa, MB

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Haley, Kaitlin, Maple Ridge, BC
Jawitt, Anthony, Vancouver, BC
Kaltenbach, Shelby, Surrey, BC
Norris, James, Vancouver, BC
Phung, Wendy, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Hentley, Jessica, Delta, BC
Katzin, Jessica, West Vancouver, BC
Keegan, Jessica, Surrey, BC
Sim, Gerald, Singapore

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Nakamura, Leo, Abbotsford, BC

MAJOR HISTORY / MINOR WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Burna, Katie, Port Moody, BC

MAJOR MEDIEVAL STUDIES
Miller, Cameron, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR MEDIEVAL STUDIES / MAJOR CLASSICAL STUDIES
Jones, Peter, St. Catharines, ON

MAJOR MEDIEVAL STUDIES / MAJOR HISTORY
Campbell, John-Steph West, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR MEDIEVAL STUDIES / MAJOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Ekert-Jantzi, Rosalie, Calgary, AB

HONOURS MYTH & LITERATURE, GREECE, ROME & NEAR EAST
Bethune, Caitlin, Cranbrook, BC

MAJOR MYTH & LITERATURE, GREECE, ROME & NEAR EAST
Zalmowicz, Hannah Rachel, Edmonton, AB

MAJOR NEAR EASTERN STUDIES
Boschman, Jordan, Euless, TX, United States
Mitchell, Erica, Pointe-Claire, QC

MAJOR RELIGION, LITERATURE AND THE ARTS
Hundal, Armit Kaur

MAJOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Croy, Gillian, Vancouver, BC
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Friday, May 27th
8:30 am

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
IAN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshals, Enrolment Services
AARON ANDERSEN
B.A., M.Ed., Manager, International Recruitment

SHEILA WILLIAMSON
B.A., Exams Coordinator

Chief usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
SHEILA WOODY
A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

Chancellor’s Procession and Chancellor’s Party

Acting Registrar
LISA COLLINS
BA, MLIS, Associate Registrar Senate and Curriculum Services

Macebearer and Marshal
STANLEY COREN
A.B., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus in Psychology

Alumni Representative
LOREN GAIL PLOTTLE
B.A.

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Conferring of Degrees in Course

Moment of Reflection

THE CHANCELLOR

Address

Closing Remarks

SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Remarks

STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

PAVEL KOZIK
Member, Graduating Class

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts
"Reader: Associate Dean Kathryn Harrison, Faculty of Arts"
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Friday, May 27th
11:00 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshals, Enrolment Services
JESSALYN MIYASHIRO
B.Sc., Student Development

SHEILA WILLIAMSON
B.A., Exams Coordinator

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
LISA COLLINS
BA, MLIS, Associate Registrar Senate and Curriculum Services

Macebearer and Marshal
AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Alumni Representatives
MIKE APSEY
B.S.F., LL.D.
CATHERINE COMBEN
B.A.

JANE MORTIFEE
B.A.

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Letters
LEON BIBB
Remarks

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

MARY TOEWS
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

DAVID FARRAR
Provost and Vice-President, Academic

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Presentation of the Governor General's Silver Medal in Arts

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Tony Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Philip Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Barker, Jason, B.A., M.Sc., Logan, United States, Forestry
Bingham, Marcus, M.Sc., Ph.D., Portland, United States, Forestry
Byrne, Kenneth, B.S.F., M.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Forestry
Chen, Yue, B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc., M.A.Sc., Henan, China, Forestry
Coggins, Samuel Bailey, B.Sc., Forestry
de Waard, Jerrin, B.Sc., M.Sc., Brantford, ON, Forestry
Cheghzai, Saied, B.Sc., M.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Forestry
Hajjar, Reem, B.Sc., M.A., Montreal, QC, Forestry
Jones, Trevor, B.A., M.A., Clinton, United States, Forestry
Leung, Dhye, B.A., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Psychology
McDonnell, Lisa, M.Sc., B.Sc., Toronto, ON, Forestry
McLane, Sierra, B.A., Swarthmore, United States, Forestry
Nakagarane, Seiji, M.Sc., Forestry
Rathbun, Leah, B.Sc., B.Eng., M.Sc., Milwaukee, WI, United States, Forestry
Sawat, Pascal, Licence, Maitrise, Vancouver, BC, Forestry
Soclayanakanahally, Raju, B.Sc., M.Sc., Regina, SK, Forestry

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

The Degree of Master of Science

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Bennett, Shaine, B.Sc., Terrace, BC, Forestry
Bufo, Mike, B.Sc., Bellingham, United States, Forestry
Feyad, Salah, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Forestry
Gobertti, Enrico Maria, B.Eng., Vancouver, BC, Forestry
Hicks, Chris, W.S., B.S., Taipei, Taiwan, Forestry
Lang, B.Eng., Guilan, China, Forestry
Marzouk, Marie, B.Sc., Quito, Ecuador, Forestry
Volmer, Stephan, Dipl.Ing.(FH), Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, Forestry
Woo, Chelsea, B.Sc.Hons., Surrey, BC, Forestry
Wynnyk, Debra Lynne, B.Sc., B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Forestry

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Innes
Faculty of Forestry

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Sianduch, Robert, B.Sc., Ottawa, ON, Forestry

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FORESTRY

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Innes
Faculty of Forestry

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Amott, Jillian, B.Sc., Saskatoon, SK
Boyce, Matthew, B.A.Hons., Scarborough, United Kingdom
De La Fuente Dier, Maria Teresa, Madrid, Spain

Scott, Brian, Victoria, BC
Sparrrow, Lorraine Carlee, Powell River, BC
Silammon First Nation
Strimbu, Vlad, Vancouver, BC
Tode, Emily, Delta, BC
White, Michael, Surrey, BC
Wildeme, Jesse, Chilliwack, BC
Wong, Jack, Richmond, BC
Yu, Yue, Richmond, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY SCIENCE

Dean Innes
Faculty of Forestry

Reader: Associate Dean Marshall, Faculty of Forestry
Beier, Clayton, Abbotsford, BC
Chalmers, Eric, Delta, BC
Muenter, Eileen, Nelson, BC
O’Meares, Devon, Penticton, United States
Pokorny, Stanley, Jackson Hole, United States

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN WOOD PRODUCTS PROCESSING

Dean Innes
Faculty of Forestry

Reader: Associate Dean Marshall, Faculty of Forestry
Hollis, Blair, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Andrew See Chung

IN CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION OPTION

Barra, Michael, Surrey, BC
Roberts, Aaron, Campbell River, BC

MINOR COMMERCE

Cheung, Wan Lung, Vancouver, BC
Goldsmith, Fraser, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Chris, Richmond, BC
Limantoro, Arnold, Surabaya, Indonesia
Marshall, Jody, Vancouver, BC
Moon, Yonghun, Coquitlam, BC
Nie, Xin, Beijing, China
Rippon, Jordon, Quamnel, BC
Yang, Yuan, Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Associate Dean Allen Sen, Faculty of Arts

MAJOR COGNITIVE SYSTEMS, COGNITION AND THE BRAIN

Cornell, Andrew, Langley, BC
Duggan, Thomas, Hopkinton, United States

Mellinich, Kyle, Cuyahoga, ON
Mizahari, Anne, Oakville, ON
Pawlowski, Gabrielle, North Vancouver, BC
Rogers, Christopher Anton
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The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Friday, May 27th
1:30 pm

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Senior Marshal
IAN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor
Emeritus of Botany

Macebearer and Marshal
AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Mathematics

Marshal, Enrolment Services
SHEILA WILLIAMSON
B.A., Exams Coordinator

Chief usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor
Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Alumni Representatives
SANDRA SVEINSON
B.A., B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc.

CATHERINE COMBEN
B.A.

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Moment of Reflection

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT
AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Address

RECEPTION FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY

SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks

STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

ROSE CHEN
Member, Graduating Class

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Tony Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Philip Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Agustino Adranzten, Mercado Miguez, B.Sc., M.A., M.R.L.D, Sullana, Peru, Economics
Amritani, Yuichi, B.A., M.Literature, Kyoto, Japan, Philosophy
Cal, Jie, M.A., Beijing, China, Economics
Goyette, Jonathan, B.Eng., M.Sc., Sherbrooke, QC, Economics
Kellerer, Jeramea B.A., L.L.B, Vancouver, BC, Philosophy
Mukherjee, Anirban, B.Sc., M.Sc., Kolkata, India, Economics
Pupato, German Pelbo, M.A., Buenos Aires, Argentina, Economics

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Macturdy, Charles, Vancouver, BC, Philosophy

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Gage Averill
Faculty of Arts

Reader: Associate Dean Geraldine Pratt, Faculty of Arts

HONOURS ECONOMICS
Chen, Rose Zhu, Richmond, BC
Kwon, Chi Yeung, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Yi, Shanghai, China
Maurer, Andrew, North Vancouver, BC
Parker, Lucas Justin Andrew, Salt Spring Island, BC
Pendev, Vasil, Haskovo, Bulgaria
Sanchez Martinez, Carlos, Valera, Venezuela
Sereena, Heather, Llynddaw, SK
Sudmant, Andrew, Vancouver, BC
Sze, Wesley, Vancouver, BC
Vazquez, Rosa Maria, Hafia, Israel

HONOURS ECONOMICS / MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Acevedo, Antonio, Bogota, Colombia
Shokhnikil, Dmitry, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS
Ahmadie, Nurbiya, Vancouver, BC
Anand, Ragini
Bao, Haoyang
Beirnes, Shane, Surrey, BC
Bouziane, Angela, Ottawa, ON
Cai, Chunyi, Vancouver, BC
Chan, Jack, Victoria, BC
Charakia, Mohammed
Chen, Kuan Chun, Bangkok, Thailand
Chen, Yan, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Yenfai, Coquitlam, BC
Chen, Vina
Cheung, Christina, Burnaby, BC
Chung, Eun Yong, Vancouver, BC
Devai, Fatihha, West Vancouver, BC
Dickson, Rebecca Jayne, Calgary, AB
Diebolt, Daniel, North Vancouver, BC
Feng, Ting, Richmond, BC
Gao, Yuxiang, Vancouver, BC
Ghasemi, Shima, West Vancouver, BC
Gill, Harsharan, Langley, BC
Gilling, Chris, B.C., United Kingdom
Guo, Qingsmei, Vancouver, BC
Hai, Morgan, Denver, United States
Hang, Xiaoying, Beijing, China
Hong, Sung, Coquitlam, BC
Huang, Yi, E.C., Vancouver, BC
Jehay, Qayyum, Vancouver, BC
Jeng, Wenli, Vancouver, BC
Ka, Linda
Kim, Jihee, Surrey, BC
Kim, Jina, Vancouver, BC
Kim, Kyeon
Ko, Hin Kei, Hong Kong, China
Kong, Tae Kyung, Seoul, Korea, South
Kou, Chan Tong, Hong Kong, China
Kou, Shih Jia, Vancouver, BC
Kuo, Tony Tung Lin, Richmond, BC
Lam, Kelvin Kar Yu, Hong Kong, China
Lam, Paul, West Vancouver, BC
Ladkawilai, Chayanat, Bangkok, Thailand
Lee, Dorothy, Richmond, BC
Li, Alex, Richmond, BC
Li, Melanie, Beijing, China
Li, Wanshan, Shenzhen, China
Li, Wuyan, Chengdu, China
Lin, Qi, Burnaby, BC
Lomas, Gunther, Vancouver, BC
Lovric, Hillary, Vancouver, BC
Lu, Jing, Vancouver, BC
Lu, Ying, Vancouver, BC
Makkikian, Mithila
Meng, Linga, Vancouver, BC
Miyanara, Kazuya, Vancouver, BC
Mok, Justin, Vancouver, BC
Moursi, Vicen, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Nguyen, Kim Anh, Burnaby, BC
Pope, Michi
Qu, Ziyi, China
Quirk, Michael, West Vancouver, BC
Ramathai, Farshad, Langley, BC
Ren, Andy, Richmond, BC
Ruan, Qin, Vancouver, BC
Sahani, Sara, Vancouver, BC
Shao, Weng Juan, New Westminster, BC
Shin, Ying, Vancouver, BC
Shim, Hee Yeun, Surrey, BC
Snyder, David, Oakville, ON
Sturgeon, Anthony, N. Vancouver, BC
Sy, Lance, Vancouver, BC
Takeuchi, Fumina
Tam, Pearl, Vancouver, BC
Tan, Janelle Nicole, Richmond, BC
Tang, Frankji, Richmond, BC
Tang, Lawrence, Vancouver, BC
Thwaites, Rafferty, Vancouver, BC
Tran, Quy, Ottawa, ON
True, Ann, Cedar Park, Texas, United States
Wang, Hui, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Jia Jia, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Tingting, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Yue Zhu, Vancouver, BC
Winkler, Georg Friedrich, B.A., Frankfurt, Germany
Wong, Andy, Coquitlam, BC
Wong, Bobby, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Kelvin, Vancouver, BC
Wu, Hong, Hong Kong, China
Wu, Ling Yun, Suzhou, China
Xu, Jianqiao, Vancouver, BC
Yang, Steven, Vancouver, BC
Yang, Yiyi, Beijing, China
Yeung, Olivia, Burnaby, BC
Yin, Fei, Guangzhou, China
Yoon, Kyungbin
Zeng, Simu
Zhang, Yang
Zhang, Yuling, Vancouver, BC
Zhang, Zheng Wei, Vancouver, BC
Zhang, Zong Yuan, Vancouver, BC
Zhao, Allan, Richmond, BC
Zhong, Zhengyu
Zhu, Yuhua, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY

Rae, Laana, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MAJOR ASIAN AREA STUDIES

Choy, Nicholas, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MAJOR FINE ARTS (ART HISTORY)

Lu, Jillian, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MAJOR GEOGRAPHY (HUMAN GEOGRAPHY)

Stewart, Amy, Johannesburg, South Africa

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MAJOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Samarakoon, Mayumi, Lakshatthile, Sri Lanka

Wu, Wenjie, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY

Leung, Lok Man, Hong Kong, China
Yau, Rui, Richmond, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Huang, Szu Chen, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Jin, Sun, Vancouver, BC
Lau, Victor, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Milka
Soh, Dong Hee, Seoul, Korea, South
Sun, Jeong In, Suwon, Korea, South
Tan, Zhao Yi, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR BIOLOGY

Movahagh, Mohammad, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR COMMERCIAL

Ahunai, Pholinh, Vancouver, BC
Alib, Sandra
Au, Ying Ting, Hong Kong, China
Chen, Wei Lok, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Jackson, Vancouver, BC
Cheng, Charmaine, Richmond, BC
Chui, Jianlin, Vancouver, BC
D'Apuzzo, Tomas, Caracas, Venezuela
Day, Christopher, West Vancouver, BC
Dodd, William, Vancouver, BC
Hsu, Sam, Vancouver, BC
Jaswal, Vikram, Toronto, ON
Jiang, Li, Harbin, China
Jiang, Wan Juan, Richmond, BC
Kwok, Ben, Vancouver, BC
Kwon, Rane, Vancouver, BC
Lau, Michael Chi Lung, Vancouver, BC
Leung, Ronald, Vancouver, BC
Li, Weiguo, Vancouver, BC
Lim, Eugenia
Limvalencia, Kirby, Richmond, BC
Liu, Xiaoyun Alice, Vancouver, BC
Lok, Tuanwa
Lou, Hanchun, Richmond, BC
Lu, Yun, Vancouver, BC
Luk, Lawrence, Richmond, BC
Mok, Toby, Richmond, BC
Ng, Christian, Richmond, BC
Ng, Ophelia, Vancouver, BC
Ng, Wing Yu, Burnaby, BC
Parmar, Alia, Richmond, BC
So, Kelvin, Vancouver, BC
Tang, Shuman, Vancouver, BC
Taylor, Hilary, Winnipeg, MB
Tong, Cathy
Tsui, Lawrence, Vancouver, BC
Tsui, Raymond, Richmond, BC
Wang, Je, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Tik, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Kally, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Vinc, Vancouver, BC
Ye, Guiyu, Vancouver, BC
Yeung, Judy, Richmond, BC
Zhang, Sheng, Vancouver, BC
Zou, Li, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LANGUAGE

Siy, John Michael Vincent Chan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR GERMAN

Mathews, Marisa, Whistler, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Gomez Torreon, Aurora, West Vancouver, BC
Henneberry, Margaux, Mayne Island, BC
Lam, Eric, Richmond, BC
Taki, Christopher, Coquitlam, BC
Yogendran, Amanda, Surrey, BC
MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR
MATHEMATICS
Ding, Shuyi
Luo, Xiaoshuang, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR
PHILOSOPHY
Leung, Yen Chai, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Cheung, Rick, Vancouver, BC
Lin, Alice, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY
Bhimanji, Imran, North Vancouver, BC
Chan, King Leong, Richmond, BC
Cheng, Dennis, Vancouver, BC
He, Min Er, Vancouver, BC
Kuang, Kevin, Richmond, BC
Kwan, Harika, Vancouver, BC
Pan, Xi, Richmond, BC
Poon, Alison
Wongkawasdi, Suwimon

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR SCIENCE
Tyndall, Justin Mark, Belcarra, BC

MAJOR ECONOMICS / MINOR VISUAL ARTS
Rapoza, Belinda, Armstrong, BC
Wong, Kevin, Richmond, BC

COMBINED MAJOR ECONOMICS AND
MATHEMATICS
Cheung, Terence, Richmond, BC
Liang, Shuying, Burnaby, BC
Zhang, Chenqi, Jinan, China

COMBINED MAJOR ECONOMICS AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Baxter, Karen
Dillman, Rechael, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Kawei, Vancouver, BC
Tang, Cynthia, North Vancouver, BC
Tang, Linda, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Jason, Vancouver, BC

COMBINED MAJOR ECONOMICS AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE / MINOR FRENCH
Li, Joyce Yue, Richmond, BC

COMBINED MAJOR ECONOMICS AND
STATISTICS
Chu, Scally, Vancouver, BC
Dong, Bo, Beijing, China
Li, Moon Man-Hong
Long, Teng, Jinan, China
Ning, Jing

HONOURS PHILOSOPHY
Barr, Benjamin, Vancouver, BC
McCormick, Timothy, Richmond, BC
Robinson, Pamela, Roberts Creek, BC

HONOURS PHILOSOPHY / MAJOR
PSYCHOLOGY
Mathiesen, Ryan, West Vancouver, BC

HONOURS PHILOSOPHY / MINOR ASIAN AREA STUDIES
Armstrong, Tristan

HONOURS PHILOSOPHY / MINOR
ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Chiate, Evan

HONOURS PHILOSOPHY / MINOR FILM STUDIES
Birks, Chelsea, Calgary, AB

HONOURS PHILOSOPHY / MINOR
WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Holloway, Andrew, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY
Antifaev, Joseph, Coquitlam, BC
Chipperfield, Ian, Vancouver, BC
Hepner, Celeste, Vancouver, BC
Hurst, Leila Marion Gagge
Kotlina, Zack, Campbell River, BC
Liebenberg, Kirsten, West Vancouver, BC
Marks, Klaus, Toronto, ON
Nazarethian, Simon, Whitby, ON
Ng, Joyce, Vancouver, BC
Orrego, Jesse, Victoria, BC
Roth, Rachel, Louisville, United States
Shim, Augustine, Toronto, ON
Shotak, Artem
Takai, Yoko, New Westminster, BC
Thomas, Madeleine
Viehweger, Spencer, Vancouver, BC
Zeisler, Royce

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MAJOR
ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Utjar, Nara, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MAJOR HISTORY
Gleckman, Jacob Gene

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MAJOR SOCIOLOGY
Herman, Andrew, Surrey, BC

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MINOR
ECONOMICS
Smith, Shawn, Princeton, United States

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MINOR ENGLISH,
EMPHASIS LANGUAGE
Cheung, Maggie Ho Lam, North Vancouver, BC
Davis, Alan, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MINOR ENGLISH,
EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Dawson, Christopher, Edmonton, AB

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MINOR FILM STUDIES
Ahmed, Kamran, North Vancouver, BC

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MINOR
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Conley, Anne

MAJOR PHILOSOPHY / MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY
Hewitt, Harrison, Mission, BC
Kim, Bo Yun, Langley, BC
Mihali, Maximilian, Cambridge, ON

COMBINED MAJOR PHILOSOPHY AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Deeter, Keelyn, Anchorage, United States
Garon, Rony, Vancouver, BC
Holl, Nicholas, Beardstone, NB
Logan, Carson, Porcupine Plain, SK
Mirecki, Pawel, Coquitlam, BC
Ramroop, Jhoden, Surrey, BC
Thran, Scott, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR POLITICAL SCIENCE / MAJOR
PHILOSOPHY
Adria, Jennifer Marie, Calgary, AB
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Friday, May 27th
4:00 pm

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
Chancellor’s Procession and Chancellor’s Party
Acting Registrar
MAGGIE HARTLEY
Director & Associate Registrar
Enrolment Services

Senior Marshal
IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshal, Enrolment Services
NANCY LOW
Manager, Business and Systems

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty
Marshal
JOANNE RICCI
B.S.N., M.S.N., Senior Instructor of Nursing

Alumni Representatives
PETER BUSBY
B.Arch.

CATHERINE COMBEN
B.A.

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services
Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

LIN WATT
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes
WESLEY PUE
Vice-Provost and Associate Vice-President, Academic Facilities and Enrolment

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Tony Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Phillips Loewen, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Aboulghar, Nabiel, B.Sc., M.Sc.,
Dahran, Saudi Arabia, Chemical and Biological Engineering
Ali, Asem Ahmad, Nursing
Azizi-Alarrazini, Hamid, M.A.Sc., Beheb, Iran, Materials Engineering
Barr, Janice, M.A., B.Sc., Peterborough, ON, Planning
Colley, Leo, B.Eng., M.Eng., Bristol, United Kingdom, Materials Engineering
Hoosli, Corinne Annette, B.A.Sc., Gatineau, QC, Chemical and Biological Engineering
Jain, Jayant Rajendra Kumar, B.Eng., M.Tech., Materials Engineering
Lachapelle, Ugo, B.A., M.Sc., Montreal, QC, Planning
Marechal, David, B.Eng., Materials Engineering
Rivera Vasquez, Berny, B.Eng., M.Sc., Moquegua, Peru, Materials Engineering
Rosé, Lars, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Materials Engineering
Shivak, Leslie, B.Sc., M.C.P., Vancouver, BC, Planning

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Tyseer Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Associate Dean Doowen, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Al-Otaily, Mohamad, B.Sc., Al-Jubail, Saudi Arabia, Materials Engineering
Babri, Mohammad Mahdi, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Chemical and Biological Engineering
Geng, Yuanhuan, B.Eng., China, Materials Engineering
Li, Yingke, B.Eng., Tangshan, China, Materials Engineering
Ma, Menghan, B.A.Sc., Hangzhou, Zhejiang, P. China, Materials Engineering
Pe, Ann, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Chemical and Biological Engineering
Parada, Fernando, B.Sc., Materials Engineering
Roy, Subrat, Dhaka, Bangladesh, Materials Engineering
Sanil, Sanam, B.A.Sc., Tehran, Iran, Chemical and Biological Engineering
Slesinger, Nathan, B.Sc., Bellingham, United States, Materials Engineering
Yau, Tak Cheung, B.Eng.Hns., Kwoloon, Hong Kong, Chemical and Biological Engineering
Zachariuk, Steven, B.Sc., Materials Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Professor Leslie Van Duizer, Director, School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

Medina Laddaga, Alicia, B.Arch., Puebla, Mexico

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Professor Van Duizer, Director, School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

Brown, Stephanie, B.A.
Chen, Iry, San Diego, United States
Cofer, Rebeca, B.E.D., Forest Lake, Minnesota, United States
Hillmer, Mark, B.E.S.Hns., Mississauga, ON
Johnson, James, B.Des., Edmonton, AB
Liu, Jingchuan, B.A., M.Ed., Beijing, China
Nixon, Emily, B.A., Toronto, ON
Orchard, Sara, B.E.S., Brampton, ON
Primeau, Sarah, M.Sc., Markham, ON
Rankin, Sarah, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Smolak, Shaun, B.Sc., Flint, Michigan, United States
Sun, Jingjing, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Weng, Peiqi, B.Agr., Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS (PLANNING)

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dr. Penny Gurrstein, Director, School of Community Planning

Beelid, Edwin, B.A., Bowen Island, BC
Bedore, Jennifer Lauren, B.A.Hns., Montreal, QC
Jervis, Bronwyn Elizabeth, B.A.Hns., Vancouver, BC
Clark, Joanna, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Crawford, Beatrice, Erica Jean, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Gallo, Christopher, B.A.Hns.
Gillett, Sarah, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Lendry, Julian, B.A., Memramcook, NB
Ord, Spring, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Thomson, Matthew, Gibsons, BC
Vu, An Minh, B.A., Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE (PLANNING)

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dr. Gurrstein, Director, School of Community Planning and Regional Planning

Bishop, Bream, B.Sc. (GGRS), Vancouver, BC
Dean, Susan, B.Sc., M.Sc., Victoria, BC
Mills, Robin, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC

Ritzman, Neveedh, B.Sc., Surrey, BC

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF NURSING

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Dr. Collen Vercoe, Director pro tem, School of Nursing

crossen, Sarah Jane, B.A., B.S.N.
Dixon, Karen, B.N.Sc., Calgary, AB, Nurse Practitioner
Leonard, Elizabeth, California, United States, Nurse Practitioner
Lum, Jacqueline, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC, Nurse Practitioner
Mark, Laurie, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC, Nurse Practitioner
McLachlan, Kathryn, B.A., B.Sc., North Bay, ON, Nurse Practitioner
Mitchell, Karen, Vancouver, BC, Nurse Practitioner
Nelson, Tania, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC, Nurse Practitioner
Nordquist, Cynthia, Vancouver, BC, Adams Lake, Nurse Practitioner
Salina Ashley, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC, Nurse Practitioner
Stolis, Trisha, B.S.N., London, ON, Nurse Practitioner
Ye, Bonnie, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC, Nurse Practitioner

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Associate Dean Farrell
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Dean Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Dr. Vanoe, Director pro tem, School of Nursing

Chatha, Rupinder, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC
Chou, Jenny Yi-Hsuan, B.N.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Cottrell, Laura, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC
Crowenborgh, Amy, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC
Davidson, Lisa Ann, B.S.N., Kelowna, BC
Ditty, Tracy, B.S.N., Victoria, BC
Doyle, Glynnda, B.S.N., North Vancouver, BC
Gibbons, Jennifer, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC
Hanlon, Elaine, B.N.Sc., Comox, BC
Jomass, Harne, Vancouver, BC
Juby, Thirza, B.Sc.N., Halifax, NS
Kanellis, Sharrin, B.S.N., New Westminster, BC
Lee, Kelly Ann, B.S.N., Vancouver, BC
Little, Tatiana, B.S.N., Kemptown, BC
McDonald, Kenneth, B.S.N., Delta, BC
Pate, Dina, B.S.N., Mississauga, ON
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Kwok, Timothy Gershorn, Vancouver, BC
Kwong, Lisa Yuan Ling
Leung, Corrie Angela, Bend, United States
Lambie, David Ian, B.Sc., Petrolia, ON
Lau, Andrea Yee-Jung, Vancouver, BC
Lawson, Sarah Elizabeth, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Lazzara, Christina Josephine, B.A., South Surrey, BC
Lin, Debbie, Coquitlam, BC
Lin, Katherine, B.Sc., Delta, BC
Liu, Wen-Shing, B.Sc., Delta, BC
MacKinnon, Christina Marie, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Macleod, Catherine Nicole, Castlegar, BC
Maksakapitalis, Stephen Nordin, B.S.W., Vancouver, BC
Mermolejo, Lindsey Irene, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
McDougall, Jill Elizabeth, B.Sc.
McKell, Collette Marie, B.Sc., Burnaby, BC
McLean, John Allen, Kelowna, BC
McMartin, Charles David, B.B.A., Vancouver, BC
Menzies, Stephanie Louise, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Miller, Jennifer Erin, Vancouver, BC
Miller, Meredith Isabel Audre, Nanaimo, BC
Neve, Jennifer Mary, Ottawa, ON
Newman, Andrea Sarah, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Paccola, Alexandrina Vila, Surrey, BC
Pasman, Jennifer Jayne, B.A., North Vancouver, BC
Patterson, Connie Louise, Pointe Claire, QC
Pitcher, Claire Frances, B.Sc., Victoria, BC
Raudnau, Megan Elizabeth, B.Sc., Stoney Creek, ON
Roachuk, Jennifer Lynn, B.Sc., Edmonton, AB
Russell, Anna Kornelsen, Courtenay, BC
Sanzharovska, Maryna
Scott, Courtenay Jane Yolande, B.S.W., Victoria, BC
Sebelt, Anahita, Burnaby, BC
Shan, Wen Ling, Vancouver, BC
Smith, Jocelyn Elizabeth, Vancouver, BC
Smith, Alexander Norman, Victoria, BC
Smith, Erin Leigh, Kelowna, BC
Strachan, Kathleen Jane
Suozzi, Sarah, Vancouver, BC
Sylvain, Stephanie Lee, B.H.K., Chilliwack, BC
Taylor, Angela Michelle, B.Sc.
Tiessen, Maryellen Strubel, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Tyler, Jessica, B.Sc., Surrey, BC
Vicktor, Rachel, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Vienneau, Laura Cornelia, B.Sc., Kelowna, BC
Weng, Tracy Tsai Chen, B.Sc., Coquitlam, BC
White, Lacie Amber, Tiel, BC
Whiteley, Sara Victoria, B.H.K., Vancouver, BC
Wiley, Emma Elizabeth Burgoyne, Gibsons, BC
Wool, Krista Joy Raese, B.A.Hon., Ancaster, ON
Wurz, Michelle Ashley, Vancouver, BC
Zaworny, Karen Marie, B.Sc.I.E., M.H.S.A., Vancouver, BC
Zhang, Jing Jing, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Monday, May 30th
8:30 am

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.PA., Associate Vice-President and Registrar
Macebearer and Marshal
DONALD ACTON
B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.(Br.Col.), Senior Instructor Computer Science
Alumni Representatives
VICTORIA CHAN
B.Sc.
CATHERINE BEST
B.A., LL.B.

Procession of Faculty
Marshals
STEVE WOLFMAN
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Senior Instructor Computer Science
JAMES BERGER
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY
University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music
Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services
Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE
Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada
Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes
ANNA KINDLER
Vice-Provost and Associate Vice-President, Academic Affairs and Resources

Moment of Reflection
Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to

Address
MICHELE NG

SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

ANDRE MALAN
Member, Graduating Class

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
THE CHANCELLOR

CLOSING REMARKS
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Cindy Prescott
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dean pro tem Susan Porter, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Broadtr, Eric, B.A., B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Computer Science
Chieng, Michael, B.Eng., M.Eng., Sc., Melbourne, Australia, Computer Science
Coros, Stefan, B.Comp., Toronto, ON, Computer Science
Fritz, Thomas, Dipl.Inf., Putzbrunn, Bavaria, Computer Science
Golbeck, Ryan, B.Math., Kitchener, ON, Computer Science
Li, Dan, B.Eng., M.Eng., M.A.Sc., Shenyang, China, Computer Science
Rakamari, Zvonimir, M.Sc., Kirtlington, Oxfordshire, Computer Science
Shenmaier, Ethel, B.S., Sc., Vancouver, BC, Computer Science
Sueda, Shinjiro, B.S., M.Sc., Tsukyoshi, Japan, Computer Science

Sinha, Sunjeet, B.E., Ludhiana, India, Computer Science
Teo, Kuan-Cho, B.Eng., Abbotsford, BC, Computer Science
Tien, Egor, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Computer Science

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

Dean Simon Peacock
Faculty of Science

Reader: Associate Dean Ian Cavers, Faculty of Science
Angelis, Vincent, Burnaby, BC
Chao, Edmund, B.Sc., Surrey, BC
Chow, Wai
Gupta, Varun, B.A., Kanpur, India
Kirostamini, Piam, B.Sc., San Francisco, United States
Lam, David, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Larson, Shannon, B.Sc., Chetwynd, BC
Lin, Yiu-Jin, L.B., L.L.M., Taipeh, Taiwan
Lyman, Marvin, B.Sc., Hons.
Mal, Kenneth, B.A., Hong Kong, China
McAleenan, Mark James, B.Sc.
Ng, Aliyson, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Grunau, Louis, B.H.K., Vancouver, BC
Pak, Ilia, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Quan, Michelle, B.Sc., Burnaby, BC
Reid, Ian, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Sakiani, Milad, B.B.A., North Vancouver, BC
Verbovaski, Eli, Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Dean Peacock
Faculty of Science

Reader: Associate Dean Cavers, Faculty of Science

HONOURS BIOLOGY CELL AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY OPTION
Raghuram, Nandini, West Vancouver, BC
Sa, Sha, Vancouver, BC
Wheead, Zaina, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS BIOLOGY GENETICS OPTION
Best, Jacob, White Rock, BC
Holmes, Nathan, Surrey, BC
Zhang, James

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION
Abdolrahim Zadeh, Khorad, Vancouver, BC
Ahmadi, Ardalan, Burnaby, BC
Badshah, Mohammed, Squamish, BC
Baker, Evans, Vancouver, BC
Barzani, Matthew, Vancouver, BC
Badian, Allan, Richmond, BC
Calderon Ramirez, Luis Ronald, Chan, Grace, Vancouver, BC
Chau, Matthew, Burnaby, BC
Chen, Elaine, Burnaby, BC
Cheung, Lawrence, Richmond, BC
Cheung, Mary Ming Lei, Burnaby, BC
Ching, Tsang-Han, Richmond, BC
Cho, Ganren, Vancouver, BC
Choi, Jeong-Woo, North Vancouver, BC
Chong, Vanessa, Vancouver, BC
Chow, Mandy, Burnaby, BC
Dai, Elizabeth, Vancouver, BC
Dhanda, Gurpreet, Surrey, BC
Dhanda, Shwam, Olympics, United States
Dorosheva, Guergana, Vancouver, BC
Edwards, Jazmine, Chilliwack, BC
Gac, Esther, North Vancouver, BC
Garba, Mandeeep, Surrey, BC
Gonzalez, Alison, Burnaby, BC
Govier, Katrina, Burnaby, BC
Hinze, Genevieve, Vancouver, BC
Huang, Jenny Li-Jing, Vancouver, BC
Idiakwa, Yurina, Burnaby, BC
Iqbal, Oveis Jusdai, Surrey, BC
Jiang, Phillip, Vancouver, BC
Jo, Sumin, Burnaby, BC
Junio, Jorel, Burnaby, BC
Kaur, Jawinder, Surrey, BC
Keung, Benjamin Ho-Tung
Kumar, Dijvot, San Antonio, United States
Kwan, Gary, Burnaby, BC
Lau, Joseph
Leclair, Pascal, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Evelyn, Burnaby, BC
Leung, Danny, Vancouver, BC
Levy, Courtney, Vancouver, BC
Li, Siyu, Beijing, China
Liang, Yuheng, Victoria, BC
Lin, Soojung, Vancouver, BC
Lin, Ching Min, Burnaby, BC
Lo, Ricky, Vancouver, BC
Lu, Dan, Vancouver, BC
Lui, Michael, Hong Kong
Luong, Wilson, Burnaby, BC
Ma, Noreen, Richmond, BC
MacRae, Cassie, Calgary, AB
Mahmood, Shadi, North Vancouver, BC
May, Sharon, Burnaby, BC
Moreau, Joshua, Victoria, BC
Pan, Xiang, North Vancouver, BC
Peng, Chensi, Vancouver, BC
Pournia, Farnaz, Tehran, Iran
Preston, Lindsey
Qureshi, Nadine, Victoria, BC
Qureshi, Natasha, Victoria, BC
Rivera, Jorge, Port Moody, BC
Sehatia, Saeed, Burnaby, BC
Sauter, Foraiko, Squamish, BC
Sebastian, Jacqueline, Guadalajara, Mexico
Shin, Hyung-Chan, North Vancouver, BC
Sireh, Peinio, Delta, BC
Sun, Jing, Jinan, Shandong, China
Swinton, Robyn, Vancouver, BC
Sze, Rochelle, Vancouver, BC
Teng, Ming-Ling Ruby

Wito, Perdita, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Janice, Vancouver, BC
Woo, Min Je, Vancouver, BC
Yoganathan, Priyadharsini, Richmond, BC
Zhang, Ming Mei, Port Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MAJOR ASIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Bhagavatula, Seetha, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MAJOR COMPUTER SCIENCE
Li, Yi, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MAJOR PSYCHOLOGY
Yeo, Cathy, Richmond, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MINOR ARTS
Song, Yin, Richmond, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MINOR COMMERCE
Chau, Anna, Vancouver, BC
Lau, Kevin, Vancouver, BC
Law, Yuk-Chung
Lu, Wen Jung, Surrey, BC
Luong, Sebastien, Campbell River, BC
Wong, Po Shen, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELLL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MINOR ENGLISH LITERATURE
Cirate, Mikhail, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MINOR HUMAN KINETICS
Gerwing, Alex, Roberts Creek, BC
Millar, Benjamin, Tigard, United States

MAJOR BIOLOGY CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS OPTION/ MINOR PSYCHOLOGY
Chang, George, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR BIOLOGY GENERAL BIOLOGY OPTION
Adams, Khristina, St Catharine's, ON
Arriola, Rodolfo
Atfield, Benton, Surrey, BC
Barnabith, Eli, Wheat Ridge, United States
Brar, Kirnpreet, Abbotsford, BC
Brar, Tanveer, Surrey, BC
Carmey, Michael, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Carter, Kimberley, Whitehorse, VT
Chan, Gary, Richmond, BC
Chan, Sara, Burnaby, BC
Chatoo, Sandeep, Delta, BC
Chen, Charles Chien-Heng
Cheng, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Cheong, Vanessa, Vancouver, BC
Cheung, Jing Ling, Richmond, BC
Fan, Sze Wing, Chaiho, Burnaby, BC
Guo, Nancy Yean, Vancouver, BC
Hara, Anjandeeb, Surrey, BC
Harrison, Nadine, Summerland, BC
Ho Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Hodge, Patrick, Vancouver, BC
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Monday, May 30th
11:00 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar
Macebearer and Marshal
JAMES BERGER
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Alumni Representatives
ROYANNA WILD
B.Sc.
DALLAS LEUNG
B.Com.

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY
University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services
Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE
Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada
Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

Moment of Reflection
DAVID FARRAR
Provost and Vice-President, Academic

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor
Presentation of the President’s Service Award for Excellence to
KATHERINE BEAUMONT

The Degree Doctor of Science
NANCY JEAN TURNER
Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

SABINE LAGUE
Member, Graduating Class

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean pro tem Susan Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Cindy Prescott, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Baker, Daniel, B.Sc., M.Sc., Zoology
Bhargava, Apurva, B.Sc., M.Sc., M.Sc., Ajmer, India, Botany
Blashford, Alistair, B.Sc., Hons., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Zoology
Buzdzhau, Christopher, B.Sc., BC, Botany
Cohen, Sarah, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Zoology
Huang, Jun, M.Sc., Longyou, China, Botany
Kolosovo, Natalie B.Sc., M.Sc., Botany
Ojeda Aleyon, Idiro, M.Sc., Merida, Mexico, Botany
Seera, Christopher, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Botany
Vergara, Valeria, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Zoology
Zang, Qingming, B.Sc., Botany

Flores, Jacques, Coquitlam, BC
Honours Biology, Evolutionary Biology Option
Smith, Ashley, St. Paul, United States
Major Biology, Animal Biology Option
Abdul-Raaman, Lei, West Vancouver, BC
Abdulrahman, Sarah, West Vancouver, BC
Adair, Ryan, North Vancouver, BC
Beimes, Kimberly, Calgary, AB
Borchert, Christopher, Vernon, BC
Chen, Candace, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Elaine Chui Yee
Chen, Susanne, Calgary, AB
Chen, Yang, Coquitlam, BC
Cheng, Jessica, Vancouver, BC
Ferdosian, Jinos
Gakhil, Mannir, Langley, BC
Gale, Tullia, Vancouver, BC
Gold, Diane, Richmond, BC
Groom, Derek, Coquitlam, BC
Kim, Soo Min, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Lai, Christopher, North Vancouver, BC
Lam, David, Vancouver, BC
Latoras, Sarah, Edmonton, AB
Lee, Juwon, Burnaby, BC
MacLeod, Lauren, Delta, BC
Melhan, Swati, Abbotsford, BC
Morishita, Jennifer, Surrey, BC
Nguyen, Julie, Burnaby, BC
Salomon, Jessica, Richmond, BC
Shepherd, David, Vancouver, BC
Shon, Soo Hwan, Burnaby, BC
Siwoski, Meri Victor
Vrankena, Tenesse, Vancouver, BC
White, Deanna, Surrey, BC
Wilson, Amanda, Surrey, BC
Wong, Devina
Yee, Lisa, Vancouver, BC
Major Biology, Animal Biology Option / Minor Arts
Li, Yan Jessie, Vancouver, BC
Welch, Sandra, Abbotsford, BC
Major Biology, Animal Biology Option / Minor Commerce
Chia, Cherlene, Coquitlam, BC
Major Biology, Animal Biology Option / Minor English Language
Fan, Jennifer, Burnaby, BC
Major Biology, Animal Biology Option / Minor Human Genetics
Laidley, Alexa, North Vancouver, BC
Lee, Janice
Major Biology, Animal Biology Option / Minor Nutritional Sciences
Ho, Carson, Vancouver, BC
Major Biology, Conservation Biology Option
Beatte, A. Elizabeth
Tirul, Leena
Major Biology, Ecology Option
Fulton, Nancy, Langley, BC
Herman, Kisha, Terrace, BC
Johnson, Breanne
Leblanc, Rachel, Vancouver, BC
Ma, Timothy, Burnaby, BC
McCluskey, Aeic, Miami, United States
Parsons, Kirbie, Langley, BC
Saini, Navdeep, Abbotsford, BC
Snyder, David, Oakville, ON
Sun, Patricia, Burnaby, BC
Vial, Claire, Victoria, BC
Major Biology, Ecology Option / Minor Commerce
Au, Roland Dominic, Vancouver, BC
Major Biology, Marine Biology Option
Dunna, Nicole, Kamloops, BC
Finn, Maureen, Vancouver, BC
Gildings, Kara, Penticton, BC
Gorgopa, Stefania, Richmond, BC
Hooley, Cameron, Palm Desert, United States
Iversen, Samantha
Janot, Kyre, Gibsons, BC
Lovasz, Rebecca, Calgary, AB
Miller, Devin, Vancouver, BC
Nelson, Rachel, North Vancouver, BC
Picard, Manon, Waterville, QC
Major Biology, Marine Biology Option / Minor Political Science
Reichenbach, Natalie, Nobel, ON
Major Biology, Plant Biology Option
Dierkes, Chloe, Vancouver, BC
Edgar, Bosana, Coquitlam, BC
Munusamy, Prasad, Singapore
Rawfly, Dylan, Saskatoon, SK
Ross, Thomas, Delta, BC
Major Biology, General Biology Option
Scribner, Gregory Keith
General Science in Life Science
Ahmad, Amir Reza, Port Moody, BC
An, So Hyun, Abbotsford, BC
Au, Amanda, Coquitlam, BC
Au, Vinci
Barzel, Ira, Vancouver, BC
Behnwal, Rocky, Surrey, BC
Bhatti, Puneet, Osoyoos, BC
Brar, Auneet Kaur, Mission, BC
Briker, Jessica, West Kelowna, BC
Brunner, Mark Christopher, Surrey, BC
Chand, Prashrana, Surrey, BC
Choi, Jina
Chow, James, Vancouver, BC
Chui, Sean Ting, Vancouver, BC
Cock, Brittany Sarah, Vancouver, BC
Deol, Tarnjeet, Surrey, BC
Dewji, Salma, Vancouver, BC
Dhaliwal, Gur-Jasmin
Dhanowe, Navral, Richmond, BC
Dhillon, Devinder, Abbotsford, BC
Elahi, Roys, Vancouver, BC
Fann, Christine, Richmond, BC
Feng, Amy You Xin, Vancouver, BC
Friedman, Benjamin, North Vancouver, BC
Ghassemi, Bards, Coquitlam, BC
Gloden, Erin
Golby, Riley, Vancouver, BC
Harit, Avni, Surrey, BC
Hijazi, Rim, Burnaby, BC
Hsia, Hsin-Ying, Richmond, BC
Hou, Erin, Vancouver, BC
Huang, Lily
Hui, Julianne, Vancouver, BC
Huyhn, Jimmy, Vancouver, BC
Issa, Mira, Santa Cruz, United States
Jagpal, Navreet, Vancouver, BC
Jung, Kyuha, Osoyoos, BC
Kadile, Mannmeet, Abbotsford, BC
Kandola, Kirandeep, Surrey, BC
Kang, Jaewoong, Langley, BC
Kassahun, Martha S., Selassie, Khader, Hadeel, Surrey, BC
Kim, Se Jung, Vancouver, BC
Kirupakaran, Kirushalini, Vancouver, BC
Kose, Tanya, Qualicum Beach, BC
Koleck, Christopher, Surrey, BC
Kong, Leving Dennis, Surrey, BC
Lai, Kyle, Burnaby, BC
Lee, Andy, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Aram, Coquitlam, BC
Lee, Christine, Coquitlam, BC
Lee, Shin As, Kelowna, BC
Lee, Su Gook, Coquitlam, BC
Lerato, Alysha Marie, Revelstoke, BC
Liang, Brandon Gene
Lin, Katherine, Burnaby, BC
Liquido, Blesay, and, Surrey, BC
Lu, Eric, Burnaby, BC
Liu, Hangai, North Vancouver, BC
Lo, Annie, Burnaby, BC
Luk, Nelson, Richmond, BC
Mach, William, Vancouver, BC
MahboobYelda, Burnaby, BC
Malek, Shirin
Malakian, Naborani, Mano, Vancouver, BC
Mitchell, Ashley, Vancouver, BC
Mo, Michelle, Richmond, BC
Mohaddes, Farhad
MothersayChat, Suvit, Bangkok, Thailand
Nam, Ellie, Vancouver, BC
Ng, Antony, Vancouver, BC
Ng, Cheuk Yu, Vancouver, BC
Orellana-Leiva, Robert, Vancouver, BC
Park, HyunJung, Sungnam, Kyung GI Do, Korea, South
Rai, Gurmahan Singh, Whitehorse, YT
Ray, Bradley, Port Moody, BC
Rosebrugh, Robin, Qualicum Bay, BC
Safarzadeh, Yssaman, West Vancouver, BC
Sidhu, Anirptal, Abbotsford, BC
Singh, Nimeta
Soo, Andreas, Vancouver, BC
Tanir, Sarah, Surrey, BC
Tharm, Troy, Vancouver, BC
Thompson, Mary, Perkiwille, BC
Tong, Ryan
Vatandsoost, Kambie, Coquitlam, BC

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Dean pro tem Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Cindy Prescott, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Hui, Tabitha, B.Sc., Singapore, Singapore, Zoology
Hyung, Khwon Tuyen, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Zoology
Keatinghing, Sandra, B.Sc., Botany
Lee, Stella, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Zoology
Li, Xuguang, Yenlong, Hubei, China, Botany
Nandananavan, Rangayaki, Ph.D., Botany
Nowosad, Damon, B.Sc., B.Ed., Vancouver, BC, Zoology
Pardina, Jery, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Zoology

Johnson, Breanne
Leblanc, Rachel, Vancouver, BC
Ma, Timothy, Burnaby, BC
McCluskey, Aeic, Miami, United States
Parsons, Kirbie, Langley, BC
Saini, Navdeep, Abbotsford, BC
Snyder, David, Oakville, ON
Sun, Patricia, Burnaby, BC
Vial, Claire, Victoria, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Dean Simon Peacock
Faculty of Science

Reader: Associate Dean Paul G. Harrison, Faculty of Science
Honours Biology, Animal Biology Option
Lam, Tiffany, St. John’s, NF
Villatte, Petre, Abbotsford, BC
Honours Biology, Animal Biology Option / Minor Music
Lague, Sabine, Cranbrook, BC
Honours Biology, Animal Biology Option / Minor Philosophy

Monday, May 30th
11:00 am
The Processions and the Programme of Ceremony

Monday, May 30th
1:30 pm

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor’s Procession and Chancellor’s Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
WARREN WILLIAMS
B.Sc., Ph.D. (Br. Col.), Instructor, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Deirdre Brown
B.A., M.A., Records and Registration

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
SALLY OSBORNE
B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Instructor, Cellular and Physiological Sciences

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

JAMES YAN
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

DAVID FARRAR
Provost and Vice-President, Academic

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Cindy Prescott
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dean pro tem Susan Porter, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Arenes, Ellen, Waterloo, United States, Microbiology and Immunology
Biron, Kaen, B.Sc., Microbiology and Immunology
Chan, Anson, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Microbiology and Immunology
Fischer, Matthias, Dipl.Biol., Passau, Germany, Microbiology and Immunology
Osborne, Lisa, B.Sc.N., Kentloops, BC, Microbiology and Immunology
Poffenberger, Maya, B.Sc., Victoria, BC, Microbiology and Immunology
Rehaume, Linda, B.Sc., Prince George, BC, Microbiology and Immunology
Shalawal, Kristopher John, B.Sc., Sudbury, ON, Microbiology and Immunology
Wilcox, Sara, B.Sc., Surrey, BC, Microbiology and Immunology

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Associate Dean Prescott
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dean pro tem Porter, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Nishola, Allison, B.Sc., Comox, BC, Microbiology and Immunology
Roberts, Joseph, B.Sc., Calgary, AB, Microbiology and Immunology

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Dean Simon Peacock
Faculty of Science

Reader: Associate Dean Ian Cavers, Faculty of Science

HONOURS BIOCHEMISTRY
Andersen, Sarah, Vancouver, BC
Bebovic, Sonja
Cheung, Pierre, Vancouver, BC
Chew, Leon, Richmond, BC
Jiang, Cheng Xin, Burnaby, BC
Kominami, Yohji, Richmond, BC
Li, Shu Chen
Neumann, Uraila, Surrey, BC
Olson, Henry, Portland, United States
Samuels, Joel, Richmond, BC
Setiaputra, Dheva, Coquitlam, BC
So, Yes Wah Eva, Richmond, BC
Zhu, Lai
Zong, Jeff, Richmond, BC

COMBINED HONOURS BIOCHEMISTRY AND CHEMISTRY

Chan, Fed-Chung, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Henry, Coquitlam, BC
Li, Yi-Heng
Park, Kanghee, Vancouver, BC
Suen, Yat Him Vincent
Tang, Henry, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Liquin, Burnaby, BC
Wong, Andrew, Burnaby, BC
Yiu, Julian, Richmond, BC

MAJOR BIOCHEMISTRY
Au, Simon, Vancouver, BC
Barnscher, Stuart, Langley, BC
Bhanagoo, Justine Opiol, Vancouver, BC
Burrows, Kyle, Tsawwassen, BC
Cheng, Benjamin, Richmond, BC
Chaudhari, Nicole, Richmond, BC
Chen, Allan, Vancouver, BC
Chen, James Yi-Wei, Victoria, BC
Cheng, Josephine, Maple Ridge, BC
Cheshire, Karen, Ancaster, ON
Chi, Eric, White Rock, BC
Crosley, Brendan, Vancouver, BC
Crowe, Adam, Vancouver, BC
Feng, Jun Ning, Vancouver, BC
Foyles, Ryan, Portage La Prairie, MB
Frazier, Francis, Bellingham, United States
Fu, Minfai, Vancouver, BC
Fung, Gabriel, Coquitlam, BC
Hall, George, North Vancouver, BC
Haisi, Tien Li, Surrey, BC
Hsien, Allen, Burnaby, BC
Inkster, Glendon, Surrey, BC
Jannan, Katelyn, Surrey, BC
Jen, Tim Ting Hao, Vancouver, BC
Jiang, Boxiong, Vancouver, BC
Jonas, Charles, West Vancouver, BC
Kim, Hae-Yoon, Burnaby, BC
Krieger, Benjamin
Kwe, Randy, Richmond, BC
Kwon, Kyeyong Alice, Vancouver, BC
Kwong, Benson, Richmond, BC
Lei, Po-Hsin, Vancouver, BC
Lapeyere, Kevin, Langley, BC, Mats
Lee, Jiehao, Vancouver, BC
Leung, Marcus, Vancouver, BC
Leung, Tzy-Yin, Vancouver, BC
Lin, Samuel, Burnaby, BC
Liu, Angela, Vancouver, BC
Luo, Thomas, Coquitlam, BC
Mahal, Simran, Surrey, BC
Mui, Katherine, Vancouver, BC
Ng, Viola, Vancouver, BC
Nguyen, Karen, Vancouver, BC
Pawlinski, Sarah, Kelowna, BC
Pel, Luying, Sault Ste. Marie, ON
Perez-Borrero, Cecilia, Vancouver, BC
Phan, Lizaee, Vancouver, BC
Poon, Tak, Vancouver, BC
Qin, Yujie, Beijing, China
Quan, Camminie, Vancouver, BC
Rodrigues, James, Delta, BC
Shen, Kevin, Taipei, Taiwan
Son, Peter, Coquitlam, BC
Stevens, Michael, Westbank, BC
Su, Linde, Surrey, BC
Tai, Siu Leng, Vancouver, BC
To, Kaylee, Vancouver, BC
Toffoli, Michelle, Delta, BC
Wong, Christine, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Jason, Victoria, BC
Wong, Jonathan, Hong Kong, China
Wong, Kitty Lee Ping, Richmond, BC
Wong, Kristie, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Nicole, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Sandy, Vancouver, BC
Wu, Chie Chen, Vancouver, BC
Wu, Si Zing, Vancouver, BC
Yeung-Lei Wah, Paul, Richmond, BC
Yu, Jasmin Justin

MAJOR BIOCHEMISTRY / MINOR COMMERCE
Mok, Ka Yan, Burnaby, BC
MAJOR BIOCHEMISTRY / MINOR ECONOMICS
Li, Deehao, Richmond, BC
Li, Harry

MAJOR BIOCHEMISTRY / MINOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Dragan, Irima, North Vancouver, BC
MAJOR BIOCHEMISTRY / MINOR ENGLISH LITERATURE
Rolking, Guerman, Vancouver, BC
MAJOR BIOCHEMISTRY / MINOR HISTORY
Nikolov, Ilyavio, Burnaby, BC

HONOURS BIOTECHNOLOGY
Carson, Jolina
Chen, Yin-Ju Annie, Surrey, BC
Chu, Yu-Hsuan, North Vancouver, BC
Diaz Gonzalez Romo, Erika, Mexico City, Mexico
Kim, Mi-Jung, Coquitlam, BC
Lee, Yi Wen, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Cherry Chu Yue, Vancouver, BC
Leung, Ada, Richmond, BC
Lin, Xiyi, Vancouver, BC
Nahid, Fatemeh, Vancouver, BC
Pouchard, Elaina, Richmond, BC
Shin, Woo Suk, Burnaby, BC
Tong, Karen, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS BIOTECHNOLOGY / MINOR PHILOSOPHY
Lee, Alex, West Bloomfield, United States

HONOURS INTEGRATED SCIENCES
Amerongen Maddison, Julia, Taunton, United States
de Asis, Marc
Leski, Alexandra, Burnaby, BC
Petitas, Elizabeth, Lethbridge, AB
Temblay, Laura, Summerland, BC

HONOURS INTEGRATED SCIENCES / MINOR ARTS
Hanschen, Erik, St. Paul, United States

MAJOR INTEGRATED SCIENCES
Ali, Ali, North Delta, BC
Briggs, Meredith, Vancouver, BC
Chambers, Sarah, Calgary, AB
Fiott, Pauline
Hobbs, Jennifer, B.A., Kanata, ON
Jiang, Evelyn, Coquitlam, BC
Lim, Alicia, Vancouver, BC
Lin, Shang Chuan, Richmond, BC
Miller, Caitlin, Pentiction, BC
Nishi, Karl, Vancouver, BC
Park, Selena, Vernon, BC
Ramji, Zahra, Montreal, QC
Shamsian, Ara, Irvine, United States
Toma, Ana Elena, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Amanda, Markham, ON
Yassin, Yasmin

MAJOR INTEGRATED SCIENCES / MAJOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Vraciu, Alexandra

MAJOR INTEGRATED SCIENCES / MINOR MUSIK
Blundon, Elizabeth, Victoria, BC

MAJOR INTEGRATED SCIENCES
Makarenko, Olga, Richmond, BC

MAJOR MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
Aitken, Emily, Abbotsford, BC
Bacalso, Mary Maxine, Surrey, BC
Brooks, Ashley Miranda, Lake Cowichan, BC
Chenery, Aliaste, North Vancouver, BC
Chen, Yu Ping, Vancouver, BC
Chiang, Victor, Vancouver, BC
Cho, Sehyun, Burnaby, BC
Chow, Samuel, Surrey, BC
Coyle, Krysta, Calgary, AB
Drayton, Robyn, Surrey, BC
Elliot-Gordo, Stefanie, Vancouver, BC
Gordon, Rebecca, Sechelt, BC
Gu, Edmund, Vancouver, BC
Gu, Heng, Richmond, BC
Gunaratnam, Lourdes, Vancouver, BC
Hu, Wei-Chih, Vancouver, BC
Jiang, Lucy, Calgary, AB
Khan, Sharfara, Burnaby, BC
Lai, June, Vancouver, BC
Leggatt, Trevor, Vancouver, BC
Leung, Kyle, Vancouver, BC
Li, Jake, BC
Liao, Lydia, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Chi-Chun
Liu, Lantai, Richmond, BC
MacDonald, Roderick
Makihiani, Priya, Mississauga, ON
Mehta, Siddharth, Mumbai, India
Nguyen, Christine, Vancouver, BC
Nguyen, Dennis, Vancouver, BC
Oosthuizen, Jean, Williams Lake, BC
Pakzad, Zahra, Vancouver, BC
Pamid, Mary, Surrey, BC
Pan, Xiaoyu, Burnaby, BC
Pham, Steven, Vancouver, BC
Rezaei, Home, Coquitlam, BC
Shah, Neel, Burnaby, BC
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Monday, May 30th
4:00 pm

The Processions

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D.,
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Alumni Representative
Doug Forster
B.Sc.

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services
Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

HALLEY KEEVIL
Member, Graduating Class

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Presentation of the Governor General's Silver Medal in Science

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT
AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
Sklad, Jeremiah Ian

HONOURS ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Hayn, Manuela, Radeburg, Germany
Seagram, Annie, Toronto, ON
Zhou, Jackie, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES / MINOR PHYSICS
Moisesvea, Nadejda, Richmond, BC

HONOURS ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES / MINOR STATISTICS
Jones, Adrian, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Burrill, Kyle, Surrey, BC
Byrne, Andrea, Duncan, BC
Cang, Feng, Pitt Meadows, BC
Chen, Stephanie, Richmond, BC
Chen, Emily, Surrey, BC
Chen, Judah, Hamilton, ON
Chouinard, Mira Maud, Montreal, QC
Crystal, Danica, Chilliwack, BC
Dean, Monika, Vancouver, BC
Gutierrez, Adolfo, Vancouver, BC
Kim, Alex, Surrey, BC
Moseley, Kristina, North Vancouver, BC
Patel, Ruhi, Mumbai, India
Paterson, Cassandra, Vancouver, BC
Ramsden, Katherine, Vancouver, BC
Stan, Sandra, Langley, BC
Wang, Shasha, Vancouver, BC
Warren, Nicole, Vancouver, BC
Williams, Marianne, Ottawa, ON
Xian, Melody, Vancouver, BC
Xu, Xiaowei, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES / MAJOR ENGLISH, EMPHASIS LITERATURE
Woo, Stephanie, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES / MINOR ARTS
Demmers, Diana, Vancouver, BC
Heinikeey, Theresa, Seattle, United States

MAJOR GEOGRAPHICAL BIOGEOSCIENCES
Hawley, Kathleen, Surrey, BC
Hefman, Eli, Vancouver, BC
Paul-Limoges, Eugenie, Sherbrooke, QC
Robinson, Samuel Victor Joseph, White Rock, BC
Thorburn, Laura

HONOURS GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Culligan, Kendall
Huszar, Matthew, Lethbridge, AB
Jolley, Alison, Calgary, AB
Keen, Harley, Vancouver, BC
Latham, Eric, Salmon Arm, BC

HONOURS GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES / MINOR COMMERCIAL INVESTIGATION
Tang, Mandy, Burnaby, BC

HONOURS GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES / MINOR GEOLOGY
Wong, Carrie, North Vancouver, BC

HONOURS GEOGRAPHY
Fohring, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
Koziol, Conrad

MAJOR GEOGRAPHY
Julie, Shelley
Postlethwaites, Ben, Vancouver, BC

HONOURS MATHEMATICS
Cairns, Andrew Halsey, Seattle, United States
Gao, Jia Wei, Richmond, BC
Luk, Kevin, Richmond, BC

HONOURS MATHEMATICS / MINOR COMPUTER SCIENCE
Smith, Mark, Oakville, ON

HONOURS MATHEMATICS / MINOR PHYSICS
Asvadian, Mohammed

COMBINED HONOURS MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
Leung, Andy, Richmond, BC

MAJOR MATHEMATICS
Andersen, Michael, North Vancouver, BC
Delano, Jonathan, Vancouver, BC
Hozumi, Satoshi, New Westminster, BC
Johnson, Benjamin, Delta, BC
Magalhães, Miguel, Coquitlam, BC
Manne, Adnan, Summerland, BC
Ni, Yimo, Richmond, BC
Oh, Youngshin, Vancouver, BC
Parhar, Balraj, Vancouver, BC
Park, Hyun Seon, New Westminster, BC
Qiu, Zeyi, China
Ramirez, Maria Cecilia Elise, Richmond, BC
Shimizu, Katsuo, Tokyo, Japan
Wang, Dong, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Surina, Toronto, ON
Wang, Xin Yi
Woodhurst, Cameron, B.A.Sc.

MAJOR MATHEMATICS / MAJOR ANTHROPOLOGY
Boylan, Alexander, Surrey, BC

MAJOR MATHEMATICS / MINOR ARTS
Perez, Samantha

MAJOR MATHEMATICS / MINOR ECONOMICS
Hung, Flora, Surrey, BC
Lam, Jodie, Burnaby, BC

MAJOR MATHEMATICS / MINOR POLITICAL SCIENCE
Sealy-Harrington, Joshua, Calgary, AB

MAJOR MATHEMATICS / MINOR STATISTICS
Aune, Alma, Surrey, BC
Chou, Amanda, Richmond, BC

COMBINED MAJOR MATHEMATICS AND ECONOMICS
Lai, Ivan, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Eric Qi, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Andrea, Vancouver, BC

COMBINED MAJOR MATHEMATICS AND ECONOMICS / MINOR COMMERCIAL INVESTIGATION
Liang, Xiaole, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES / MINOR COMMERCIAL INVESTIGATION
Shing, Jasmine, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Hall, Jacob, Nelson, BC
Talnko, Yulia, BComm, Burnaby, BC

HONOURS PHYSICS
Evans, Nathan Andrew
Garan, Joseph, Portland, United States
Schub, Christopher, White Lake, BC
Vanderham, Joshua, Loomingdon, ON
Wang, Yan, Zibo, China
Yeung, Li, Robert, Richmond, BC

COMBINED HONOURS PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Madsen, Erik, Vancouver, BC

COMBINED HONOURS PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
Godin, Paul, Calgary, AB

COMBINED HONOURS PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
Au, Szeto Zong, Vancouver, BC
Blackman, Jonathan, Burnaby, BC
Childs, Calvin, Richmond, BC
Foreman, Simon, North Vancouver, BC
Gowke, Raymond, Abbotsford, BC
Hoskins, Jeremy, Winnipeg, MB
Huang, Dennis, Vancouver, BC
Max, Philip Allan, Richmond, BC
Yu, Jing Fei, New Westminster, BC

MAJOR PHYSICS
Chan, Adam, Richmond, BC
Chen, Si Fang, Vancouver, BC
Drogasila, Paul, Surrey, BC
Ivanovic, Sara, Vancouver, BC
Jenkins, Nathaniel, Coquitlam, BC
Kim, Hyung Jin, Korea, South
Li, Tien, Richmond, BC
Tan, Edmund, Vancouver, BC
Tran, Richard, Burnaby, BC
Vandenheuvel, Joshua James, Loomingdon, ON
Warrich, Saeed, Surrey, BC
Zeisler, Royce

MAJOR PHYSICS / MAJOR COMPUTER SCIENCE
Holliday, Andrew Graham Courtness, Vancouver, BC

MAJOR PHYSICS / MAJOR MATHEMATICS
Ngai, Pik-Yi, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR PHYSICS / MINOR MATHEMATICS
Karan, Tania, Vancouver, BC
Kwong, Jonas, Burnaby, BC
Polovoy, Gane

MAJOR STATISTICS
Chia, Tzu-Nien, B.Sc, North Vancouver, BC
Chim, Lawrence, Burnaby, BC
Han, Yon Jeong
Li, Huizi, Beijing, China
Ma, Xiang, Guangzhou, China
Mak, Fiona Si Ying, Burnaby, BC
Mutvenna, Sandra, Vancouver, BC
Nam, Yeun Jung, Port Coquitlam, BC
Sang, Yujie, Vancouver, BC
Song, Hyun Jin, Vancouver, BC
Sze, Hing Wing, Richmond, BC
Tsai, Johnson Ting Pang, Richmond, BC
Wong, David, Richmond, BC
Xue, Shan, Coquitlam, BC

MAJOR STATISTICS / MINOR ECONOMICS
Wong, Leanne, Vancouver, BC

COMBINED MAJOR STATISTICS AND ECONOMICS
Macauley, Rebecca, Victoria, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Oh, Mijuong, Vancouver, BC
Park, Byung, Vancouver, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY AND LIFE SCIENCE
Au, Sarah Sze Wah, Richmond, BC
Huiung, Jeffrey (Tzu-Ching), Vancouver, BC
Wan, Carrie, Vancouver, BC
Yuk, Anita, Vancouver, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY AND LIFE SCIENCE / MINOR ARTS
Xiao, Xiao, Shenzhen, China

GENERAL SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY & MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
Kim, Jee Sung, Coquitlam, BC
Mah, Bill, Vancouver, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE IN EARTH SCIENCE / MINOR ECONOMICS
Sharma, Vikas, Surrey, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE IN EARTH SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY
Livengood, Danielle

GENERAL SCIENCE IN EARTH SCIENCE AND LIFE SCIENCE
Lew, Lincoln, Richmond, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
Dent, Daniel, Vancouver, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES
Lai, Wing Man, Hong Kong, China

GENERAL SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICAL AND LIFE SCIENCE
Wong, Wing-Yan Kwan, Prince Rupert, BC

GENERAL SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
Mirza, Bilal, Vancouver, BC

THE DIPLOMA IN METEOROLOGY

Dean Peacock
Faculty of Science

Reader: Associate Dean Harrison, Faculty of Science
Curatin, Eric Paul, B.S., Vancouver, BC
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Tuesday, May 31st
8:30 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
MAGGIE HARTLEY
Director & Associate Registrar Enrolment Services

Senior Marshal
IAN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshals, Enrolment Services
LY DICH
B.Sc., B.Ed., Undergraduate Admissions

SHEILA WILLIAMSON
B.A., Exams Coordinator

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
CHARLES SLOANECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., FA.C.D., Professor Emeritus of Anatomy

PC CONTRIBUTORS AND SPEAKERS

O Canada

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

Moment of Reflection

ANNA KINDLER
Vice-Provost and Associate Vice-President, Academic Affairs and Resources

Address

SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks

STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

HERBERT WONG
Member, Graduating Class

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Cindy Prescott
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dean pro tempore Susan Porter, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Hakim, Akhlaq, B.Pharm., M.Pharm., Vancouver, BC, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Misi, Ripen, B.Pharm., M.Pharm., Vancouver, BC, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Patenkar, Niles, B.Pharm., M.Pharm., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Xie, Yanehong, M.Sc., M.D., Beijing, China, Craniofacial Science

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE / DIPLOMA IN PERIODONTICS

Associate Dean Prescott
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dean pro tempore Susan Porter, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Kerastatis, Dimitrios, D.D.S., Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Dean Charles Shuler
Faculty of Dentistry

Reader: Associate Dean Joanne Walton, Faculty of Dentistry

Alamabi, Farid, D.D.S.
Atamokhia, Mohamad, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Ahmmadi, Paulin, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Bellamy, Amy, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Brock, Karen, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Cescon, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Chen, Alex, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Cheng, Stephanie Ming Hei, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Chiu, Tzu-Ching Angela, Kao, Wong, Tai, B.S., Vancouver, BC
Chiu, Tammy, Vancouver, BC
Colombo, Cheryl
Dedoux, Derek, B.S., Vancouver, BC
Dhir, Vinay, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Dua, Manan, Vancouver, BC
Fazli, Farshad, D.D.S., Vancouver, BC
Florouz, Mojgan, North Vancouver, BC
George, Dustin, B.M.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Harned, Marwan, B.D.S., Mississauga, ON
Hoo, Victoria, Ottawa, ON
Jamei, Fard, Mehrdad, B.D.S., D.D.S., Vancouver, BC
Khodarahimi, Kourosh, M.Sc., Kelowna, BC
Ko, Yen-Chen, B.Sc., Richmond, BC
Kor, Oxana, Vancouver, BC
Lamb, Jane, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Kevin, Taichung, Taiwan
Magnussen, Michael, B.Mus., Vancouver, BC
Mahmood, Madhat, B.D.S., Mississauga, ON
Mamisheva, Anna, D.M.D.
Marquis, Mark, B.Sc., Mississauga, ON
Marini, Zulfiqar, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Craniofacial Science
Masri, Majid, M.Sc., Mississauga, ON
Masiuk, Anna, D.M.D.
Markis, Mark, B.Sc.Hons., Scarborough, ON
Mazur, Summer, B.D.S., Abbotsford, BC
Mills, Christopher Lorrie, B.Sc.
Najafi, saat, B.Sc., North Vancouver, BC
Nozari, Daniel, B.Sc., Leduc, AB
Pakula, Kristina, B.Sc.Hons., Toronto, ON
Pen, Betty, B.Sc., Lethbridge, AB
Pang, Paul, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Park, Earl, B.Sc.Hon., Mississauga, ON
Parsi, Camellia, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Sein, Katrine, B.Sc.Hons., Didsbury, AB
Salem, Same
Scheiderman, Bradford, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Shafagh, Rouhsanak, Vancouver, BC
Sheibani, Nazif, D.D.S., Vancouver, BC
Shon, Christopher, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Skoludne, Anne-Marie, B.Sc.
Skrenes, Allison, Calgary, AB
Steed, Brett, B.Sc., Lethbridge, AB
Taheri, Ehsan, B.Sc., North Vancouver, BC
Tsao, Hanah, B.Sc.
Wang, Wei-Chieo, Apr. 2004, Vancouver, BC
Zaalder, Fem, D.D.S., Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

Dean Sindelar
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Reader: Associate Dean Sindelar, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Au, Cheryl, Richmond, BC
Au, Sammy, Vancouver, BC
Aw, Siu Ying, Vancouver, BC
Bajwa, Rehana, Squamish, BC
Bedford, Wesley, Peachland, BC
Bertoli, Ryan, B.Sc., Prince George, BC
Blaine, Gillian, Rock Creek, BC
Boehm, Amanda, Summerland, BC
Breuer, Kyle, White Rock, BC
Carney, Laura, Victoria, BC
Chan, Cheryl, Coquitlam, BC
Chan, Connie, Burnaby, BC
Cheng, Jui-Chin, Burnaby, BC
Chen, Amanda, B.Sc., Scarborough, ON
Cheng, Christine
Cheng, Winnie, Vancouver, BC
Cho, June, Richmond, BC
Chua, Oswald, Vancouver, BC
Chung, Alfie, Coquitlam, BC
Coates, Holly, Nanaimo, BC
Deol, Mike, Vancouver, BC
Di Gregorio, Filomena, Windsor, ON
Dovale, Justin, Surrey, BC
Drapeau, Tyler, Fort St. John, BC
Dzombeta, Jovan, Vancouver, BC
Eng, Vanessa, Vancouver, BC
Epp, James, Summerland, BC
Fang, Julianna, Surrey, BC
Ford, Jodie, B.Sc(Agr)
Gill, Chandan, Port Coquitlam, BC
Gill, Ranjeet, Surrey, BC
Grewel, Amadeo, B.Sc., Surrey, BC
Grewel, Selwinder Singh, Surrey, BC
Ha, Jocelyn, Vancouver, BC
Harlton, Brent, Oliver, BC
Hanson, Tyler, Ladner
Harvey, Janice, Westbank, BC
Hausser, Daniel, New Westminster, BC
Ho, Emily, Ottawa, ON
Ho, Kui Ming, Richmond, BC
Ho, Richelle, Coquitlam, BC
Hoffert, Jana, Nelson, BC
Slater, Andrea, Vancouver, BC
Smith, Margaret, Langley, BC
Takor, Vanessa, Burnaby, BC
Torn, Eileen, Port Coquitlam, BC
Tsang, Monika, Vancouver, BC
Vincenzo, Seve, Stoney Creek, ON
Wentorf, Kimberly, Burlington, ON
Wills, Isabele, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Mary, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Rhiannon, Burnaby, BC
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Tuesday, May 31st
11:00 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany

Marshals, Enrolment Services
GREER HINTON
B.A., Student Information Services

CZIFA FOLI
B.Com., International Student Initiative

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
JOHN MADDEN
B.Sc., M.Eng., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
MAGGIE HARTLEY
Director & Associate Registrar Enrolment Services

Macebearer and Marshal
JON MIKKELSEN
B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc., P.Eng., Senior Instructor, Mechanical Engineering

Alumni Representatives

PAUL GEYER
B.A.Sc.

JOY FERA
B.R.E.

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Confering of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Science
JAMES ALLEN MCEWEN
Remarks

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

PHILLIP EDGCUMBE
Member, Graduating Class

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony
TUESDAY, MAY 31ST
11:00 AM

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean pro tem Susan Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Cindy Pressey
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Ahmed, Usman, B.Eng., M.A.Sc.,
Islamabad, Pakistan, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Bansal, Gaurav, B.Tech., Bharatpur, India,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Fateh, Rohit, B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Royal Oak,
United States, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Gardiyi Punchnawegwe, Anjana, B.Sc.,
M.Eng., Vancouver, BC, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Kailgineesi, Praveen, B.Tech., M.A.Sc.,
Vancouver, BC, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Mitra, Jeebik, M.A.Sc., Noida, India,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Nguyen, Trung Thanh, B.Eng., M.A.Sc.,
Ha Noi, Viet Nam, Electrical Engineering

Oldridge, Steve William, B.Eng., M.A.Sc.,
Kamloops, BC, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Rogers, Andrew, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Stavness, Ian, M.A.Sc., B.Eng.,
Vancouver, BC, Electrical & Computer Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Dean Tyseer Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Dr. Andre Ivanov, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Faculty of Applied Science

Beliga, Rahul, B.Tech, Vancouver, BC,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Bonilla Sanchez, Christian, B.Sc.,
Burnaby, BC, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Boyce, Sheldon, Vancouver, BC, Clean Energy Engineering

Breath, Jennifer, B.Sc., Geological Engineering

Chen, Ching, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Chen, Chong Yip, B.A.Sc., Richmond, BC,
Clean Energy Engineering

Chuang, Claire, B.A.Sc., Coquitlam, BC,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Chung, Kevin, Coquitlam, BC, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Emmerson, Michael, B.Eng., Bristol,
United Kingdom, Geological Engineering

Evans, Paul, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Geological Engineering

Ferjaoui, Sara, Vancouver, BC, Electrical & Computer Engineering

Golden, Jeffrey, B.A., Vancouver, BC,
Clean Energy Engineering

Kosarzewicz, Olga, B.A.Sc., Toronto, ON,
Geological Engineering

Leung, Kevin Kwok Fung, B.A.Sc.,
Vancouver, BC, Clean Energy Engineering

Lin, Ian, B.A.Sc., Singapore, Clean Energy Engineering

Liu, Steven, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Ma, Don, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Clean Energy Engineering

MacDonald, Gerard, B.A.Sc.,
Vancouver, BC, Clean Energy Engineering

Marina Rico, Mariana, B.Sc.,
Mexico City, Mexico, Biomedical Engineering

Martins, Julia, B.A.Sc., Ms. Lehmen, BC,
Geological Engineering

Oliver, James, B.A.Sc., Sidney, BC, Clean Energy Engineering

Parker, Aas, B.S., Burlington, Vermont,
United States, Clean Energy Engineering

Saturny, Shihan, B.A.Sc., M.Sc.,
Vancouver, BC, Clean Energy Engineering

Sheritis, Kera, A.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Clean Energy Engineering

Tafesh, Beraa, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, BC,
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Udduman, Armit, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Clean Energy Engineering

Yao, Yinan, B.Eng., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC,
Clean Energy Engineering

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Dr. Ivanov, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Faculty of Applied Science

IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Angal, Frankie, Richmond, BC
Beales, Joel, Nanaimo, BC
Burgess, Clayton, Vernon, BC
Campbell, Karl, Okanagan Falls, BC
Chan, Alexander, Vancouver, BC
Chiu, Paul, Vancouver, BC
Chu, Janet, Vancouver, BC
Chu, Ken, Vancouver, BC
Desormaux Lewoski, Marie, Vancouver, BC
Duvall, Patrick, Surrey, BC
Egli, Andrew, Stroudsburg, United States
Eng. Christopher, Burnaby, BC
Fariko, Janina, North Vancouver, BC
Fung, Raymond, Richmond, BC
Hansmann, Nicholas, Vancouver, BC
Horga, D. Andre
Kidson, Stephen, Surrey, BC
Lee, Herman, Richmond, BC
Lee, Jonathan, Coquitlam, BC
Liong, William, Burnaby, BC
Liu, Wei Ting, Vancouver, BC
Lo, David, Port Coquitlam, BC
Natarajan, Rajkiran, Pan, Chia En, Vancouver, BC
Patel, Niti, Vancouver, BC
Payan, Jeffrey, Port Coquitlam, BC
Reh, Samuel, Seattle, United States
Shao, Cloud, Burnaby, BC
Singh, Gurjev, Mexico City, Mexico
Sujon, Jason, Vancouver, BC
Tse, Tsung Ying, North Vancouver, BC
Yung, Alex, Vancouver, BC
Zukowski, Mark, Vancouver, BC

IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING / MINOR IN COMMERCE

Kwan, Nicholas, Vancouver, BC
Ng, Isaiah, Burnaby, BC
Stolov, Ophir, Vancouver, BC

IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING, SOFTWARE OPTION

An, Jin, Richmond, BC
Archer, Myles, Vancouver, BC
Broderston, Jemee, Chilliwack, BC
Chang, William, Richmond, BC
Egleos, Grigorios, Kamloops, BC
Fong, Matthew, Richmond, BC

IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENERGY SYSTEMS OPTION

Amarat, Nikola, Vancouver, BC
Au, Alex, Burnaby, BC
Bawa, Jaskaran, Pittsfield, BC
Boyce, Craig Bradley, Prince George, BC
Chan, Jessica, Vancouver, BC
Choudhury, Deepshik, New Delhi, India
Cotone, Jennifer, North Vancouver, BC
Crosio, Bethsaida, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Mun, North Vancouver, BC
Leung, Alexander, Vancouver, BC
Leung, Titus, Richmond, BC
Moe, Keenan, Prince George, BC
Nguyen, Chanelle, Vancouver, BC
Ou Yang, Bin, Richmond, BC
Pablico, Lorenar, Surrey, BC
Rama, Ken, Surrey, BC
Ren, Shengru, Beijing, China
Tern, Collin, Port Coquitlam, BC
Usadhay, Soni, Wang, Shaojun, Coquitlam, BC
Zhang, Xin, Richmond, BC
Zohar, Ron, Victoria, BC

IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENERGY SYSTEMS OPTION

Le, Calvin, Richmond, BC
Lin, Ti Ming, Nan, Zhengzhong, Burnaby, BC
Siu, Michelle, Richmond, BC
Sun, Jiun Wei, Vancouver, BC
Tang, Shanshan, Vancouver, BC
Yen, William, Vancouver, BC

IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, NANO-TECHNOLOGY & MICROSYSTEMS

Bel, Pan, Vancouver, BC
THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Tuesday, May 31st
1:30 pm

THE PROCESSIONS

Chancellor’s Procession and Chancellor’s Party
Acting Registrar
RICHARD SPENCER
Ph. D.
Former Registrar
Macebearer and Marshal
JON MIKKELSON
B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc., P.Eng.,
Senior Instructor,
Mechanical Engineering
Alumni Representatives
DOUG HINTON
B.A.Sc.

GEORGE PLANT
B.A.Sc.

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services
Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada
Moment of Reflection
Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

ALIM JIWA
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

WESLEY PUE
Vice-Provost and Associate Vice-President, Academic Facilities and Enrolment

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Associate Dean Cindy Prescott
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dean pro tem Susan Porter, Faculty of Graduate Studies

Azad Yazdi, Ehsan, B.Sc., M.Sc., Mechanical Engineering
El-Basyouny, Karim, M.A.Sc., Civil Engineering
Ghafghazi, Mohsen, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Johnston, James, Summerside, PE, Mechanical Engineering
Khan, Syed Farid Ullah, Mechanical Engineering
McWalter, Emily, B.Sc.Mech.Eng, M.A.Sc., Burlington, ON, Mechanical Engineering
Naeegaard, Ernest, B.A.Sc., M.Eng., Bowen Island, BC, Civil Engineering
Pina, Freddy, B.Eng., M.A.Sc., Santiago, Chile, Civil Engineering
Pougatch, Konstantin, M.Sc.Eng., Port Moody, BC, Civil Engineering
Rashidi Mohammadi, Abdolreza, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Sanin, Maria, B.Sc., M.A.Sc., Medellin, Colombia, Civil Engineering
Saunders, James, M.Eng(Hons), Mechanical Engineering
Serraj, Mohammad Mohsen, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Shandro, Janis, B.Sc., H.B.Sc., M.Sc., Parksville, BC, Mining Engineering
Yavari, Soheil, B.Sc., M.A.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Zou, Guiping, B.Sc, M.Sc, PhD, Vancouver, BC, Mechanical Engineering

Graetz, Richard, B.A.Sc., Port Coquitlam, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Ibrahim, Shewkar, B.Sc., Civil Engineering
Jayasuriya, Jeywin, B.Eng., St. John’s, NL, Mechanical Engineering
Karim, MD, B.Sc., Dhaka, Bangladesh, Civil Engineering
Kastanis, Eric, White Rock, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Kashzerer, Baydan, B.Sc., Kerman, Iran, Mechanical Engineering
Khorasani, Yalda, B.Eng., West Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Lagally, Christie, B.Sc., Richmond, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Logan, Jean-Michel, Vancouver, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Meier, Angela, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Novotny, Chad, B.Sc., Coquitlam, BC, Civil Engineering
Postma, Marlis, B.A.Sc., Coquitlam, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Schaap, Allison, B.Sc., Mechanical Engineering
Smek, Kristoffer, Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Tambian, Shahrzad, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Tohren, Ryan, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Tian, Zhun, B.Eng., Civil Engineering
Uman, Irfan-ul Rabb, B.A., B.A.Sc., Richmond, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Villard, Caroline, B.Eng, Longueuil, QC, Civil Engineering
Yatham, Jeffrey, B.Sc., Civil Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Dean Tyseer Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Dr. Reza Vaziri, Civil Engineering, Faculty of Applied Science

Arian, Ashkan, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Chang, Yingshu, B.Eng., Fengqiu, China, Civil Engineering
Chen, Bin, Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Chen, Lei, Vancouver, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Cruz, Oscar Mauricio, B.Eng., Civil Engineering
Collison, Jesse David, B.Sc., Victoria, BC
Dai, Xuan, B.Sc, Civil Engineering
Danchova, Natalia, North Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Diao, Jianhong, Zheng Zhou, China, Civil Engineering
Ebrahim, Shailesh, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Civil Engineering
Ehteshami, Imran, B.A.Sc., West Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Feng, Mengmeng, Beijing, China, Civil Engineering
Gao, Feifei, Beijing, China, Civil Engineering
He, Jiwen, B.Sc, Shaoxing, China, Civil Engineering
Huang, Zhuyu, B.Mgt., Guangzhou, China, Civil Engineering
Imam, Tina, West Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Jia, Chen, B.Mgt., Tianjin, China, Civil Engineering
Ke, Jingjing, Civil Engineering
Keshan, Joff, B.A.Sc, Chilliwack, BC, Civil Engineering
Khan, Nasir Ali, Civil Engineering
Lee, Sang-Hun, B.A.Sc., Port Moody, BC, Civil Engineering
Liu, Mingbo, B.Eng., Huhhot, China, Civil Engineering
Mahmoud, Mehrnaz, North Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Mohajerani, Saghari, B.Sc., West Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Mohammad Влад, Tabasssi, Samen, West Vancouver, BC, Mechanical Engineering
Mowazzafi, Kaveh, B.Sc., North Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Pirayesh-Faraji, Hassan, Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Quan, Jia, B.Sc., Nanjing, Jiangsu, China, Mining Engineering
Ren, Yuan, B.Eng., Richmond, BC, Civil Engineering
Sefarian, Mosad, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Sharma, Pulkit, New Delhi, India, Civil Engineering
Shi, Yong, Xijia, Heilongjiang, China, Civil Engineering
Shir Girl, Rouzbeh, M.Eng, Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Sing, Jim Kelly, B.A.Sc., Richmond, BC, Civil Engineering
Song, Ning, B.Eng., Beijing, China, Civil Engineering
Sun, Shilin, B.A.Sc., Donggang, China, Civil Engineering
Sun, Zheng, B.Eng, Toronto, ON, Civil Engineering
Torabian, Sara, B.A.Sc in Civil Engineering, Vancouver, BC
Tse, Alex, B.A.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Tung, Mei Chai, B.A.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Civil Engineering
Valizadeh, Hamed, B.A.Sc., North Vancouver, BC, Mechatronics Design
Wang, Hongkun, B.Eng, Changsha, Beijing, China, Civil Engineering
Wang, Jun, Taiyuan, China, Civil Engineering
Wang, Ling, Burnaby, BC, Civil Engineering
Wang, Yan, B.Eng., Dan Dong, China, Civil Engineering
Wong, Peter, B.A.Sc, Richmond, BC, Civil Engineering
Wu, Yongyuan, B.Sc., Shanghai, China, Civil Engineering
Xu, Nianning, Shandong, China, Civil Engineering
Yang, Luyuan, B.Eng., Beijing, China, Civil Engineering
Zhang, Renyu, Taiyuan, Shanxi, China, Civil Engineering
Zhao, Lei, Beijing, China, Civil Engineering
Zoghbi, Susana Beatriz, Barquisimeto, Venezuela, Mechanical Engineering

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Aboulnasr
Faculty of Applied Science

Reader: Dr. Vaziri, Civil Engineering, Faculty of Applied Science

IN: CIVIL ENGINEERING
Aligo, Irene Gail, Richmond, BC
Allen, Ryan, Delta, BC
Bansal, Eshani, Mahsa, Vancouver, BC
Braun, Mitchell William, Abbotsford, BC
Brigali, Kelly, Surrey, BC
Carlson, Kevin, Surrey, BC
Chen, Danning, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Xiaojie, Burnaby, BC
Cheung, Pratima, Richmond, BC
Cheung, Tsun Hong Chiu, Hong Kong, China
Chiu, Lucas, Vancouver, BC
Chui, Kingston, Vancouver, BC
Clark, Stephen, South Surrey, BC
Colombo, Adrian, Delta, BC
Creechman, Elizabeth, Langley, BC
Cronk, Maxwell, Vancouver, BC
Deng, Cheng, Ottawa, ON
Dievert, Danielle, Port Alberni, BC
Dong, Chau Yein, Vancouver, BC
Dougans, Kirsten, Port Moody, BC
Drugmand, Robbe, Sechelt, BC
Dulvestein, Jared, Vancouver, BC
Eshafi, Kiarash, Vancouver, BC
Estepho, Matthew, Richmond, BC
Fotiou, James, Sonoma, United States
Friesen, Kevin, Coquitlam, BC
Giesbrecht, Ann-Marie, Delta, BC
Gillie, Cody, Innsfall, AB
Gong, Xiu Dong
Graves, Kelly, Port Moody, BC
Grecozo, R. Robert
Grewal, Sukhmeet, Squamish, BC
Gutjahr, Jacqueline, Abbotsford, BC
Hasham, Sameer, Burnaby, BC
Hoy, Earl, Vancouver, BC
Jalal, Tara, North Vancouver, BC
Ji, Linda
Kienzle, Suzanne, North Vancouver, BC
Kim, Tae-Yeon, North Vancouver, BC
Kreykenbohm, Laura, Delta, BC
Kristjanto, April, Vancouver, BC
Kristjenson, Jonathan, Abbotsford, BC
Kutyn, Kenneth, Cumberland, BC
Lam, Matthew Lai Sze, Vancouver, BC
Lawson, Daniel, Coquitlam, BC
Lee, David, Kamloops, BC
Lee, Thomas Junghyun, U, Ziya, Vancouver, BC
Lin, Boris, Richmond, BC
Lin, Wesley, Richmond, BC

Zoghbi, Susana Beatriz, Barquisimeto, Venezuela, Mechanical Engineering
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Tuesday, May 31st
4:00 pm

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
IAIN E. P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor
Emeritus of Botany

Marshal, Enrolment Services
MARIE PIZARRO
B.Sc., M.B.A., P.M.P.,
Undergraduate Admissions

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor
Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Chancellor's Procession and
Chancellor's Party

Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
HUGH DAVIES
M.Sc., Ph.D., Associate Professor, School of
Environmental Health

Alumni Representative
DAVID ETO
B.Sc.

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Conferring of Degrees In
Course

Moment of Reflection

THE CHANCELLOR

Address

CLOSING REMARKS

SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

ANIL JASWAL
Member, Graduating Class

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this
program were prepared two weeks
before Graduation and may therefore
not be completely correct; the names
of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean pro temp Susan Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Cindy Prescott, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Anand, Richa, B.Sc.Ag(Hons), M.Sc.Ag, Vancouver, BC, Soil Science
Arstikaitis, Pamela Veronica, B.Sc., Neuroscience
Bashash, Mortaza, M.Sc, West Vancouver, BC, Interdisciplinary Oncology
Bleakley, Mark, Edmonton, AB, Genetics
Brown, Mathew, M.Sc., Soil Science
Cabrales, Fabio Enrique, M.Ph., Interdisciplinary Studies
Chen, Xiaomin, M.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Food Science
Forouz, N., B.Sc., M.Sc. Biochemistry, Plant Science
Kardel, Melanie, B.Sc, Edmonton, AB, Genetics
Lin, Hui-Ling, B.A., Telpai, Taiwan, Women's Studies and Gender Relations
Ma, Lina, M.Sc., Genetics
MacLean, Shannon, B.C.S., B.Sc., M.Sc., Sedtelt, BC, Neuroscience
McPhee, Timothy Ryan, B.Sc., Broadview, ON, Genetics
Mor, Lawrence, B.Sc., M.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Human Nutrition
Raynolds, Conor, B.A.I., M.A.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Resource Management and Environmental Studies
Rue, Laura, B.A., M.A., Waterloo, ON, Women's Studies and Gender Relations
Semper, Samantha, B.A., M.A., Women's Studies and Gender Relations
Terpstra, Jennifer, B.A., M.P.H., Melbourne, Australia, Interdisciplinary Studies
Varkey, Divya, B.Sc., M.Sc, India, Resource Management and Environmental Studies

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Dean pro temp Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Prescott, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Benoit, James Russell, B.Sc.Hons., Surrey, BC, Interdisciplinary Studies
Campbell, Julian, B.Sc.Soc., European Studies
Carlson, Andrea, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Women's Studies and Gender Studies
Constantinou, Dimtrio Eugenio, M.A., European Studies
McInwain, John, M.I., European Studies
Najafian, Ahoo, B.A., M.A., Tehran, Iran, Women's Studies and Gender Studies
Osborn, Jeremy, Vancouver, BC, Resource Management and Environmental Studies
Reid, Patricia, B.A.Hons., Ottawa, ON, European Studies
Shahnez, Shahla, Draka, Bangladesh, Women's Studies and Gender Studies
Van Eeden, Stephen, B.Mus., Surrey, BC, Interdisciplinary Studies

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FOOD AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS

Dean pro temp Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Associate Dean Brent Skura
Faculty of Land and Food Systems

Reader: Associate Dean Prescott, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Tsao, Charlie, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Dean pro temp Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Prescott, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Ayling, Oliver, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Neuroscience
Beaulieu, Mathieu, B.Sc., Montreal, QC, Resource Management and Environmental Studies
Becker dos Santos, Dalena, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Genetics
Campbell, Brooks, B.Sc., North Vancouver, BC, Resource Management and Environmental Studies
Collins, Sonnda, B. Sc., Victoria, BC, Genetics
Droste, Helen, B.Sc., Cell and Developmental Biology
Evan, Christian Richard Welby, B.A., Soil Science
Ghobabissar Javen, Asef, M.D., Vancouver, BC, Interdisciplinary Oncology
Hall, Adam, M.A., Cambridge, United Kingdom, Bioinformatics
Hman, Tuhina, B.Sc., Dkha, Bangladesh, Genetics
Jassal, Sona, B.Sc., B.Tech, Vancouver, BC, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene
Liu, Jackie, B.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene
Lee, Kang Yun, B.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Genetics
Liman, Joel, B.A., B.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Integrated Studies in Land and Food Systems
Liu, Rui, Tianjin, China, Neuroscience
Luo, Yawen, M.D., Chengdu, Sichuan, China, Neuroscience
Makin, Allison, B.Sc, Vancouver, BC, Human Nutrition
Metzak, Paul, Neuroscience
Petraville, Nadia, B.Sc., St-L eonard, QC, Neuroscience
Singh, Gerald, B.Sc., Edmonton, AB, Resource Management and Environmental Studies
Szu Tu, Chelsea, B.Sc., Genetics

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS (ASIA PACIFIC POLICY STUDIES)

Dean pro temp Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dr. Hugh Brook, Associate Principal, College for Interdisciplinary Studies
Bandali, Alifa, Richmond, BC
Ebben, Brendan
Park, Thea, B.A., Tucson, United States
Porkhast, Baisanta, B.A., M.A., Kathmandu, Nepal
Toro, Pilaner, B.Sc., M.Sc., M.M., M.P.A., Vancouver, BC
Wong, Angela, B.A.Hons., Vancouver, BC
Youngblut, Sarah, B.A., Terrace, BC
Zhao, Ming Min

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

Dean pro temp Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Dr. Brook, Associate Principal, College for Interdisciplinary Studies
Abu Alikja, Dima Hasan Mohammad, B.Sc, Vancouver, BC
Chen, Chi-Hsiang, B.Tech, Surrey, BC
Ding, Jianming, B.Sc., Suzhou, Jiangsu, China
Ekamberam, Varadherajan, B.E., Chennai, Tamilnadu, India
Fan, Bo, M.A., Wuhan, Hubei, China
Garmen, John, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Hammad, Christopher, B.Tech, Vancouver, BC
Hang, Hui Quyen, B.Tech, Surrey, BC
He, Hong, Vancouver, BC
Hou, Boyu, B.A., Beijing, China
Li, Ke
Li, Xiaokang, B.Ang., Burnaby, BC
Liu, Wei, Beijing, China
Luo, Zhanxin, Vancouver, BC
Meng, Tao, M.Sc, Wuhan, Hubei, China
Nadeil, Sri Harsha, B.Tech, Vancouver, BC
Pei, Yatao, Vancouver, BC
Xue, Xiaolong, B.Eng., M.B.A, West Vancouver, BC
Yadev, Manu, Secunderabad, India
Zhao, Tianming, B.Econ., Beijing, China

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

Associate Dean Brent Skura
Faculty of Land And Food Systems

Reader: Dr. David Kitts, Program Director, Faculty of Land and Food Systems
van Dongen, John C, Abbotford, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGROECOLOGY

Associate Dean Skura
Faculty of Land And Food Systems

Reader: Dr. Kitts, Program Director, Faculty of Land and Food Systems
Begg, Ruth, Aberdeen, Scotland
Brown, Laura, North Vancouver, BC
Burnett, Tracy, White Rock, BC
Chan, Adam Siu-Leung, Vancouver, BC
Chong, Danielle, Vancouver, BC
Hattakka, Kristina, Vancouver, BC
Kimishita, Megumi, North Vancouver, BC
Kubo, Naruko, Japan
Lepik, Elizabeth, Vancouver, BC
Molavi, Anne, Vancouver, BC
Thorpe, Christopher, Vancouver, BC
Van Alstine, Megan, Nainamo, BC
Wang, Zhu Qing, Coquitlam, BC
Yan, Teresa, Telpai, Taiwan
Yu, Richmond, Vancouver, BC

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED BIOLOGY

Associate Dean Skura
Faculty of Land And Food Systems

Reader: Dr. Kitts, Program Director, Faculty of Land and Food Systems
Johnson, Abigail, Boulder, United States
Kamm, Calvin, Calgary, AB
Kou, Chun Yi, Richmond, BC
Moody, Carla, Coquitlam, BC
Ryu, Sophia, Vancouver, BC
Shuster, Brittany Morgan, Honolulu, United States
Teves, Jessica Rebecca, B.Mus., Calgary, AB
Tse, Christina, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Tiffany, Coquitlam, BC
Wu, Jennifer, Richmond, BC
# THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD NUTRITION AND HEALTH

**Associate Dean Skura**  
*Faculty of Land And Food Systems*

**Reader:** Dr. Kitts, Program Director, Faculty of Land and Food Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lam, Vivian</td>
<td>Vancouver, BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lam, Winnie, Vancouver</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law, Jennifer, Vancouver</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarova, Antonia, Vancouver</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazzaroli, Sean, Surrey, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le, Christina, Vancouver</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Janet, Vancouver</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Karen, Vancouver</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei, Joanna, Victoria, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leong, Jennifer, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leong, Ainsa, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leong, Chelsia, Vancouver</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, Jenniffer, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, Susan, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin, Fang-King, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin, Jerry, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin, Wen-Hua, North Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, Kiley, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, Shudan, Burnaby, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, Yan, Beijing, China</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lo, Amy, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lo, Chlooe, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu, Valeria, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma, Huan, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macdonald, Kristy, West Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao, WeiWei, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinik, Jonathan Todd</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min, Jooyeon, Seoul, Korea, South</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minzando, Janet, Lethbridge, AB</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mok, Ka-Yan, Burnaby, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon, Seung, Kampala, Uganda</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narayan, Pamela, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ng, Cheuk-Yen, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ng, Franklin, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ng, Karen, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngan, Angel, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Brien, Katelyn, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panhu, Sasha, B.Sc.</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pansotho, Stephanie, Coquitlam, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Seulgi, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez, Janin, Burnaby, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrin, Jennifer, Summersland, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quan, Stella, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajabi, Sedigheh, West Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramos Rodriguez Arana, Borriz, Queretaro, Mexico</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reu, Pan-Ru, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seo, Eunjin, Coquitlam, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saritasaw, Daisuke, White Rock, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shao, Joseph, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen, Joseph, University, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siu, Michael, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudio, Evan, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szeto, Liana, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan, Annabella, North Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten, Shi Ning, Singapore</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang, Hai, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang, Lai Ying, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To, Timothy, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong, Venus, Coquitlam, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran, Katherine, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsang, Catherine, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsao, Pal Wen, Burnaby, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uy, Jansilla, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vukets, David, Waterloo, ON</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Wen, B.A., Zhuhai, China</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Cecilia, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Claire, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Juliana, Burnaby, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Vivian, North Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Ho-Yan Jocelyn, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Johnny, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Michella, Surabaya, Indonesia</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeung, Stella, Surrey, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yideglligne, Baza, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Sandy, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Pei-Huaen, Richmond, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Ralph, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan, Alice, Burnaby, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Miao, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou, Di, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

# THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GLOBAL RESOURCE SYSTEMS

**Associate Dean Skura**  
*Faculty of Land And Food Systems*

**Reader:** Dr. Kitts, Program Director, Faculty of Land and Food Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agawa, Shoko</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aragon, Catherine Anne Perez, Manila, Philippines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bablon, Daniel, Etobicoke, ON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bei, Queenie, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boicot-Roche, Melissa, Toronto, ON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boodle, Dorothy, Kamloops, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunet-Latimer, Charles, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canaven, Melissa, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorzinsky, Jessica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger, Aloina, Arlington, United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glick, Jared Calvo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greer, Jozelyn, Vancouver, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaswal, Anel, Singapore, Singapore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javedi, Dana, Coquitlam, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMahon, Kathleen, Williams Lake, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittemann, Teresa, Laderer, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudst, Amber, Richmond, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryvola, Rebeka, White Rock, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, Teena, Ladysmith, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiler, Anelyse, Courtenay, BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Wednesday, June 1st
8:30 am

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
KIN LO
B.Com., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Accounting, Sauder School of Business

Alumni Representatives
PATRICK NANGLE
M.B.A.

DOUG TRONSGARD
M.B.A.

CHARLOTTE WARREN
B.Com.

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor

Davin Luke
Member, Graduating Class

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
Wednesday, June 1st
8:30 am

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean pro tem Susan Porter
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Reader: Associate Dean Cindy Prescott, Faculty of Graduate Studies
Mehta, Ravi, B.Eng., M.B.A., New Delhi, India, Business Administration.
Marketing
Yang, Hangjun, B.Sc., M.Sc., China, Business Administration.
Management Science

Ou, Hailian, B.Sc., Shanghai, China
Qi, Bing, B.Econ., Shanghai, China
Shang, Jie, B.Sc, Shanghai, China
Wang, Sanzhang, B.Sc., Shanghai, China
Wu, Ying, B. Sc., Shanghai, China
Yeh, Yu-Ching Eugenia, B.A.
Zeng, Yi, M.Com,Eng., Shanghai, China
Zhang, Jian, B.Sc.
Zhao, Jin, B.Sc, Shanghai, China
Zheng, Kaiyu, B.Sc., Shanghai, China
Zhou, Jianli, B.Ec., B.Litt, Shanghai, China

Chen, Rongli, Vancouver, BC, Finance
Chen, Stephen, B.A.Sc., M.Eng., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Chandran, Magesh, B.Tech, Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Chaudhary, Alok, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Chudhray, Abhinav, B.E., Supply Chain Management
Chuyarto, Paul Garnet, B.A.
Chun, Jinyu, B.A., Shanghai, China, Marketing, Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources
Chung, Wei, B.S., Finance, Strategic Management
Chung, Ying-San, Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Information Technology and Management
Chuang, Alan, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Chung, Terence Ethan, Edmonton, AB, Finance, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Coates, Jeffrey, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Collins, Jason, B.Com, Burlington, ON
Comasult, Chad, B.Sc.Math, Eng., Vancouver, BC
Dashkesh Tehrani, Abdolsaleh, B.Sc., Finance, Strategic Management Sub-Specialization
Dang, Tuong, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Das, Chandra, B.Eng., Bangalore, India, Finance, Strategic Management
Date, Meher, M.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Strategic Management, Business Intelligence Systems Sub-Specialization
Davie Sorocco, Jessa Antonio, Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Demers, Eric, B.Eng., Montreal, QC, Finance, Entrepreneurship Sub-Specialization
Dorofeeva, Yulia, Moscow, Russian Federation
Dorrers, David, B.A., J.D., Calgary, AB, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Doyle, Joanne, B.Sc., Victoria, BC, Strategic Management, Sustainability and Business Sub-Specialization
Duck, Graham, B.Eng., Ph.D., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Dudra, Christopher, B.A.Sc., Surrey, BC, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Dvadd, Jacob, BC
Eccles, Erin, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Enestrom, Eric, Vancouver, BC, Marketing, Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources
Evans, Jason, B.Eng, M.Eng., Burnaby, BC, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Feldman, Maxine, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Fenn, Cathleen Brigid, B.PHE, B.A., North Vancouver, BC, Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Fenwick, Stacey, B.A., Kelowna, BC, Strategic Management
Ferreira, Dexter, B.Eng., New Westminster, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Fosseco, Llewellyn, B.Eng., Coquitlam, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Fououani, Hassan, B.B.A., Gouveu, Rian Charles, B.Sc., Strategic Management
Gay, Michael, B.A.Sc., Toronto, ON
Goldberger, Nicole, B.B.A., Toronto, ON, Sustainability and Business, Strategic Management
Grace, Jesse, Grawal, Amanpreet, B.Sc., Surrey, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Gu, Howe, Hon, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Sustainability and Business
Guerrero, Michael, Bachelor of Arts, Gulbinowicz, Agnes, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Marketing, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Gulsen, Erna, B.A., Strategic Management, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Heldert, Siti, Bangalore, India, Strategic Management
Hall, David, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, BC, Finance
Harsch, Shane, B.Sc., WPP, Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management
Hartmann, Ingrid, B.A., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Supply Chain Management Sub-Specialization
Henaust, Dallas, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Hanshaw, Geoffrey, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hoo, Colin, B.A.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Hoffesheld, Thomas, B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Strategic Management
Horst, Jamie, B.S., Bellingham, United States, Strategic Management, Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources
Hossein, Steven, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Huang, Jerry, Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Ilyasazade, Iklun, Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Iyer, Ramya, B. Eng, Mumbai, India, Strategic Management
Jagtap, Abhijeet, Pune, Maharashtra, India, Strategic Management
Jayanti, Jagannadh Chaitanya, Btech, Hyderabad, India, Marketing
Jones, Christian, B.A., Political Science, Pittsburgh, United States
Jung, Hoonsuk, B.Sc., M.A., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Kakslasla, Siddhar, B.Eng., Bangalore, India
Kamps, George, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Kaushal, Gilfah, B.Tech, India, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Khan, Urma Rehman, B.B.A., Richmond, BC, Strategic Management, Organizational Behaviour & HR Sub-Specialization

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Dean Muzyka
Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration ( Sauder School of Business)

Reader: Senior Associate Dean Granot, Sauder School of Business
Chen, Chen, B.T.L.Mgt., Shanghai, China
Chen, Wei, B.Sc.
Chen, Yifan, LL.B., Shanghai, China
Feng, Xiaoguang, B.Sc., M.Sc., Shanghai, China
Glynn, Andrea, Vancouver, BC
Guo, Qing Yuan, Shanghai, China
Hor, Chee Keong Desmond, B.A.Sc., Malaysia
Hsu, Jenny, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, BC
Huang, Hui, B.E., M.E., Shanghai, China
Jiao, Fengying,
Kwan, Holly, B. Com., Calgary, AB
Kwock, Wei Chung, B.A.Sc., Singapore
Leung, Lincoln, B.A.Hns., Hong Kong, China
Li, Chenling, B.Eng., Shanghai, China
Lu, Zuo Yu, Shanghai, China
Lu, Ying, Shanghai, China

Chen, Ronald, Vancouver, BC, Finance
Chen, Stephen, B.A.Sc., M.Eng., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Chandran, Magesh, B.Tech, Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Chaudhary, Alok, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Chudhray, Abhinav, B.E., Supply Chain Management
Chuyarto, Paul Garnet, B.A.
Chun, Jinyu, B.A., Shanghai, China, Marketing, Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources
Chung, Wei, B.S., Finance, Strategic Management
Chung, Ying-San, Vancouver, BC, Strategic Management, Information Technology and Management
Chuang, Alan, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Chung, Terence Ethan, Edmonton, AB, Finance, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Coates, Jeffrey, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Collins, Jason, B.Com, Burlington, ON
Comasult, Chad, B.Sc.Math, Eng., Vancouver, BC
Dashkesh Tehrani, Abdolsaleh, B.Sc., Finance, Strategic Management Sub-Specialization
Dang, Tuong, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Das, Chandra, B.Eng., Bangalore, India, Finance, Strategic Management
Date, Meher, M.Sc., Burnaby, BC, Strategic Management, Business Intelligence Systems Sub-Specialization
Davie Sorocco, Jessa Antonio, Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Demers, Eric, B.Eng., Montreal, QC, Finance, Entrepreneurship Sub-Specialization
Dorofeeva, Yulia, Moscow, Russian Federation
Dorrers, David, B.A., J.D., Calgary, AB, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Doyle, Joanne, B.Sc., Victoria, BC, Strategic Management, Sustainability and Business Sub-Specialization
Duck, Graham, B.Eng., Ph.D., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Strategic Management
Dudra, Christopher, B.A.Sc., Surrey, BC, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Duddal, Jacob, BC
Eccles, Erin, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Enestrom, Eric, Vancouver, BC, Marketing, Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources
Evans, Jason, B.Eng, M.Eng., Burnaby, BC, Strategic Management, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Feldman, Maxine, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Fenn, Cathleen Brigid, B.PHE, B.A., North Vancouver, BC, Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources, Marketing Sub-Specialization
Fenwick, Stacey, B.A., Kelowna, BC, Strategic Management

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Dean Muzyka
Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration ( Sauder School of Business)

Reader: Senior Associate Dean Granot, Sauder School of Business

Alessahinik, Dmitriy, B.Com., Moscow, Russian Federation, Strategic Management
Amis, Elsya, Vancouver, BC, Marketing, Strategic Management
An, Eunsook, B.A., Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources, Strategic Management
Aoki, Keiichiro Steve, Vancouver, BC, Finance, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Apuyan, Mary Grace, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC, Marketing, Strategic Management
Arvin Oll Jayanthi, Einstein, B.Tech., Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India, Strategic Management, Marketing
Ashiri, Umar, B.Sc., Surrey, BC, Strategic Management Supply Chain, Management Sub-Specialization
Ballesteros Ruiz, Jesus, B.Sc., Monterrey, Mexico, Strategic Management
Behboudi, Ramin, B.Sc., West Vancouver, BC, Finance, International Business Sub-Specialization
Bhandari, Vishal, B.E., Strategic Management, Supply Chain Management Sub-Specialization
Bhattad, Mahesh, B.Eng., Pune, Maharashtra, India, Finance
Bowers, Jonathan, B.Sc., Kamloops, BC, Strategic Management Entrepreneurship
Brower, Elaine, B.A.Sc., North Vancouver, BC, Finance
Broadwater, Jarod, B.Sc., M.Sc., Oakland, United States, Finance
Buchenal, Philippe, M.Sc., Bern, Switzerland, Supply Chain Management
Buheidi, Michael, Dipl.Eng., Ph.D., Vancouver, BC, Finance, Accounting Sub-Specialization
Burrey, Huriyah, B.A. Economics & Business, B.A.Hns., Finance
Bykov, DMITRY, Vancouver, BC, Information Technology and Management, Marketing
Cash, Jordan, B.A., Vancouver, BC, Entrepreneurship Sub-Specialization
Chai, Chengwei, B.E., M.Sc., Beijing, China, Finance, Strategic Management
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Wednesday, June 1st
11:00 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
James Ridge
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
Kin Lo
B.Com., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Accounting, Sauder School of Business

Alumni Representatives
Roberto Aquilini
B.Com.

Jeff Potter
B.Com.

Greg Clark
B.Com., LL.B.

Chief Usher
Donna Schultz
Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
William Tan
B.B.A., B.Sc., M.Sc., Lecturer, Management Information Systems

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies
Eilis Courtney

University Marshal
Nancy Hermiston
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
Carolyn McLean

Graduation Assistant
Lian Tran

Enrolment Services

Graduation Coordinator
Brenda Rooke

Graduation Assistant
Tania Morrison

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
Sarah Morgan-Silvester
Chancellor

Remarks
Stephen J. Toope
President and Vice-Chancellor

Safeena Dhall
Member, Graduating Class

Conferring of Degrees in Course

The Chancellor

Closing Remarks

The President

And Vice-Chancellor

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
The Diploma in Accounting

Dean Muzyka
Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration (Sauder School of Business)

Reader: Senior Associate Dean Ross, Sauder School of Business

Aggarwal, Neha, Bangalore, India
Aulakh, Balraj, B.A., Surrey
Babvak, Marta, B.B.A.
Balk, Jie, B.A., Burnaby
Banaia, Shahriyar, B.A., North Vancouver, BC
Bernardo, Lloyd Ten, Richmond, B.C.
Brush, Chris, B.A., Langley
Cebro, Pocholo, B.A., Port Moody, BC
Chan, Allen, B.A., Richmond
Chan, Chris Tin Wai, B.Com., Richmond, BC
Charania, Gaib, B.A., Calgary, AB
Chau, Alex, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Chen, Bing
Chen, Chihwa, Burnaby, BC
Chen, Weiyang, B.A., Burnaby, BC
Cheng, Arthur, Richmond, BC
Cheng, Deborah, B.B.A., Richmond, BC
Cheng, Eddie, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Cheung, Ka Ho
Chiu, Shirley Yuen Ming, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Cho, Jonathan, B.Sc,(NR), Vancouver, BC
Chong, Kong, B.A., Coquitlam, BC
Chou, Nicole, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Choy, Gary, Richmond, BC
Choy, Terence, Burnaby, BC
Chud, Bradley, B.B.A., Vancouver, BC
Degré, Matthew, B.A.
Desmone, Tara, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Desh, Navdeep, B.Com., Surrey, BC
Dong, Boyan, B.Eng, Harbin, China
Drohmireck, Victor, B.Sc., Forestry, Victoria, BC
Duan, Giang, B.Eng
Eghdami, Darlus, West Vancouver, BC
Er bitcoin, Melanie, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Escobar Juarez, Cecilia, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Fan, Danny, B.Sc., Richmond, BC
Fang, Jony, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Fang, Rong, Vancouver, BC
Fang, Vicky, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Fitzsimmons, Stephanie, B.A., North Vancouver, BC
Gill, Jasmeen, B.Sc.
Grant, Kevin James, Vancouver, BC
Grippo, Peter, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hamilton, Lynsay, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Han, Han, B.Certified Public Accountant, Richmond, BC
Hao, Xiaolan, B.Med., Vancouver, BC
He, Xin, M.R.M., Vancouver, BC
Hillier, James, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Hilling, Mike, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Hobbs, Braydon, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hong, Jhung Hwa, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Hsieh, Debbie, B.A., Richmond, BC
Hsu, Amber Yu-Er, Richmond, BC
Hsu, Carol, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Hsu, Yun Wen, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Hu, Eileen, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Hu, Audrey, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Hu, Wing, B.A., Port Coquitlam, BC
Hui, Yin Fan Wilson, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Huo, Boa Rong, Burnaby, BC
Hurd, Guthrie, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Islam, Numair, B.Eng., Dhaka, Bangladesh
Jansen, Jeremy, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Jiang, Michael Yangbo, Ph.D.
Jiang, Ruili, Shanghai, China
Johnstone, Christopher, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Jue, Henry
Kan, Tony, Vancouver, BC
Ketzsch, Matthew, B.Com., Scarborough, ON
Kazemi, Mitra, B.Com., North Vancouver, BC
Kluka, Matthew, B.Sc., Elliot Lake, ON
Kubota, Masaaki, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Kuo, Cong Hang, Richmond, BC
Lai, Geoffrey, B.Com., Richmond, BC
Lam, Anita, B.Sc., Richmond, BC
Lam, Elbert, Vancouver, BC
Lam, Kevin, Richmond, BC
Lam, Paak Him, B.Sc.Hons., Summerland, BC
Lam, Wilfred, B.A., Richmond, BC
Law, Adrian, Port Moody, BC
Lee, Bonnie, Richmond, BC
Lee, Devin, B.H.K., Vancouver, BC
Lee, Dohoon
Lee, Eileen, B.A., North Vancouver, BC
Lee, Franky, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Lee, Hannah, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Leong Sit Rim, Benjamini, B.Sc., Burnaby, BC
Li, Mingy, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Li, Qian, Vancouver, BC
Li, Yu, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Lin, Hong, B.E., M.A., Vancouver, BC
Lin, Yi, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Liu, Wen, B.Sc., Burnaby, BC
Liu, Yujun, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Lo, Clara, B.Sc.
Lo, Edward, B.A.Sc.
Lo, Tiek, Vancouver, BC
Louie, Jessice, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Low, Ricky, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Lowry, Christine, B.Sc.
Lui, Colman, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Lui, Karen Yuan Ting, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Luo, Weili, B.Sc.
Ma, Man-Huan, Vancouver, BC
Ma, Xiaoyu, B.B.A.
Mak Bernice, B.Sc.
Mannder, Inder, B.Sc., Pitt Meadows, BC
Martynova, Natalia, New Westminster, BC
McDowell, Catherine, B.A., Vancouver, BC
McIntyre, Duncan, B.A., Pemberton, BC
McLeod, Graham, B.Sc.(FNR), Chilliwack, BC
Moraile, Sorals, B.Acc.
Morton, Karl, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Myung, Jiwoon, B.Sc., Surrey, BC
Ng, Ho Yee, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Ng, Ken, B.Sc., Port Coquitlam, BC
Ng, Kevin, B.Sc., Coquitlam, BC
Ngan, Grace, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Nguyen, Van, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Nor, Carie, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Pahlbrud, Mohammad, M.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Painter, James, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Pan, Hue, B.A.Sc.
Pang, Ivan, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Pargove, Iva, B.Sc., Parksville, BC
Park, Nicola, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Peng, Ting, B.Mgt., Richmond, BC
Petursson, Anton, B.S., Hafnarfjord, Iceland
Pietrobon, Michael, B.Com., North Vancouver, BC
Pietzer, Shee, B.S.F., Vancouver, BC
Piostra, Andrei, B.A., Toronto, ON
Qu, Shuru, M.A., Vancouver, BC
Quoc, Linh, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Reddy, Shivy, B.Sc., Richmond, BC
Reilly, Ryan, Vancouver, BC
Richardson, Marliene Danielle, B.A., Beaverton, United States
Roxburgh, James, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Saprai, Inver, Surrey, BC
Senghera, Natasha, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Sheikh, AtifMohammed, B.Sc.
Shen, Yin, B.Sc., M.F., Vancouver, BC
Sheng, Jeffrey, Richmond, BC
Shi, Ying Yan, B.Com., Vancouver, BC
Shin, Karina, B.A.
Shukla, Ajay, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Shun, Jason, Hong Kong, China
Sim, Karen Hyun-Kyung, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Smiley, Bryce, Chilliwack, BC
So, Chem-San, B.Sc., Delta, BC
Stavinge, Katlin, Vancouver, BC
Sy, Jonathan, B.Sc., M.Sc., Richmond, BC
Telle, Angala, B.Sc., Coquitlam, BC
Teng, Alan, Vancouver, BC
Teng, Eric, Vancouver, BC
Tate, Jennifer, B.A., Langley, BC
Tham, Lisa, B.Sc., Vancouver, BC
Them, Stephanie, B.Sc., Port Coquitlam, BC
Thibault, Torse, B.Sc., White Rock, BC
Thomson, Katy, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Tseng, Andria, Coquitlam, BC
Ty, Sean, B.Sc.
Wan, Olivia, B.A., Vancouver, BC
Ward, Matthew William, B.Com., Coquitlam, BC
Weston, Stephanie, B.A., Kamloops, BC
Wittmer, Paige, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Ka Wun, Vancouver, BC
Wong, Rosemary, B.Sc.
Wong, Torn, B.A., Coquitlam, BC
Wu, Angel, B.Sc.
Wu, Chia Chan, B.Com., Richmond, BC
Wu, Yujie, B.Com.
Yap, Patrick Sean, B.A.
Yau, Kei Kei, B.A.
Yip, Johnny, B.A, Vancouver, BC
Yip, Wei Yin, B.A.
Yu, Clarence, Burnaby, BC
Yu, Jun
Zhang, Ruoyu, B.Finc.
Zhou, Wen, Richmond, BC
Zhu, Li, Chengdu, China
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Wednesday, June 1st
1:30 pm

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Registrar
JAMES RIDGE
M.A., M.P.A., Associate Vice-President and Registrar

Macebearer and Marshal
KIN LO
B.Com., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Accounting, Sauder School of Business

Alumni Representatives
BETTY-ANNE LINDSAY
B.Com.

TOM D. LINDSAY
B.Com.

LESLEY BAINBRIDGE
B.Sc., M.Ed.

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor Emerita, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
WILLIAM TAN
B.B.A., B.Sc., M.Sc., Lecturer, Management Information Systems

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies
EILIS COURTNEY

University Marshal
NANCY HERMISTON
Professor of Music

Events Coordinator
CAROLYN MCLEAN

Graduation Assistant
LIAN TRAN

Enrolment Services
Graduation Coordinator
BRENDA ROOKE

Graduation Assistant
TANIA MORRISON

The Programme

O Canada

Moment of Reflection

Address
SARAH MORGAN-SILVESTER
Chancellor

Remarks
STEPHEN J. TOOPE
President and Vice-Chancellor
SAFEENA DHALLA
Members, Graduating Class

Presentation of the University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes
DAVID FARRAR
Provost and Vice-President, Academic

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT
AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF
COMMERCE

Dean Muzyka
Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration (Sauder School of Business)

Reader: Senior Associate Dean Bemmels, Sauder School of Business

COMMERCIAL AND ECONOMICS OPTION
Albakri, Daniil
Cheu, Sherialene, Vancouver, BC
Chung, Eric, Surrey, BC
Chung, Yuk Shing, Vancouver, BC
Dempster, Cory, Maple Ridge, BC
El Fatoh, Elad, J.D., Abbotsford, BC
Gu, Rebecca, Richmond Hill, ON
H, YuQing, Vancouver, BC
Kennedy, Elizabeth, Vancouver, BC
Kollman, Jessica, Delta, BC
Liu, Mengyao, Vancouver, BC
Mirpur Chugani, Suniti, Santiago, Chile

COMMERCIAL AND ECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Mustofa, Aline, Vancouver, BC

GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OPTION
Ahmad, Marat, Vancouver, BC
Bak, Chan Young, Vancouver, BC
Chaplin, Kai, Nassau, Bahamas
Hosse, Veronica, West Vancouver, BC
Jenvey, Denielle, North Vancouver, BC
Joha, Ryan, Surrey, BC
Koh, David, Singapore
Mo, Jasie, Richmond, BC
Nguyen, Elliott, Vancouver, BC
Porta, Christopher, Grande Prairie, AB
Salchander, Praveen, Tata, India
Tung, Irene, Vancouver, BC
Wang, Nan-Yi, Vancouver, BC
Yang, Eric, Vancouver, BC

GENERAL BUSINESS MGMT & INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Fournier, Anastasia, Moscow, Russian Federation

COMBINED MAJOR BUSINESS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Amleni, Kalii, Vancouver, BC

COMBINED MAJOR BUSINESS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Babadjanov, Anton, Burgas, Bulgaria
Beyzad, Nader, Vancouver, BC
Hallim, Christopher Revando, West Vancouver, BC
Klima, Tobias, Bad Homburg, Germany
Lamanowicz, Lucas, New Westminster, BC
Vorobiev, Dmitriy, Blokheim, Norway

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS OPTION
Alinehed, Adeeb, Bandar Lengeh, Iran
Lo, Leslie, Richmond, BC
Lopez, Ernesto, Zapopan, Mexico
Park, June

Rafique, Ehtesham, Vancouver, BC
Tan, Wes, Richmond, BC
Yee, Ryan, Vancouver, BC

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS CO-OP OPTION
Kwan, Alan, Vancouver, BC
Reyes, Earl, Richmond, BC

MARKETING OPTION
Akin, Lauren, North Vancouver, BC
Bogas, Julian, Vancouver, BC
Brinkhaus, Geoffrey
Bullock, Jackson, North Vancouver, BC
Chen, Cynthia
Chen, Alise, Richmond, BC
Chen, Yuan-We, Vancouver, BC
Chow, Courtney
Chiu, Albert, Vancouver, BC
Chow, Janice, Vancouver, BC
Croma, Sebastian, North Vancouver, BC
Cruz, Danielle, Coquitlam, BC
Dauphina, Alexander, Hong Kong, China
Der, Zachary, Vancouver, BC
Derrickson, Jordan, Kelowna, BC
Desjardins, Georgia, Toronto, ON
Dhalla, Safeena, Coquitlam, BC
Dhillon, Kiranpreet
Dominguex Londono, Esteban, Bogota, Colombia
Duque, Yudi, Medellin, Colombia
Farrell, Natalie, West Vancouver, BC
Fischer, Paul, Salt Lake City, United States
Fok, Christine, Hong Kong, China
Fougner, Robert, Tsawwassen, BC
Ginsatlin, Kamal, Vancouver, BC
Gomes, Janelle, Vancouver, BC
Gupta, Redhika
Hallman, Sharon, Jakarta, Indonesia
Hamilton, Amanda, West Vancouver, BC
He, Xin Yi, Vancouver, BC
Ho, Kien Keo Amao, Mcaco
Holowaychuk, Craig, White Rock, BC
Hu, Ji, Suzhou, China
Hum, Eunhyung
Ikdemir, Sinan, Istanbul, Turkey
Ismael-Kanani, Rahman, Vancouver, BC
Jalalzadeh Fard, Manel, Vancouver, BC
Jiang, Melissa, Vancouver, BC
Jiang, Zi Long, Beijing, China
Jin, Yu Ngiil
Jiwhi, Aneka, Edmonton, AB
Joe, Samantha
Kaz, Ashar
Kita, Jennifer, Richmond, BC
Ko, Iry
Lai, Benson, Richmond, BC
Lai, Wing Yan, Vancouver, BC
Lam, Joanna, Richmond, BC
Lam, Jonathan
Lee, Cateina, Tsawwassen, BC
Lee, Pui Sze
Lee, Tarem, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Ting Fung, Vancouver, BC
Lewis, Dylan, North Vancouver, BC
Li, Derk, Vancouver, BC
Lim, Jeremy, Coquitlam, BC
Llorente, Megan, Vancouver, BC
Lui, James, Burnaby, BC
Lui, Priscilla, Vancouver, BC
Lui, Ryan, Vancouver, BC
Macdonald, Caitlin, Smithers, BC
Mak, Edward, Vancouver, BC
Marsden, Michelle, Vancouver, BC
McCann, Lisa, Vancouver, BC
Mendosa, Gianina Emile, Baguio, Philippines
Metrovky, Catherine, Winnipeg, MB
Milic, Eric, Scottsdale, United States
Mok, Dou Ming, Richmond, BC
Mu, Ying, Vancouver, BC
Nakatani, Cole, Burnaby, BC
Ngo, Celie, Vancouver, BC
Olliver, Lindsay, Carlisle, ON
Onishi, Kei, Yokohama, Japan
Paredes, Christie Aneta, Vancouver, BC
Park, Na-eun
Park, Sara, Vancouver, BC
Payen Diaz De La Vega, Oscar Alfonso, Cuenavaca, Mexico
Pezzente, Stephen, Surrey, BC
Piddock, Valerie, Vancouver, BC
Pun, Penny
Quinsey, Abraham Jr., Jakarta, Indonesia
Raina, Rahul, Vancouver, BC
Ren, Ruixue, Vancouver, BC
Roluffs, Scott, Surrey, BC
Salmon, Salim, North Vancouver, BC
Salmani, Farah, Nima, Hamburg, Germany
Scott, Corrie, Campbell River, BC, Metis Nation BC
Segura Garcia, Ibon, Madrid, Spain
Selig, Christopher, Heywards Heath, United Kingdom
Seo, Jong Min, Vancouver, BC
Smatlin, Alexey
Smith, Britanny, Maple Ridge, BC, Metis
Su, Yu Chun
Sun, Amanda, Vancouver, BC
Sy, Faye Danyll, Vancouver, BC
Szombathy, Eike Jane, Vancouver, BC
Tai, Joey, West Vancouver, BC
Tan, Luan Yin
Tsang, Charlene, Burnaby, BC
Tso, Ellen, Vancouver, BC
Tyrell, Alexandra, Victoria, BC
Walczak, Lydia
Wang, Yitong, West Vancouver, BC
Wong, Po Kai, Vancouver, BC
Wu, Vishan, Vancouver, BC
Xie, Amy, Vancouver, BC
Yan, Hui, Guangzhou, China
Yavorsky, Alessia, West Vancouver, BC
Yavorsky, Katrina, West Vancouver, BC
Yoo, Tae Wooong, Vancouver, BC
Yu, Mei Ka
Yu, Shih Ting, Vancouver, BC
Yueel, Utku
Zhang, Zhongnan, Vancouver, BC
Zheng, Sylvia, Surrey, BC

MARKETING CO-OP OPTION
Bhat, Shalina, Surrey, BC
Chan, Kai Kwan, Delta, BC
Cheung, Bernard, Coquitlam, BC
Echon, Aura-Lou, Vancouver, BC
Haddick, Kalina, Abbotsford, BC
Lam, Joey, Vancouver, BC
Lane, Courtney, Delta, BC
McBurney, Jason, Richmond, BC
Reitenbach, Laura Maguire
Setter, Morgan, White Rock, BC
Smith, Farah, Vancouver, BC
Victoria, Angelica Katrina Manalo, Richmond, BC

MARKETING CO-OP & INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OPTION
Brenchley, Diana, Toronto, ON
Jassal, Pardeep, Burnaby, BC
Wong, Catherine, Vancouver, BC
Woodside, Alicia, Port Moody, BC

MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OPTION
da Waegh, Diego, Belgium
Gupta, Sagar, Vancouver, BC
Guzman, Julie, Vancouver, BC
Hahn, Sunny, Port Coquitlam, BC
Ho, Fiona, Hong Kong, China
Katchason, Zoe
Kim, Jae Young, Coquitlam, BC
Lee, Anna, Vancouver, BC
Lee, Timmian Frances, Vancouver, BC
Liu, Yi Duo, Vancouver, BC
Lui, Beatrice, Richmond, BC
Nagai, Akina, Hiroshima, Japan
Poon, Louise, Richmond, BC
Yeung, Crystal, Vancouver, BC
Yeung, Kelvin, Vancouver, BC

REAL ESTATE OPTION
Ballar, Lauren, Seattle, United States
Barnard, Maxwell, North Vancouver, BC
Beschea, Dan, Burnaby, BC
Brer, Harpreet, Vancouver, BC
Chan, Zheng Liang, Penang, Malaysia
Do, Samuel, Vancouver, BC
Do, Simon Earvin, Vancouver, BC
Frangopolis, Vassilis, Vancouver, BC
Gaung, Karen, Vancouver, BC
Gordichuk, Max, Kelowna, BC
Herberts, Adrien, Coquitlam, BC
Hsieh, Kevin, Burnaby, BC
Hu, Bo, Vancouver, BC
Hu, Ephil
Hvidsten, Per Otto, Sandefjord, Norway
Kwan, Tony
Lawrence, Bryo, Edmonton, AB
Lipicki, Wiltold, Delta, BC
Lopez Perez, Carlos, Mexico City, Mexico
Lu, Precinta, Vancouver, BC
Mahon, Trevor, West Vancouver, BC
Markiw, Brandon, Edmonton, AB
Pessant, Riley, North Vancouver, BC
**DIPLOMA IN URBAN LAND ECONOMICS**

**Dean Muzyka**  
*Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration (Sauder School of Business)*

**Transportation and Logistics**

**Co-op Option**
- Lau, Sharon, Vancouver, BC
- Leong, Terry, Vancouver, BC
- Tam, Brian, Vancouver, BC
- Wong, Pia, Vancouver, BC

**Transport & Logistics Opt. & International Bus.**
- Smith, Emma, Vancouver, BC
- Wong, Yvette, Vancouver, BC

**REAL ESTATE CO-OP OPTION**
- Ing, Jordan, Richmond, BC
- Sutherland, Scott, Vancouver, BC

**REAL ESTATE AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OPTION**
- Wright, Flinn, Maputo, Mozambique

**Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources Option**
- Bush, Shane, Richmond, BC
- Chu, Kevin Wayne, Vancouver, BC
- Fitzmaurice, Katherine, Surrey, BC
- Guan, Yi, Kunming, China
- Ho, Fiona, Vancouver, BC
- James, Adam, Prince George, BC
- Lee, Steven, Vancouver, BC
- Li, Florence, Jakarta, Indonesia
- McNelles, Andrew, Vancouver, BC
- Ngai, Vion, Richmond, BC
- Tsin, Adam, Vancouver, BC
- Varone, Vincent, Richmond, BC

**Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources CO-OP**
- Beroh, Tamara Joy, Abbotsford, BC
- Cheung, JoLo, Vancouver, BC
- Wong, Michelle, Burnaby, BC

**Organizational Behaviour & Human Resources & Intl. Business**
- Cheung, Sharon, Richmond, BC
- Lo, Jennifer, Vancouver, BC
- Watson, Hilary

**Organizational Behaviour & HR Co-op & International Business**
- Sathy, Aninditya

**Transportation and Logistics**

**Co-op Option**
- Barrie, Vilis, Vancouver, BC
- Bow, Christopher, Vancouver, BC
- Chan, Sheng Hui, Changhua, Taiwan
- Chen, Xi, Vancouver, BC
- Chu, Vincent, Vancouver, BC
- Choi, Dong Hun, Incheon, Korea, South
- Chui, Martin, Burnaby, BC
- Firme, Anna Cristina, Vancouver, BC
- Ip, Wing Kwan, Hong Kong
- Li, Jia Xin, Richmond, BC
- Liu, Fan, Vancouver, BC
- McKay, Amanda, Vancouver, BC, Metis
- Moon, Ji Yang
- Ng, Vince, Richmond, BC
- Padmanathan, Cogilavani, Singapore
- Pilgrim, Ryan Matthew, Pitt Meadows, BC
- Shiu, Ka Chun, Christopher, Hong Kong, China
- Singh, Rupinder, Vancouver, BC
- Venier, Cameron Robert
- Wang, Yu Chiao, Vancouver, BC
- Yang, Yiqing

**Transport & Logistics Opt. & International Bus.**
- Starkevic, Richard, B.A., Vancouver, BC
- Sun, Peul, B.A., Vancouver, BC
- Trohun, Bernadette, B.A., Vancouver, BC
- Turner, Robert, B.A., M.P., Ottawa, ON
- Wadhani, Jon, Kamloops, BC
- Weninger, Janice, Nanaimo, BC
- Whitehead, Mark, B.A., Victoria, BC
- Whistler, Matthew, B.Com., Halifax, NS
- Wijaya, Ferry, B.A.Sc, Surabaya, Indonesia
- Williams, Tomas, Vancouver, BC
- Wishart, Alastair, B.A., M.Sc., Toronto, ON
STAYING IN TOUCH WITH UBC

UBC Info Line (UBC-INFO)  
Athletics  
Alma Mater Society  
Alumni Affairs  
Aquatic Centre  
BirdCoop Fitness Facility  
Bookstore  
Botanical Garden  
Campus Tours  
Centre for Intercultural Communication  
Centre for Management Development  
Chan Centre for the Performing Arts  
Coast Club Tennis Centre  
Community Programs/Continuing Studies  
Community Sport Services/  
Athletics and Recreation  
Computer and Technology Studies/  
Continuing Studies  
Conference Centre  
Continuing Legal Education  
Continuing Studies  
Directory Assistance  
Distance Education and Technology  
English Language Institute  
Enrolment Services  
Office of Continuing Professional  
Education, Faculty of Education  
Events @ UBC  
First Nations House of Learning  
Food Services  
Forestry Continuing Studies Network  
Frederic Wood Theatre  
Graduate Student Society  
Green College  
International House  
Language Programs and Services/  
Continuing Studies  
Library System  
Map of UBC Campus  
Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery  
Museum of Anthropology  
Observatory  
Parking Services  
UBC Public Affairs  
School of Music  
St. John’s College  
Student Recreation Centre  
Student Services  
Summer Session Credit Programs  
Third Age Society/Continuing Studies  
University Golf Club  
Writing Centre  

UBC Okanagan  
General Switchboard  
Alumni Association  
Athletics & Recreation  
Enrolment and Student Services

www.ubc.ca  
www.gothunderbirds.ca  
www.ams.ubc.ca  
www.alumni.ubc.ca  
www.aquatics.ubc.ca  
www.birdcoop.ubc.ca  
www.bookstore.ubc.ca  
www.ubcbotanicalgarden.org  
www.ceremonies.ubc.ca/ceremonies/tours  
www.cic.cstudies.ubc.ca  
www.sauder.ubc.ca  
www.chancentre.com  
www.tennis.ubc.ca  
www.cstudies.ubc.ca  
www.hockey-school.ubc.ca  
www.cstudies.ubc.ca/computers  
www.conferences.ubc.ca  
www.cle.bc.ca  
www.cstudies.ubc.ca  
www.oit.ubc.ca  
www.eli.cstudies.ubc.ca  
www.students.ubc.ca  
www.educ.ubc.ca  
www.events.ubc.ca  
www.longhouse.ubc.ca  
www.foodserv.ubc.ca  
www.fcsn.bc.ca  
www.theatre.ubc.ca/season/season.htm  
www.gss.ubc.ca  
www.greencollege.ubc.ca  
www.students.ubc.ca/international  
www.cstudies.ubc.ca/languages  
www.library.ubc.ca  
www.maps.ubc.ca  
www.belkin-gallery.ubc.ca  
www.moa.ubc.ca  
www.astro.ubc.ca/telescope  
www.parking.ubc.ca  
www.publicaffairs.ca  
www.music.ubc.ca  
www.stjohns.ubc.ca  
www.intramurals.ubc.ca  
www.students.ubc.ca  
www.cstudies.ubc.ca  
www.cstudies.ubc.ca/tas  
www.universitygolf.com  
www.writingcentre.ubc.ca  

www.okanagan.ubc.ca  
http://web.ubc.ca/okanagan/alumnirelations/welcome.html  
http://web.ubc.ca/okanagan/athletics/welcome.html  
http://web.ubc.ca/okanagan/students.html